Short circuiting the electrodes, the inductance of the system was 872 nH. A Rogowski loop
around one electrode was used lor current measurement as well as a discharge monitor.
The plasma

radiation

was collected by a quartz lens
set on the major axis of the
system

(figure

spectroscopic

1).

The

measurements

were carried out with a 2m
focal length. Ebert montage.
Cari-Zciss spectrograph. The
Fig. 2 - Rogowski loop signal (hor. 5 usecdiv.
vert. 5mV-drv.

instrument dispersion was 7.4
Ãmm.

X-ray film was used

successfully to record the near UV spectra. A usual spectrogram has 80 shots with an 80 ^
m entrance slit. Lines from Aril and Arm were used as standard Iines[S]. The films were
measured in a MEM 00 Carl-Zeiss microdensitometer.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Initial observations without pre-ionization showed typical delayed discharges
behavior for fixed pressure within operation range. On the other hand vanishing delays
were observed when the radio frequency source for the pre ionization was applied. The
previous production of this resistive plasma show to be important to obtain reproductive
discharges with precise control on their start up. Typical discharge cunent is shown in figure
2. Within the operation pressure range the period of the ringing discharge and peak current
remain around 16 usec and 14 kA. respectively. The decay time of the discharge was
around L R - 165 .usec. The maximum current density was 3.0 kAcm- and total charge was
0.33 C. Results from magnetic probe measurements at 27 mTorr show a hollow plasma
colunr -n T/dplar.; of the electrodes with 1.2 cm diameter and 1.7 kA cm*- current density
at t- 2.Í nscc (t=Q is the beginning of the discharge). A fine powder of electrode material
was produced by the discharge due to electrode erosion. This powder appeared as a thin
layer deposited over the inner surface of discharge tube. Small spots, due to incidence of
eroded material, were observed on the electrode support out of the discharge region. The
contamination of the plasma by the impurities was clearfy observed with the spectroscopic

measurements.
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Fig. 3 - Emission spectra of Ar at different tilling pressures: 200 mTorr (upper) and
80 mTorr (lower)
/Inwerl
The figure 3 shows a recorded film at 200 and 80 mTorr filling pressure. From
residual gas we obsenrd lined of Mü (3514.38A. 3491.54.4. 3476.75Â. 3249.80A,
3243.68A) and Arm (3318.88A. 3285.85.A. 3480.55.Ã). Stronger lines of Cul ( 3247.54A.
3273.96A) and Znl (3382.33A. 3302.59.4. 3344.38A) were observed as well. At these
pressures, these lines are present in both spectrograms with small changes in their
intensities. The lines of metallic elements are stronger at low pressure regime. The
concentration of excited metallic species shows to be enhanced by energetic electron.
4. CONCLUSIONS
A gas discharge in Z-Pinch with brass electrodes in .Argon was characterized by visible
spectroscopy on the condition of current density and charge up to 3.0 kA cm- and 0.33 C.
Reproducible discharges without delay were observed in the pressure range of 22-200
mTorr when radio frequency pre-ionization was used. Fine brass powder was produced by
electrode erosion. In this condition, atoms ot Copper and Zinc were present in the plasma
Spectral lines of residual gas indicated ions of .Ar- and .Ar*- in the plasma core.
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Abstract
Preliminary results on the coating characteristics produced with a low energy (3.3 kJ)
pulsed plasma arc are reported.

Introduction
Since a long time ago. low pressure (or vacuum) plasma arcs have been employed to
produce coatings' l \ In these devices a high current electrical discharge is generated between metal
electrodes located in a vacuum (or low pressure) chamber, the current being conducted by a plasma
consisting of ionized vapor of the electrode material. For currents typically below several kA. the
production of plasma is concentrated in one or more minute "cathode spots". Each cathode spot
produces an energetic plasma jet. which flows from the cathode surface with typical flow velocities
of * 10 km/s. The material transfer of the cathode is considerable, typically 30 pg per coulomb.
Coatings can then be produced by placing the substrate in any location where it will intercept part
of the plasma jet. Although these devices (operating for long periods of time, -minutes, and with
relatively low currents. -100 A) have already been developed to a commercial scale, it has been
recently proposed the use of pulsed high current arcs' 2 -*\ in which extremely high deposition rates
(for Al. - 100 fini/s) can be achieved.
In this work preliminary results on coating characteristics obtained with a small energy
pulsed plasma arc. which has been recently built, are reported. In this device the geometrical
arrangement is such that, at the same lime, the substrate is the anode of the discharge.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
The arc was run hy discharging an electrolytic capacitor bank with C = 0.075 F. connected
to a series inductor-resistor which critically damped the discharge. Two set of values were
employed: a) L = 2 mH. R = 0.33 Q; and b) L = 0.091 mH. R = 0.1 £1 The vacuum chamber was a
25 cm long and 10 cm diameter stainless steel cylinder, through whose bases were introduced and
facet! (he electrodes. The Ti or Al cathode was 15 mm in diameter and contained a central trigger
electrode (1 mm titanium wire) for arc ignition. The anode was usually formed by three 1010
stainless steel rectangular pieces (15 mm long. 7 mm width and I mm (hick).which were fixed on a
circular holder of diameter 25 mm. The anode was spaced 2 or 5 mm from the cathode. The
chamber was pumped to a base pressure - 1 0 s mbar with an oil diffusion pump. In several tests,
where the aim was to synthesize TiN, the chamber was filled with nitrogen gas at a pressure in the
range 0.2-4 mbar. The samples were usually polished and then degreased in CI4C prior to mounting
in the chamber. In Fig. 1 a schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus is shown.
The arc was ignited by applying a short (- us) high voltage pulse to the trigger electrode.
The operating voltage was 300 V (= 3.4 kJ of stored energy), giving a current pulse with an
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the apparatus
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Figure 2: Arc current as a function of time for both sets of discharge
parameters: a) L=2mH, R=0.33 rt,; b) L=0.091rnH, R=0.1/X
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amplitude of 500 A. ami half-amplitude full-width duration of 35 ms for the case a), and 1000 A.
10 ms for the case b) (see Fig. 2).
After arcing the samples were inspected visually. Some were subjected to a primitive
adhesion lest employing an adhesive tape, in order to determine whether the coating could be easily
detached.
In several experiments the sample was weighted prior to and after arcing. The cathode was
also weighted, but after 10-20 shots.
To obtain the thickness of the obtained films, some of the samples were analyzed with a
profiler, with a height resolution of = 0.005 |im and a scanning length of 6 mm. As this instrument
determines thickness by comparing height differences, the samples were partially masked from the
discharge to get a transition between the original and the coated surface.

Results
Although the samples had a rectangular shape, the coated region resulted almost circular,
according to what it was expected from the apparatus geometry.
For the longer discharge, employing the titanium cathode, ami for a 2 mm inter electrode
gap, a series of shots varying from test to test the nitrogen pressure were performed. For pressures
less than 0.2 mbar, no signs of TiN deposition were observed. At 0.2 mbar the outer rim of the
anode was coated with TiN. which could be readily discerned by its gold colour. At 0.4 mbar the
lateral extent of the TiN-coated region increased, forming an annular region of = 5 mm thickness
encircling a plated central zone of diameter * 19 mm. For increasing pressures (0.6, 0.8. 1, 1.5
mbar) Jhe central zone was shifted into a inner golden region (whose intensity increased with the
pressure) surrounded by a plated ring whose thickness tended to decrease with the pressure.
Besides, the gold colour of the outer annulus was dimmed, until for the higher pressures it turned to
be violet-like. At a pressure of 2 mbar the best coating was obtained: an intense golden circle of
diameter 17 mm surrounded by I mm thick plated and violet-like rings. At still higher pressures the
quality of the obtained coatings was deteriorated: the gold colour of the central region become
dimmed and it was surrounded by several rings of different colours.
For a 5 mm inter electrode gap the general pattern of the obtained coatings as a function of
the nitrogen pressure was similar to the 2 mm case. However, the optimum coating was obtained at
a pressure slightly higher (between 2 and 3 mbar) and the area of the TiN deposition resulted
smaller (a circle of diameter 1.2 cm) than in the previous case.
In all of these shots performed with nitrogen gas a decrease in the background nitrogen
pressure was found after arcing. At the optimum pressure (i.e. 2 mbar for the 2 mm gap) the
decrease reached 0.06 ± 0.01 inbar, which taking into account the volume of the discharge chamber
(» 1500 cm 1 ), is equivalent to a loss of = 4.5 10 18 nitrogen atoms. Assuming (hat all of these atoms
were combined with Ti, it is possible to obtain a measure of the titanium mass detached from the
cathode per shot: Am,j, * 3.6 I0 - l mg.
This mass loss was confirmed by weighting the cathode in a balance with 0.1 mg accuracy:
the mass change was -5 mg after 15 shots. The weighting of the rectangular samples
(corresponding to shots performed at 2 mbar for the 2 mm gap) gave the following results: for a Ishot exposition the anode change of mass could not be resolved by the balance: for a 5-shot
exposition the change of mass was 0.5-0.6 ing; and for a 9-shot exposition the anode gained 1.4-1.5
mg. These results indicated that the anode gain of mass was about 0.1 mg per shot, and that
approximately one third of the material lost by the source was deposited onto the substrate. It
should be also pointed out that, after the adhesion test, about half of the mass gained remained on
the substrate.
In Fig. 3 a typical output of the profiler is given, showing the transition between the masked
and (he coated portions of the substrate. It can be seen that the film thickness is - 0.1 Mm-
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Significant differences among film thicknesses obtained under different pressure values were not
found.

!\

1000Â
r.

masked surface

]

coated surface

Figure 3: Film thickness obtained from the profiler.
Using the same cathode material but with the shorter time discharge, a new series of shots
in a nitrogen atmosphere was performed, for a 2 mm gap. As in the previous experiment, the
optimum TiN coating was found for a nitrogen pressure of 2 mbar. However, the amount of
deposited material was considerable smaller, in fact, the anode mass gain for a 10-shot exposition
was 0.5 mg, remaining barely 0.1 mg after the adhesion test.
Employing the aluminum cathode, in the longer time discharge mode, another series of
shots keeping the chamber pressure in very low values (< 10"4 mbar) was made. For the 2 mm gap,
a bright plated circle of diameter 2 cm was obtained. The anode mass gain resulted « 0.3 mg per
shot, but the adherence was poor: after the adhesion test « 1/3 of that mass remained on the
substrate, and mainly concentrated on a central zone of diameter 5 mm. On the other hand, the
cathode lost * 1 mg per shot. For the 5 mm gap, it was found a strong tendency of the discharge to
form anodic spots, consisting of a hemisphere ( 1-2 mm diameter) of a strongly adhered alloy.

Discussion
The reported results show that it is possible to produce coatings by employing a small
energy pulsed arc, with deposition rates - 3 nm/s for "hard" metals like titanium. For a given stored
energy, it seems preferable to design the discharge circuit so as to obtain a discharge current as
long as possible (at the price of lowering its peak amplitude), because this tends to improve the
coating adhesion.
Although at this energy level limitations in the thickness and adhesion of the film are found
(this can be greatly improved by increasing the bank energy), this discharge can be also employed
to produce strongly adhered anodic spots of alloyed metals.
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OPTICAL EMISSION INVESTIGATION OF PLASMAS
OF HEXAMETHYLDISrLOXANE, OXYGEN AND HELIUM MIXTURES
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Chemical reactions
in rf plasmas of mixtures of
hexamethyldisiloxane, oxygen and helium are studied in a
PECVD reactor by optical emission spectroscopy. Helium and
the reaction byproducts CH, O and CO were detected
spectroscopically. Increasing proportions of 02 in the
discharge decrease the electron temperature and/or density.
Consequently, the degree of fragmentation of the HMDS
molecules is decreased. The concentration of CO molecules
in the plasma depend strongly on the proportion of 02 in
the chamber. The reaction kinectics of CO is discussed and
some possible reactants are examined.
I. Introduction
Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) is a
we11-stablished technique used in the preparation of thin
amorphous films from organic and organometallic compounds [1-3].
In the last few years the technique of PECVD has become
increasingly used in the preparation of dielectric films from
discharges of organosilicones and oxygen mixtures [3]. The
chemical structure and composition of these films varies
according to the proportion of oxygen to organosilicone in the
discharge. Oxygen reacts with carbon-containing species forming
CO and CO2 which are pumped out of the chamber thus decreasing
the carbon content of the deposited material. For low levels of
02 in the discharge a polymer-like film is formed; increasing the
level of 02, the film gradually looses its organic character
approaching that of silicon-oxide.
Silicon oxide-like coatings deposited from plasmas of
silicones and oxygen mixtures have a number of promissing
application in the integrated circuit fabrication technology
[4,5]. Other novel applications include the preparation of
plastic wrapping foils for food packaging, due to their oxygen
barrier property [6].
This work describes an optical emission spectroscopy study
of some of the chemical reactions in a PECVD chamber during the
deposition
of
dielectric
films
from
discharges
in
hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDS), helium and oxygen mixtures. The
intensity of one of the emission lines of helium (438.8 nm) was
used to probe the plasma. The reactions were investigated from
the relative changes in the concentration of reactive species
existing in the plasma as a function of the oxygen content in the
gas feed.
II. Experimental
The plasma was produced in an aluminum vacuum chamber by two
parallel plate electrodes coupled to a solid state rf generator
(Leakmann Electro-Optics, 40MHz, 100W). An impedance matching
network allowed maximum power transmission to the plasma as
measured by a throughline wattmeter (Linear, model WL 2300). The
chamber was pumped by a 12 in /h rotary vane pump and the flow of
gases to the chamber was controlled by precision electronic mass
flowmeters (Datametrics, model 825). Pressure measurements were
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made using a capacitance manometer (Barocel model 600AB). Light
emitted from the plasma through a quartz window was analyzed by
an 1 m focal length monochromator spectrometer (Spex, model
14300) equipped with a photomultiplier tube. In all measurements
the power applied to the discharge was 60 W and the helium flow
was kept constant at 8.0 seem.
III. Results and Discussion
Several chemical species were detected spectroscopically in
the plasma and those listed in Table I were particularly studied.
The species CH, and 0 are byproducts of the fragmentation of the
HMDS and 02 molecules by the electrons of the plasma. The species
CO
results
from
reactions
between
carbon-containing
and
oxygen-containing species.
Table I
He
0

The
function
that the
the flow

438.8 nm
533.1 nm

CH
CO

431.4 nm
519.8 nm

emission intensity of He is plotted in Fig. l as a
of the oxygen flow. The behavior of the He signal shows
electron temperature and/or density markedly decrease as
of O2 is increased.

4.0

Fig. 1 - Helium emission intensity as a function of the flow of
oxigen. Flow of HMDS: 0.6 seem; flow of He: 8.0 seem; rf
power: 60W.
Figure 2 shows the changes in the relative concentrations of
the species o, CO, and CH as a function of the oxygen flow. The
data points were calculated dividing the intensity of the species
0, CO and CH to that of He. Except for a small initial increase
up to about 0.4 seem, the concentration of the CH species decays
rapidly as the flow of 02 is increased. Since the CH species
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arise from the fragmentation of the HMDS molecules by the
electrons of the plasma, the decrease in the concentration of CH
is explained by the decrease in the electron temperature or
density as the 02 flow is increased.

Pig.

2 - Change of relative concentrations of the species CH, 0
and CO as a function of the flow of oxygen. Flow' of
HMDS: 0.6 seem; flow of He: 8.0 seem; rf power: 60 W.

As we can see in Fig. 2, the concentration of CO, No, rises
steeply with the 02 flow up to about 2.5 seem and then decreases.
Due to the high reactivity of atomic oxygen, we expect that this
species is involved in the formation of the CO molecules upon
reaction
with
carbon-containing
species,
most
likely
carbon-containing free radicals (CCFR). In fact, the increase in
the CO concentration up to 2.5 seem of 02 is followed by the
increase in the atomic oxygen concentration, No. However, for
flows of 02 larger than 2.5 seem, N« starts to decrease while No
keeps rising. This can be easily explained if we remember that
the effect of oxygen is to «cool down" the plasma. It seems thus
V r

! }Ll

ly t hat for flows of

,

° 2 lar 9er than 2.5 seem, the supply

of CCFR species has been decreased to such a extent that is not
enough to keep the rate of formation of CO increasing. Therefore
Nco starts to decrease.
As generally accepted, surfaces at or near the plasma region
usually play a very important role in PECVD processes [7]. We
have thus devised an experiment to determine if the surfaces cf
our experimental system participate in the reactions of CO
formation. This experiment consisted in measuring the CO
concentration as a function of time after the leak valve
admitting HMDS to the vacuum chamber was closed. The result is
shown in Fig. 3. The decay in the CO concentration follows very
closely the decay of the HMDS partial pressure. This result
strongly suggests that gas-phase reactions do predominate over
surface reactions for the formation of the CO molecules.
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Abstract
Preliminary results of cathode erosion in a vacuum arc discharge are presented.
The apparatus is intended to be used for thin film deposition of metallic elements
and for reactive deposition. Emphasis is given on the dependence of the erosion rate
on the arc current and the external axial magnetic field. The transmission of the
eroded material (Mg) throught the anode mesh is also reported.

Introduction
Thin film deposition of metallic elements and also reactive deposition, using vacuum arc
discharge as a plasma source, are techniques that have been investigated in several laboratories [1,2]. In a vacuum arc the discharge is basically sustained by the emission of
material from the cathode which means that the plasma is composed by the cathode constituents. The plasma is highly ionized, with multiply charged ions and with high kinetic
energy. These characteristics are explored to produce coating with good adhesion, high
deposition rate, low thermal stresses and retention of alloy composition from the cathode
to the deposited film [3].
Although the physical principles of the process are established, a lots of uncertainties
remain to be investigated. Preliminary results of the erosion and deposition measurements
in a vacuum arc discharge apparatus with new features (electrode geometry) are presented.

Experimental Device
The measurements were taken in the apparatus that has also been used for isotope enrichment studies [4]. Basically it consists of a cylindrical vacuum vessel with length of
1.0m and diameter of 0.22m. The electrodes are placed inside the vessel close to one of its
ends. The cathode is an axial copper rod with a removable rounded tip, that can be easily
changed in order to produce plasmas with different materials. The anode is a movable
tungsten mesh with high transparency ( > 90%) and placed in front of the cathode.
The arc current is produced by the discharge of a capacitor bank between the electrodes.
The current pulse reaches values as high as 3kA and has a float top of about 15ms [5].
The plasma produced between the electrodes expands through the anode reaching the
substrate. An axial magnetic field of about IT can be applied by external coils, in order
to confine the charge particles and guide them to the substrate. A high power CO; laser
focused on the cathode surface Uiggers the discharge.
'FEG/UNESP, Guaiatinguetá, SP - bolia Capes
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Results and Analysis
A typical arc current and voltage pulse obtained in the vacuum arc apparatus is shown
in Figure 1. Initially the voltage between the electrodes, which is the voltage of the
capacitor bank, is about 120V. At -- 1.8ms the CO2 laser is fired, triggering the discharge.
The arc current rapidly ( ~ 0.5ms) reaches the maximum value of about 1.5kA, remains
approximately constant for ~- 14ms and then goes to zero in ~ 2ms. During the flat top
phase the arc voltage is low (30V), a characteristic feature of vacuum arc discharges.
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Figure 1: Typical arc current and voltage obtained in the vacuum arc discharge.
The measurements of the erosion rate were made for at least 50 shots taken at the same
initial conditions. The cathode is carefully weighted, in an analytical balance, before and
after the series of shots. The mass difference divided by the number of shots gives the
erosion rate in g/shots. A more meaningful result in g/C is obtained taken in account the
amount of Coulombs in each shot, which can be estimated from the arc current curve, as
one shown in Figure 1.
For an arc current of 1.5kA and a magnetic field of 0.1T the erosion rate for several
different materials were measured. The distance between the electrodes were kept constant
at "- 6cm and the ope», ti?" pressure was about 10~'Pa. The results of the measurements
are summarized in Table 1 Mcii also shows the diameter and purity of the cathodes.
Table 1: Erosion rate for several materials used in the vacuum arc discharge.
material

diameter
[mm]

purity

erosion
ÍMg/C]

C
Mg
Al
Ni
Zn
Cd
Pb

19
16
22
13
13
13
13

unknown
99.95
99.999
99.5
99.995
99.99
99.95

26
26
37
49
125
380
3474

The investigation of the influence of the arc current and magnetic field on the erosion rate
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were done for a magnesium cathode. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the erosion rate
on the arc current for a fixed B-field (0.1T). For the range of current studied the erosion
rate of magnesium cathode presents no appreciable variation (18pg/C — 22/ig/C).

:*t

2.:

Figure 2: Dependence of the erosion rate on the arc current for magnesium with B = 0.1T.
Figure 3 shows the influence of the applied axial magnetic field on the erosion rate for
an arc current of 1.5kA. It can be observed that the erosion rate is practically constant
(18/ig/C) over the range of B-field studied.
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Figure 3: Influence of the B-field on the erosion rate, for magnesium with I = 1.5kA.
In the geometry of the experiment the substrate is placed behind the anode, then it is
important to know the fraction of the eroded material that is transmitted through the
anode reaching the substrate. A preliminary result is presented in Figure 4, which shows
the percentage of the eroded material (magnesium cathode) that reaches the target as a
function of the applied magnetic field, for I - 1.5kA. The target is a metallic disc with
diameter of 7cm, placed at 30cm from the anode. It is believed that, for B > 0.1T
all the magnesium transmitted through the anode is deposited on the target, since from
previous measurements (6) the radius of the magnesium plasma column is less than 3cm
for B = 0.1T and decreases for higher B-field. It can be observed from figure 4 that about
50% of the eroded material is lost for B > 0.1T, while for B < 0.1T, this figure decreases
drastically.
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Figure 4: Collected material (magnesium) on the target as a function of the applied magnetic field, for I = 1.5kA.

Conclusion
Preliminary results of cathode erosion rate in a vacuum arc discharge in the presence of
a magnetic field are presented. The measured erosion rate ( ~ 18/ig/C) for a magnesium
cathode is not appreciably affected by the magnitude of the arc current and magnetic field,
at least, for the range of parameters studied. The low value of the transmitted material
through the anode ( < 50%) is explained by the high gradient in the magnetic field lines
in the region between the cathode and anode.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon/carbon composites result from the reinforcement of a
carbon matrix by carbon fibres. Good mechanical properties at
high
temperatures
(T 3000°C),
low
thermal
expansion
coefficient, good thermal-shock resistance and relatively low
specific gravity are interesting properties for aeroespace
structural material manufacture [1]. The biocompatibility and
also chemical inertness also make the C/C a promising material
for a*wide range of medical and structural applications [2].
There are two preparation processes for carbon/carbon
composites, namely liquid impregnation [3] and chemical vapor
infiltration (CVI) [4]. CVI process consists of a vapor phase
infiltration of a carbon precursor on a porous carbon fibre
substrate within a temperature range between 700 and 1400°C [4].
Recently, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes have been
enhanced by plasma, wich gives higher efficiency and improved
product quality [5,6].
This paper reports on the use and the efficiency of a plasma
reactor for carbon/carbon composite production and on the
investigation of the product.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
Carbon fibre felt was used as a substrate and methane gas
(99,97% purity) was the carbon precursor.
The felt specimens were initially dried and v/eighed before
insertion in. a plasma reactor, operating up to 1OOO8C. The plasma
reactor was designed and built in the Plasma Laboratory of the
Department of Physics of ITA/CTA [7,8].
The experiments were performed as follow:
i - location of the substrate in the reactor, followed by
ii - cleaning (12 h under vacuum, at room temperature),
iii - heating up to 995°C, followed by
iv - gas injection (under constant flow and pressure).
v - Finally the DC discharge system was activated.
Many experimental parameters must be controlled such as the
geometry (type of furnace and substrate), the energy in the
system
(furnace
temperature
and
plasma
reactivity)
and
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hydrodynamics (nature and regime of the gas flow). Some of these
parameters were varied while others were kept constant. The
experimental conditions were as follows:
- substrate dimensions: 30.0 x 4.5 x 0.5 cm
- furnace temperature: 995 + 5°C
- gas flow: 50 cm3/min
- duration of experiment: 72 h
- gas pressure: 1,3 and 6 torr
- discharge current: 40, 80, 200 and 300 mA
After completion of each experiment, the plasma system was
shut down and the furnace cooled, under vacuum, to room
temperature. The samples were extracted and weighed to assess the
mass gain as a function of the sample position in the furnace.
Transverse and longitudinal sections were mounted in polyester
resin for examination by polarized light microscopy.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Mass Gain
Figure 1 shows the mass gain related to deposition current
(a), gas pressure (b), relative specimen position in the furnace,
for a given current range (c), and also for a gas pressure range
(d).
3.2. Texture
Figure 2 shows optical micrographs of the resultant C/C
composite.
4. DISCUSSION
The curve given in fig l(a) shows that the application of
the plasma produces a mass gain. This factor increases linearly
with increase in plasma energy (current) with a tendency towards
saturation. The stabilization of the mass gain may be ascribed to
an ionization rate limitation due to the finite number of
electron - neutral molecule impacts under the operating
experimental conditions.
Figure l(b) shows a well defined pressure range for a
constant discharge condition (i = 40 mA) where the deposition
rate reaches a maximum. The initial part of the curve (premaximum) at relatively low pressure, is due to an increase of the
formation of active components, due to the increased number of
molecules, while the post-maximum behaviour can be ascribed to
the predominance of recombination phenomena arising from the
decreased mean free path of the electrons, thereby reducing the
probability to achieve sufficient energy for active radical
production.
Figures l(c) and l(d) show larger depositions in the central
region of the furnace, similar to conventional CVD processes,
i.e., coincident with the longitudinal furnace temperature
profile; this confirms that the plasma enhances the weight gain.
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Figure 2 shows that the deposited pyrolytic carbon initially
surrounds individual fibres of the substrate. The subsequent
increase in layer thickness of the pyrolytic carbon leads
eventually to coalescense of the fibres and corresponding
increase of stiffness of the specimen.
By comparison of figures 2 (a) and (b) it is seen that the
volume and surface deposition occurs in a substantially different
way compared to the conventional CVI process, where uniform
volume infiltration is obtained. This is an important difference
characteristic of the PECVI process, and requires further
exploration of its significance.
Polarized light microscopy reveals that the texture of the
deposited carbon is that of isotropic carbon, without any optical
activity (opaque-purple colour) and completely different from the
carbon obtained by conventional CVI processing, which has a
highly anisotropic structure [4].
5. CONCLUSION
An increase in the mass yield through PECVI was confirmed
experimentally. It is also concluded that:
- The carbon obtained from the PECVI process is isotropic.
- The discharge current can be used to control the mass
yield.
- Gas pressure can be controled to maximize the mass yield.
- A consequence of the increased gas reactivity is the
increased rate of deposition on the surface of the substrate.
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Abstract
In this paper we report on the performance of a cathode characterization system
for studying the emission parameters of thermal electro» emitters. The system consists
of vacuum chamber, power supply . .:! equipment for measuring and control. Measurements have been taken of the emission current as function of cathode temperature
and anode voltage. Several (Ba,Sr)O coated cathodes were tested and the results have
sfiown good agreement with Child's and Richardson's laws. The experimental work
function is between 1.0 and 2.0 cV. All emission parameters measured arc consistent
with international literature data.

1

Introduction

The main motivation for the 35 GHz, 100 kW gyrolron development program under way
al INPE lies on the utilization of high power millimeter radiation for fusion plasma healing
and current drive experiments W-M.
The INPE gyrolron electron gun is composed of a conical cathode with a thermal electron
emitting band and two anodes (Fig. 1). This gun was designed to generate an electron beam
with high transverse energy and low velocity spread I3'. This electron gun should operate at
an adequate temperature to generate a total laminar beam current of 5 A. Considering the
gun design details, the emission density of the cathode band is near 2.4 A/cm 3 , for pulsed
electric fields. Allowing for a minimal safety margin, an emitter which could provide at least
3.0 A/cm 2 current density is desirable. Furthcmorc, due to the large size of the cathode
(~ GO cm 3 ), the required emission should be available at as low a temperature as possible
in order to minimize both the necessary heater power and to reduce radiating heating of
surrounding gun components. The need for a high current density at a low operating temperature limits the available options to the very low work function thin film emitters.
During operation the temperature distribution on the electron gun may attain unfavourably high values which could give rise to severe problems. In this situation, the cathode,
anode and emitter surfaces arc likely to evaporate, thus increasing the possibility of an arcing to occur. Another constraint factor is the difference of thermal expansion betweem the
metal base and the coaling material, that causes stresses al the interface and can rcsull in

the rupture of the film. In addition, the conical cathode shape poses difficulties in fabricating
adequate self-sustaining cathodes.
Therefore, for preliminary gyrotron experiments, mctal-oxidc-coatcd cathodes will be
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Figure 1. CSyrotron electron gun
used. For the cathode development, work has been done to design and to fabricate a characterization system for emission test of the indirectly healed coaled cathodes composed of
oxide and/or cermet materials 4. This characterization procedure involves obtaining the cathode emission characteristics for optimizing their chemical composition, fabrication processes,
activation procedures, operating temperature and life time.

2 Assembling and Tests
A cathode characterization system was assembled at LAP/INPE '*'. This system is composed of a vacuum chamber attached to a vacuum diffusion pump and sensors for operation
at prcssions near 2 x 10"Gtorr. The cathode temperature is measured using a Pt - 13%/i/i
thermocouple connected to a temperature meter and the healing filament is healed by a 50 V,
50 A power source. The anode is polarized by a 300 V, 200 mA power source (Fig. 2). A
helically wound tungsten filament 0.5 mm in diameter was used to heat the emitting surface.
While the heating can be achieved by radiation alone, the thermal transfer was greatly improved by potting the filament in the cathode housing with alumina powder.
Several (Da, Sr, Ca)0 coaled cathodes have been prepared using a nickel plate as a metal
base M. The carbonate suspensions had the following chemical composition: i) solid components from a cquimolecular IJ11CO3 and S7CO3 powder mixture and ii) liquid components
(binder) from 2.7% of nitrocellulose 32 sec, 21.7% of ethyl alcohol (dehydrated) and 75.G% of
amyl acetate. The amount of solid components in the suspension is 28.6% (in weight). This
is the adequate consistence for application by spmy. So prepared suspension was deposited
on nickel plate and dried at 110° C. After that treatment the plate with (Ba,Sr,Ca)CO3
and binder was mounted on heating assembly. The next step was cathode activation which is
the most important operation and was made in the following way: i) a low healing velocity
[cs 3° C/min) to permit the evaporation of organic components and carbonate decomposiiton
to obtain a coating of (Da, Sr, Ca)O at 900-1000" C, and ii) activation itself and emisison due

to partial reduction of the oxides at metal-coating interface to produce free barium within
the coating by Da+ and Sr+ diffusion.
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3 Results and Discussion
The emission current dependence on both the anode voltage and cathode temperature
is used for characterization of the thermal electron emitter M'M. For these measurements a
diode consisting of barium-strontium-calcium oxide cathode with 6 mm in diameter located
at a 5 mm distance from the anode was used.
Fig. 3 shows current-voltage characteristics measured at constant temperature. The
curve follows the three-halves power Child's law i ~ V3^2 up to the saturation voltage. This
dependence so far attained does emply that good electron emission all over the cathode area
has been achieved. Above voltage saturation, the anode current breaks off gradually and the
slight continued increase is due to a reduction of the work function by the applied voltage as
described by the Schottky effect.
Fig. 4 shows the measured current as function of cathode temperature for a constant
voltage of 300 V. The straight line, up to the saturation temperature, follows the Richardson's
equation
J = A0T2e-"kT
(1)
where J is the satured thermal emission current density, Ao is Dushman's constant (to be
determined later), T is the cathode temperature in degrees Kelvin, k is Boltzmann's constant
(8.C x 10~ 5 eV/K) and <f> denotes *Jhe true work function in eV which gives the maximum
potential energy of an electron at the emitting surface. Notice that Richardson's equation
applies only when all emitted electrons reach the anode, i.e., under temperature-limitedoperation. The quantities <f> and .''„ in eq. (1) are used for cathode characterization. To this
end, the experimental values of In J/T7 are plotted against 1/71 and a straight line is obtained
as shown in Fig. 5. The slops ui>,his line is a measure of <f>/k and the intercept at l/T = 0
gives the constant Ao. The values of <t> and Ao thus calculated are, respectively, 1.3 eV and
2.5A/m 2 /K 2 . Such a work function value is consistent with the emisson characteristics of
oxide cathodes, as the oxides of barium, strontium, and calcium all have <j>'s between 1.0 and
2.0 eV M.
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Conclusion

For future development of thermal electron emitters to be used in the INPE gyrotron, a
cathode characterization system has been designed and assembled. An oxide-coated cathode
was fabricated and preliminary results included measurements of emission current as function of cathode temperature and anode voltage. Good capability of this cathode has been
demonstrated and forthcoming data will be used to establish life endurance models relevant
to microwave tube applications.
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1

Introduction

According to Faraday's law a voltage is induced in a massive conducting body if it is
subject to a time-varying magnetic flux. The voltages induced at different points within
the object give rise to internal currents circulating in appropriate paths that are referred
to as eddy currents. In this paper, energy dissipation by eddy currents through ohmic
losses is addressed, where the effective resistance of a magnet coil is examined on the
basis of the experimental result of heat production. That coil is the single component of a
water cooled magnet system that provides the required high magnetic field for operation
of lhe 35 GHz, 100 kW gyrotron I1' under development at INPE. Each pancake coil is
wound
from an insulated copper tube of 25rn length which has a rectangular 'cross
- WICYI (9 x 9mm 2 ) with a 5-mm-diamcter orifice leading the cooling water. As will be
discussed, in conventional solenoids the action of eddy currents may be detrimental as the
result of a nonuniform current distribution in the conductors which leads to higher ohmic
losses.

2

Measurement of the energy loss in a pancake coil

To put into perspective the ohmic losses incurred by eddy currents, a test circuit
was set up as in Fig. 1. The power loss in the pancake coil was then measured and
compared with the calculated one. The power loss is given by Q = r'ncAT where m
and AT are the mass flux and the temperature rise (AT = Tout — l\n) of the cooling
water, respectively; c is the specific heat for water with value 4.18 J/gK. This power loss
is equivalent to the ohmic loss in the pancake coil given by < I7 > R, where < I7 >
is the mean square of the feeding current and R is the coil resistance. The current
waveforms used in this experiment are shown in fig. 2 along with relevant parameters
displayed in Tab. 1. The average < I > and the mean square values are expressed by
< / > = 2(/,T 2 + l3T3ynT and < I7 >= {17TX + /32T3)27', where T = T, -I- T2 + T3 + T4.
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The power loss measurement was made for four cases of 7=50,100,150, and 2D0 A, where
7 is the mean value of the coil current as indicated by a the DC power supply current
meter (Tab. 2). It should be mentioned that the coil resistance of 7mfl is calculated from
the resistivity of 1.72 x 10~8fim for copper, and confirmed by the measurement using
a bridge circuit. However, the effective resistance, ranging from 95 to 48mfi, is 13.5 to
6.8 times larger than the expected 7mil value. This suggests that the observed higher
oliuiic losses are due to the harmonic components of the applied current. In fact, by using
another DC power supply with lower ripple rate, a similar experiment was carried out.
The results presented in Tab. 3 indicate that the healing rate is in good agreement with
the predicted value.
Accordingly, the increase in the effective resistance shown in Tab. 1 should be
ascribed to the harmonic content of the feeding current. From the current waveform
shown in Fig. 2, the frequency of first harmonic component is-180 Hz. Thus we may
consider the effective coil resistance for the frequency range 0-lkIIz, which is discussed in
the next section.

3

Eddy-current effects

Eddy currents manifest themselves by increasing the effective resistance and decreasing the effective inductance of the total impedance Z = Re/j + juiLe/j in such a coil (Fig.
3) according to the equations I1':
/?,// = Ko + pM^7/{p2

4- / V ) ,

Leff

= L0-

lMW/(p2

+ /V)

(1)

where fi0 and Lo denote the resistance and the inductance at zero frequency, respectively;
p and / are the resistance and the inductance for eddy currents, and M is the mutual
inductance between the coil and the eddy current circuit. To estimate the inductance
/ we consider the configuration for eddy currents as shown in Fig.4, where L\ and Lj
denote the self-inductances of the circular loop conductors of finite cross section. Thus,
the inductance / is calculated as / = Lt + Lj — 2Mtj, where Ml2 is the mutual inductance
between L\ and Lj. On the other hand, Rejj and Ltjj for a given frequency u> can be
obtained experimentally from measurements of phase difference between the voltage and
the current waveforms M. Such a measurement was made for a duplicate pancake coil
and the results are given in Fig. 5. From this plot, the unknown parameters Lo and Ijp
could be obtained. Using the calcualted value for the inductance /, the mutual inductance
A/ was then estimated. It is apparent that the experimental data are in good agreement
with the theoretical curves.
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4 Power loss taking into account eddy-current effects
To account for the energy loss, the applied current waveform i(t) shown in Fig. 2 was
expanded in Fourier series and the energy dissipation for each harmonic component was
calculated using the effective resistance equation (1) for eddy-currcnl effects. Thus, the
average dissipated power becomes

(2)
n=l

where c\ = a' + b\, with an = \ fj i(t)co*nu;tdt,bn = j . £ i(t)sinnu}tdt, and /?„ is
the effective resistance in eqs. (1) corresponding to the n-th harmonic frequency. In Fig.
6, the average dissipated power < W >, which was calculated until the 10th harmonic
component for the coil current displayed in Fig. 2, is shown along with the experimental
data of Tabs. 1 and 2. The parameters p, A/, and / in cqs. (1) were determined so that
the resulting < W > values might agree with measured data, thus giving 42mfi,35/iH
and 10////, respectively, consistent with estimated values.

5

Conclusion

In a large magnet coil, it was found out that the action of a lime-varying current is to
increase the effective coil resistance. This leads to higher ohmic losses which arc strongly
dependent on the ripple rate of the applied current. Taking into account eddy-current
effects, experimental data could be compared with calculations showing the effective coil
resistance to be about one order of magnitude above the DC resistance value.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the experimental observations cannot be accounted for on the basis of the skin effect. By this effect, the current magnitude decreases exponentially inward from the conductor surface to a nominal depth of penetration 6 = J2t)/(iui, where t) and // are the resistivity (1.72 x 10~ 8 ilm for copper) and
the absolute magnetic permeability of the conductor, respectively. At higher frequencies,
the current concentrates in a thin skin at the conductor surface, thus causing a higher
resistance. To obtain the effective resistance given in Tab. 1, the skin depth needs to be
nearly 0.3mm, which calls for an operaling frequency of 50 kHz well above the frequency
range considered in the present study.

6
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1

Introduction

We report on the construction, performance, and reliability of a high field magnet
system. The electromagnet is designed to generate a fiat top 13 kG magnetic induction as
required for the operation of a 35 GHz. 100 k\V gyrotron under development at INPE^.
The system comprises three solenoids (Fig.l). located in the gun, cavity, and collector
regions, consisting of split pair magnets with the field direction vertical. The magnets are
wound from insulated copper tube whose rectangular cross section has a 5.0 mm-diameter
hole leading the cooling water2'. On account of the high power (~100 kW) supplied to the
cavity coils, it turned out necessary to employ a cooling system which includes hydraulic
pump and heat exchanger. The collector and gun magnets operate at lower DC current
(~150A), and, in this case, flowing water provided by wall pipes is far enough to cool
down the coils.
In addition, a 250kVA high power AC/DC Nutek conversor is used to supply power
to the cavity magnet. For the collector and gun magnets, 30 V/600 A DC power supplies
are used.

2

The high power AC/DC conversor

In this section, the high power AC/DC conversor is described in great detail as the
current provided by such a system is mainly responsible for the maximum intensity value
attained by yhe magnetic field. Fig.2 shows a schematic diagram of the conversor, where
Ro and Lo stand for the cavity magnet with a total resistance of 160 mil and inductance of
30 mH, respectively. The shunt resistance of 50/ifi is used to measure the output current
Io with an oscilloscope or an analogic meter.
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The conversor scheme consists basically of a six-pulse three-phase bridge, to rectify
the voltage, and an electronic control circuit to drive the gate pulses to the thyristors. The
three-phase bridge and the control circuit are put near the main coils to avoid high losses
through 'ong cables. Four 240 mm 2 short cables are used to make connections between
the cavity magnet and the high power supply.
The Nutek module has a power capacity of 250 kVA ( 2 5 0 V x l k A ) . However, the
main magnet consumes no more than about lOOkVV during the full current application of
800 A (100 k\V~ 160 mfix (800 A) 2 ). Then a three-phase high power delta/star transfomer
is employed to isolate the Nutek module from the 220 V, 60 Hz, three-phase line network.
This design option was decided taking into account the lower acquisition cost of the
transformer and the unique purpose of supplying the main magnet.The 110 V line voltage
on the secondary of the transformer is the value calculated to obtain a low current ripple
by the theoretical value of 4.2 % for three-phase rectifier without any filter. In this case,
the switching angle of the thyristors must be near zero and the maximum theoretical
mean current value is given by < l0 > = 1.35%/A, ~ 928 A, with VL = 110 V and
Ro = 160 mil. However, the experimental full current measured was approximately 800 A
due to the ohmic losses in the high power transformer as well as in the connection cables.
Also, the experimental measured ripple with full current is about 3.5%. lower than the
predicted 4.2% value. This difference is caused by the presence of the coil magnet which
acts as a filter, thus smoothing the current waveform and decreasing the current ripple.
Six 240 mm2 cables (i.e., two by each phase) are used to link the secondary of the
high power transformer to the input of the three-phase bridge. In the primary side, as this
line current is half that in the secondary line (~520 A/2), only three cables are employed
to link the primary to the input high current switch of 600 A. Three 400 A fast NH fuses
protect the power supply from a short circuit current during an occurrence of a fault in
the system.
A three-phase delta/star 220 V/120 V low power transformer of 150VA supplies
power to the control circuit with the same phase sequence as in the main power circuit.

3 The cooling system
A high pressure water system is provided for cooling the main magnet. Fig.3 shows
a block diagram with the main components of the cooling system: a heat exchanger, a
reservoir tank, and a hydraulic pump. The heat exchanger has two cooling loops (primary
and secondary). The pump and the tank are located on the primary loop, with the
pump being capable of pumping water with 5m 3 /h flow rate at 11 atm pressure. The
secondary loop removes effectively the heat generated in the thermal load (cavity magnet).
For maintenance, the tube water facility is routinely cleaned out and replenished with
sterilized water.
The cooling system was designed to keep the output water temperature down to
50°C. During performace tests, it has been checked that the coolant temperature reached
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50°C in the steady state regime, in close agreement with the predicted value.

4 The B-field profile
An ordinary gaussmeter was used to measure the axial magnetic field profile. A
gaussmeter axial probe was introduced into the bore of the magnet coil system and moved
along the z-axis to make the measurements, as shown in Fig.4. The gun emitter ring is
taken as the reference system origin (z=0).
The axial B-field profile is given by the superposition of the three magnetic fields
generated by the gun, main, and collector coils. From numerical calculations, it is possible
to genera;, the theoretical profile with the three flat tops of 1.05 kG, 12.7 kG, and 0.65 kG
required for the gyrotron operation. The currents corresponding to these three flat tops
are respectively 130 A, 800 A, and 160 A. Fig.5 shows the theoretical and experimental
B-field profiles obtained. The solid curve is the theoretical profile and crosses denote
experimental data. One can observe that the experimental B-field profile is in close
agreement with that expected theoretically.

5

Conclusion

A water-cooled magnet system for a high DC magnetic field on the order of 13 kG
was developed. The system includes all power supplies, measuring equipments anf field
interlocks necessary for safe and convenient operation of the magnet with the gyrotron.
It was checked that the high power conversor provides power for the main solenoid with a
maximum mean current of about 800 A. This yelds a main flat top measured of 12.7 kG,
with predicted and experimental profiles in good agreement. In addition, it has been
verified that the cooling system is capable of pumping water through the main magnetic
coils with a flow rate of 5m 3 /h at l l a t m pressure with no leakage or damage to the
system.
Aspects of system compatibility, operation and safety have been fully resolved at the
design stage and proved during the complete system test at the laboratory.

6
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1

Introduction

Ion sources have found a wide and growing field of applications such as neutral beam
injection in plasma physics research, processes in microelectronics and space technology.
In particular, due to the high exhaust velocity and the low propellent and power consumption the ion sources can be used to advantage as an ion thruster for the attitude and
orbit control of satellites.
This work deals with the theoretical investigation of permanent magnets arrangements
for optimization of the primary electron magnetic containment in discharge chambers
with 5 cm diameter and 10 cm length. Such study is necessary due to the small volume
of the discharge chamber which prevents long ionization life for the primary electrons by
collecting them quickly in the walls, reducing the ion source efficiency. The type and
localization of the cathode in the discharge chamber also plays an important role on
the mean containment time of the primary electrons and these constraints will also be
considered in the theoretical modelling of the magnetic containment.

2 Theoretical Model
The efficiency of an ion source is described by the primary electrons utilization factor
which is related to the mean containment time by [1]:

qv,,(p,,A,,
where c, is the total inelastic cross section [21, v,,r is the primary electrons velocity, -ry
is the primary electrons mean containment time, q is the ion charge (considered equal
to the electronic charge), vo = JüKT,,/irm is the mean thermal velocity of the neutrals
with mass m and at a temperature T,, [K is the Boltzmann constant), <j>,, is the ion beam
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electrode transparency and A,, is the electrode extraction area. Therefore, the primary
electrons utilization factor increases with the mean containment time, improving the ion
source efficiency.
For the magnetic containment modelling it has been adopted the "magnetic charge"
model [3] for the permanent magnets. In this model a single permanent magnet can
be described by two charged planes with a charge of ±Qm on each one. The total space
induction of an arrangement of permanent magnets will be the superposition of their individual contribution. This model has shown a good agreement with experimental magnetic
induction measured for single samarium-cobalt [31 and ferrite permanent magnets [41.
Once an arrangement of permanent magnets has been selected, the mean containment
time is estimated by solving the equation of motion for the position and velocity of a
primary electron under the space magnetic induction by means of a predictor-corrector
numerical method Í5Í.
As the electron energy is invariant under the action of magnetic fields and in the
absence of inelastic collisions with neutrals, these parameter has been selected for the
control of the interpolation error of the numerical method adopted. The mean containment time, for a number of electrons launched in the discharge chamber is given by the
arithmetic sum of individuals containment time obtained for each primary electron under
of a permanent magnets arrangement, e.g, r^ = H'j£\(NjA)/Clo, where Npe is the number
of primary electrons launched, Nj is the number of time step of the jth primary electron
before it is collected by the anode, A is the time step and Qo — eBojmt is the electron
cyclotron frequency for a superficial induction Bo, mr is the the electron rest mass. It is
interesting to observe that the mean containment time does not depend upon the type
of interactions between primary electrons and neutrals, but only on the quality pf the
magnetic confinement of the permanent magnets arrangement. It can be verified that the
mean containment time is nearly constant, as shown by Table 1, by estimating the mean
containment time using Eq.(l) with the experimental values of C, obtained [1] for two
gases at different temperatures.
The line cusp and ring cusp permanent magnets arrangements here investigated are
shown in Fig.(l). Two kinds of cathodes are used in the theoretical modelling of the
magnetic containment: oxide cathodes (or filaments), in which the electrons are emitted
in the radial direction, and hollow cathodes, in which the electrons are emitted as a
divergent beam (divergence angle typically of about 60°).

3

Results

The numerical results have been compared with experimental results for a ring cusp ion
thruster [1] showing an excellent agreement. The theoretical mean containment time has
a value r,M, ~ 3T 8 /is whereas the experimental values estimated for the different gases and
conditions are shown in Table 1,
The mean containment times and primary electron utilization factors obtained for
the permanent magnets shown in Fig.(l) are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the

arrangements LC/ML/DL/4x4/CE/NE

and RC/DL/MA/\6xl/CS/NE
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are the most

promising (r^ > 10~ 6 s) if oxide cathoües are placed at the optimum position shown in
Table 2. Also it can be observed that the variation of the energy or the surface magnetic
induction does not produce any significant improvement on the mean containment time of
the primary electrons (table 2). The numerical error associated with the primary electron
energy variation has been verified to be not greater than 0.5%.

4

Conclusions

The numerical method adopted for the modelling of the primary electrons dynamic under
suitable permanent magnets arrangements is capable of demonstrating the quality of each
magnetic configuration by showing the dependence of the mean containment time on the
magnetic field and cathode geometric characteristics.
Both line and ring cusp seems to be efficient permanent magnets arrangement if one
uses the oxide cathode positioned correctly in the discharge chamber. The hollow cathode
does not show a good performance for the permanent magnets configuration investigated.
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Figure 1. Permanent magnets arrangements.
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Table 1. Primary utilization factor (Co) and mean containment time
(eq.l) for a ring cusp ion thruster (5).
GAS
argon

(Ar)
krypton
(Kr)

To
390
255
90
390
255
155

co

3.0
3.7
6.2
5.6
6.8
8.7

K

A

n

T

t«

3.44
3.43
3.42
3.89
3.83
3.82
/is

Table 2. Mean containment time ( v ( s l ) a n ^ primary electrons utilization factor (ColA^'j) for the magnets arrangements from
Fig.(l) using argon and xenon, $„ = 0,6 and Tn - 673 K. £?„ is
the surface magnetic induction in Gauss, CATH - HC hollow
cathode, = OC oxide cathode, POS is the cathode position in
cm, Ep,. is the primary electron energy in eV, NIK. is the number
of primary electrons, Xn, Yn Zo are the cathode coordinates in
the discharge chamber in cm, Re = 2.5 mm and l>c are the
cathode radius and length, respectively.

C
ARRANGEMENT

LC/ML/DA/4 x 4/CS/WE
LC/ML/ÜA/4 x 4/CS/NE Lt = 60

Do
1000
1000
2000
1000

CATH
11C
HC
IIC
OC

POS
}'„ = 0.1
Yo = 0.1

Y. = 26

n = 2.o

Er
50
60
30
50

JV
2431
1831
224

Ar

Xe

6.19
2.90
5.63
3.71

x IO""
x 10""
x 10""
x IO""

0.3
0.1
0.2
18.9

0.8
0.6
0.4
58.0

4.48
4.18
4.73
2.53

x IO""
x 10""
x 10""
x 10"'

0.1
0.2
0.1
1.3

0.3
0.7
0.3
4.0
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LC/ML/D A/9
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x e/CS/NE
x X/CS/NE

1000
1000
1000
1000

HC
IIC
HC
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I r = 30

LC/ML/ÜA/3 x 3/CS/NE
LK = BQ
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OC

zYa == 1.6
u
n

r 0 = o.i
n = 0.5
Yn = 1.0
Xa - 1.5
Yn = 0.6
Xo = 1.0
Yn = 2.0
Xo = 2.0

60

30
50
30
50

50

2431
1001
451

~ 10""

50.9

156.4
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7.84 x 10"8
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1

Introduction

In this work a multi-aperture two-electrode extraction system has been studied
in order to produce a low divergence ion beam for an 1 mN ion thruster. The conceptual modeling has been done by using analytical expressions derived from the spherical
diode concept and by numerical simulation using an adapted version of SLAC code [1]
named IGUN [2{. The conceptual modeling has been developed taking into account both
the electrical and geometrical constraints on the multi-aperture two-electrode extraction
system.

2

Theoretical Model

When an ion beam is produced from a plasma the characteristics of the space charge
sheath (ion emitting surface) can be described in the same way as for a solid emitter. The
parameters describing the space charge sheath can be derived from the spherical diode
concept. The curvature radius of the emitting surface is given, then, by [3] :

where the perveances are given by :

p

=

h
U;

and
m.
where jt — j,,/<t>n is the Bohm density of current and j o = (g/2mC/r) l/2 ,F//i,, is the ion
beam current density related to a thrust F and a total applied potential Uj, for a given
ionized gas with a mass m and charge q (A,, is the beam cross section). The electrode
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transparency can be estimated by : <po = ;V,t ( ^ j
radius and ro is the ion beam radius.

where rE is the extraction aperture

Equation (2) reveals that the ion emitting surface will be concave (Rr > 0) if P, > Po.
convex (Rr < 0) if P, < Po and plane (Rt — oo) if P, = Po. Using the expression for the
Bohm density of current, the curvature radius can be given now in practical units by [2! :
1 fi/

fi

•

3

'

1-4.05 x 1 0 " ' ^ ( ^ : ) 2

i

(4)

The emitting surface has a thickness (distance from the extraction electrode) given
by [2] :

S = 4.97 < IO"1 (U-'^'*'>r»)

[mm]

(5)

The divergence angle of the ion beam, as function of the emitting surface radius, is given
by [2! :

a = 0 . 2 5 ^ fo.67 - 2 - 6 7 - ^ ^ 1

[radi
(6)
[
{R
where ds = 2re is the extraction aperture diameter and Z7 is the spacing between electrodes. Note that the curvature radius, sheath thickness and divergence angle are all
independent of the ion mass if the thrust is specified.
The electrical parameters are all related by the factor R\ which is given by [4] :
Us
ur

VD +

±U(j - UE
i- v - \t',\>

,„.

where ÍA.v e UT are the effective and total voltage factors, respectively, \'o is the discharge
voltage, and UE &nd UA are the applied voltage across the extraction and acceleration
electrodes, respectively.
The spherical diode model has been adopted here and by other authors [3j due to
good results that have been obtained. In Fig.(l) the theoretical (2J and experimental [4j
equipotential are compared, thus showing excellent agreement.
It has been observed ~. '-e ion optics of a multi-aperture electrode system can be
described by the ion optic.
• ouple of aperture [5j. Therefore, the characteristics of
the ion emitting surface can be introduced in the IGUN numerical code [2i in order for
Potsson and motion equations to be solved for an ion beam consistent with electrical and
geometrical parameters of a multi-aperture two-electrode system.

3

Theoretical Results

By using the specified values of r0 = 2.5 cm, dr - i.7mm and N \ = 499, it has been
estimated that 4>0 - 0.60, and by using F = l m N , U\ = 1000 V in Eq.(5) it has been
obtained that o = Orad for lg/dE = 1.386 (/, = 1.1 mm j and /2 E = 3.81mm.
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It has been observed [4] that R\ = 0.9 is the best value for producing a low divergence
ion beam. As the potential difference between the emitting surface and the extraction electrode is not known by analytical expressions, but only experimentally, values in 5 - 20 V
range have been assumed forAC/V; (values considered to be typical in electron impact ion
sources). Finally, using the estimated geometrical parameters and the specified electrical
parameters in the IGUN code, the ion beam shown in Fig.2(a) has been obtained . As
shown in Fig.2(b) the variation in Aif7 does not produce any significant effect on the
beam divergence angle. The maximum variation observed was 3° for a discharge voltage
of 50 V.
The low divergence ion beam was obtained by using all the electrical and geometrical
parameters as shown in Table (1) for the multi-aperture two-electrode system. These
parameters can be used either for argon or xenon, because both the curvature radius of
emitting surface and the ion beam divergence angle do not depend on the ion mass.

4

Conclusions

Excellent agreement wai r>>und between the theoretical and experimental values for
the curvature radius of the emitting surface.
The ion beam divergence angle has shown to be quite insensitive to AÍ/G variations.
Both the theoretical and experimental [6] values for the ion beam divergence angle
are in close agreement.
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Table 1. Geometrical and electrical parameters for the multi-aperture
two-electrode svstem.
Ion beam radius {ro)
Number of apertures per electrode (iYi)
Diameter of a single extraction aperture (<//.)
Extraction electrode thickness (i/..-)
Diameter ratio {du'd(-)
Diameter of a single acceleration aperture (d ( )
Acceleration electrode thickness (t \)
Electrodes separation (/,,)
Voltage ratio {R\ )
Total voltage (UT)
Ion beam density of current (_;„)
(Argon)
(Xenon)
Thrust (F)
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25 mm

499
1.7 mm
0,1 mm

1.0
1.1 mm
0.6 mm
1,1 mm

0.9
1000 V
17,6 A/m9,7A/nv
ImN

i

(a)
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-oc

30
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Abstract
In this work the population distribution in the groundstale sublevels of the titanium atoms has been
measured by means oi the laser induced fluorescente i L5F). From this distributions the Ti-temperalure profiles
in the discharge axis have been determined with a spatial resolution of 1-5 mm. The measurements were made
in a d.c. argon glow discharge operated in the abnormal range. In the negative glow a nearly constant
temperature of about 350 K has been found. Towards the cathode a temperature rise up to 410 K at 0.5 kV
(0.2 mb) and up to 540 K at 2.1 kV (0.1 mb) has been observed.

Introduction
The interest in studing glow discharge is related with the several technological applications, e.g., light
sources, surface treatment, etching and deposition processes (1|.
In the last time, the laser induced fluorescence and the optogaivanic speclroscopy have given an
important contribution in understanding many of the complex processes (e.g. excitation, ionization and charge
exchange collisions and sputtering of the cathode material) which take place in the cathode region [13]. The laser
induced fluorescence is an active spectroscopic technique, which has been sucssesfull used to make selective, nondisturbing and local measurements of particle densities in glow discharges [4-7].
In this work results for the temperature profiles of sputtered titanium atoms in an abnormal argon glow
discharge are given, which were obtained by means of the laser induced fluorescence.
Titanium was chosen as cathode material because of its technological significance. The noble gas argon
was taken because of its high sputtering yield.

Experimental Arrangement
The measurements were made in the cathode region (cathode tall and negative glow) of a d.c. argon
glow discharge. The electrodes consist of a titanium cathode and a copper anode with 6 cm diameter and
separated by a fixed distance of 10 cm. They were mounted in a movable system, which allows for axial shifts
up to 10 cm inside of a stainless steel UHV-chamber with a diameter of 30 cm and a length of 46 cm.
For the measurements of the particle densities with help of the laser induced fluorescence a dye laser
pumped with two flash lamps was used. The laser was operated with rhodamine 590 perchlorate (max. output
at 590 nm) solved in ethanol. An interference filter (A.max = 620 nm) and a Fabry-Perot-etalon (d = 0.15 mm,
R » 85%) positioned in the laser resonator were used to reduce the line-width. Each wavelength was first
adjusted in the visible range with help of a grid spectrometer (accuracy of A A./A. - 2 x iff*). The fine
adjustment was thus made with the Fabry-Perot-etalon until a maximal fluorescence signal was achieved. The
frequency was duplicated by a temperature stabilized ADA cristal of 50 mm length. With this system a lipical
value for the laser spectral power density of 20 W cm : pm'1 was achieved in the UV ( X * 300 nm, A A. *
12 pm). The laser beam was incident parallel to the cathode surface. The fluorescence light was observed by a
photomultiplier after being separated from most of the background plasma radiation by a grid monochromator
(1180 groove/mm, focal length = 500 mm and disperssion = 1.6 nm/mm). The observation was made in a
perpendicular direction with respect to the laser beam in order to obtain a well defined observation volume. A
UV-photodiode was used to monitore the fluctuations in the laser power. The photomultiplier signal and the
UV-photodiode signal were integrated and digitized in a fast charge sensitive ADC. After one measurement the

1
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data were sent lo a workstation ana stored in a duiafiie. A scheme of the experimental setup & shown in
Tig. 1.
dy» \mm*r pump«d
with flub lunpa
qutrtz
d

interference

r !

inn)
i

\ cristal
\

mirror
(R=1OO5S)

F*brj—Perot
EUlon
r=B3S
ADC
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g«n.«ratoi

n
0 \

Fig. 1. Experimental setup lor the LIF-diaunostic

The Laser Induced Fluorescence
The laser induced fluorescence is a spectroscoptc mcthodc with which densities and fluxes of particles
can be obtained |2,4J. Thj laser wavelength has to be tuned to some resonance line. Due to the absorption of
the laser light the atoms arc excited from a lower slate (usually lhe groundslate) lo an upper state. For density
mcasuremenls the spectral width of the laser line must be higher than the Doppier width of the ressonant line
in order to excite all the atoms. The upper state is depopulated due to the induced emission (for the ressonance
line) as well as the spontaneous decay, under emission ol fluorescence light, in all the lower slates for which lhe
transitions are allowed.
From the fluorescence signal the density of particles in the initial slate can be calculated if certain
conditions are satisfied.
For titanium atoms the a3F groundstale is split into three sublcvels which could separately be excited
by the laser (AA. = 12 pm). In order to shift the fluorescence wavelength relative to the laser wavelength and
thus avoid problems with stray light we observe the transitions Irom the \*F° to the b3F mclaslable levels. The
energy levels showing the employed transitions with their exciting and fluorescence wavelengths are shown in
fig. 2.

.3

-C

Fig. 2. Energy levels of the titanium atoms showing thi- transitions used lor the LIF-experiment.
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Results
The dischage was operated in the abnormal range at a cathode current density of 0.35 mA/cm~ and pressures
of 02 mb and 0.1 mb. The other corresponding main discharge parameters are listed in table I.

Table 1.

p»mb)

YctkV>

TctK»

dc(cm)

0.1

2.1 i 0.1

540 = 5

2.0 : 0.2

0.2

0.48 z 0.02

410 r 5

0.5 : 0.2

Discharge parameters at a current density of 0.35 mA/cm 2 ; p, pressure; Vc, cathode fall;
cathode temperature; d,., cathode fall thickness.

The occupation densities of the groundstate sublevcls of the titanium atoms for 0.1 mb and G.2 mb are
shown in figs. 3a and 3b respectively. The total Ti-density is obtained by adding the population of these levels.
A detailed study about these results will be published elsewhere (8).
For the representation of the axial profiles the distance between the cathode and anode was normalized
with respect to the total length L = 10 cm. The cathode and the anode are set at 0 and 1 respectively.
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Fig. 3. Occupation densities of the groundstate sublevels of the titanium atoms in the discharge axis for a
current density of 0.3S mA/cm* and pressures of 0.1 mb (a) and 0.2 mb (b).
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In thermodynamic equilibrium the occupation of the energy levels follows a Bokzmann distribution:

where nn is the density of thermal excited atoms in the n-th state, HQ is the density of atoms in the groundstate,
g = 2J + 1 is the statistical weigth, E n is the excitation energy of the n-th state, k is the Boltzmann constant and
T is the temperature.
By making a plot of N n ^ , n ^ ) as a function of the excitation energy a straight line will be obtained
in the case of a Boltzmann distribution. From the slope oi this line the temperature can then be calculated. This
was made for each axial position using the correspondent experimental values of the population of the three
groundstate sublcvcls of the titanium atoms. The so obtained temperature profiles for Ú.1 mb and 0.2 mb are
shown in fig. 4.

distance from cathode z/L (L = 10 cm)
Fig. 4. Axial temperature profile oi titanium atoms in the discharge axis fur a current density of 0.35 mA/cm*
and pressures of 0.1 mb (D) and 0.2 mb (O).
The temperature is nearly constant in the negative glow and in the cathode fall, being higher in the
latter. It rises in the cathode fall with increasing discharge voltage while it still nearly constante at 350 K in the
negative glow. The reasons for this can be found in the resonant charge transfer collisions which leads to a very
efficient heating of the buffer gas in the cathode fall.
In addition, if the mean free path for collisions between the titanium atoms and the buffer gas atoms
is much less than the interclectrodc separation, the sputtered titanium atoms will be thermalized. The position
of the density maximum gives a good indication of the length necessary for these thermalizalion. As it can be
seen from fig. 3 the thermalization length, for pressures above of 0.1 mb, is close to the cathode. In this case we
are also measuring the local gas temperature.
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PLASMA PHYSIC'S AND ARC WELDING
Steve Simpson
Electrical Engineering Department
University of Sydney, N.S.W. 2006, Australia

At first glance, it may seem that arc welding in industry and the physics of magnetically confined plasmas are a world apart - but in fact they are connected by a common
link of plasma science and engineering.
The most common industrial welding process is Gas-Metal-Arc-Welding (or GMAVV)
in which a steel wire is fed continuously into an electric arc of length about 3mm and
temperature 20 000K. The metal is transferred through the arc and deposited in the
welding seam to make the joint. Until recently, welding experts have regarded the arc and
the metal transfer process as rather mysterious, but it now seems likely that the physics
will be understood in detail in the next few years. Coincidentally, the world welding
industry at present has a need for something more than a trial-and-error approach to the
welding process, with the advent of high-speed automated and robotic welding, and the
growing impact of quality control in the workplace.
Undestanding the GMAVV welding is a challenging task. The physical modelling is
complicated by the simultaneous presence of four material phases, including a magnetically confined high-temperature plasma which is composed of a mixture of species, turbulent, and not confined by simple boundaries. In addition, plasma diagnostic development
for industrial arc processes operates under different constraints to plasma physics in the
laboratory: for example, there is no place for delicate optical equipment in a welding
shop.
This talk will describe modelling and diagnostic development in the area, with particular emphasis on research in Australia and at the University of Sidney.
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ELECTRODE MATERIALS FOR PLASMA TORCHES
R.N.Szentc1, R.J. Munz2, M.G. Drouct3
1 - Plasma Lab., Physics Institute - University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil, P.O.Box 20S16
2 - CRTP McGill University, 3480 University St., Montreal, Canada, H3A2A7
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ABSTRACT
This work was to screen potential cathode materials for use in arc heaters with cylindrical electrodes.
It focused on HIP consolidated copper composites; 10% composites of copper with chromium,
tungsten and niobium as well as 1.5% niobium were used. The composites cathodes were tested in
pure AT, He and N 2 as well as mixtures of Ar with CO, N 2 and H2, at atmospheric pressure and
currents up to ISO A. The results were compared with those using pure copper cathodes. The Cu-Cr
composite was too porous to be water cooled. Cu-W showed a better arc stability and lower erosion
rates than copper. Cu-Nb showed much lower erosion rates and much better arc stability than copper
for the different operating conditions. These results corroborated with previous interpretations of the
relationships between arc velocity, erosion rate, surface drag, electrode surface composition.
1. INTRODUCTION
Electrode erosion limits the industrial application of plasma torches, forcing frequent
interruptions of the operation for electrode replacements. The erosion of cathodes made of
nonrefractory materials such as copper is higher than for the anodes. Most erosion studies were
limited to copper electrodes commercial grade, electrolytic, oxygen free and some copper alloys
(copper-silver, copper tungsten). We have conducted extensive work (using copper electrodes) on
the influence of the plasma gas, magnetic field, electrical current, gas flow rate, cooling rate of the
electrodes and others on the cathode erosion /1,2V. In this paper we present the results using copper
composites cathodes. The results are compared with previous experiments using copper electrodes.
2. BACKGROUND ON EROSION
In the past we have shown that copper cathode erosion is primarily a physical phenomenon
caused by the application of localized heat which cannot be dissipated. Arc residence time on the
cathode surface, arc root diameter (current density), and cathode spot density all influence copper
cathode erosion rates. In magnetically rotated arcs, the velocity may be correlated by equation 1 /I/:
BId+0.5C d dDpv : +S = 0
(1)
where B is the magnetic flux density, I the arc current, d is the length of the arc perpendicular to B,
D is the arc diameter, p is the gas density, v is the arc velocity, and S is the surface drag force which
retards the arc root at the cathode. Cathode erosion increases as arc velocity decreases /3.4/ since the
residence time of the arc at a given location decreases with increasing velocity. We have shown that
surface drag on copper cathodes is large when arcs operated in inert gases (Ar, He) or if the surface
has been contaminated with thick films of oxide, carbon, or chlorides. On the other hand, thin films
of contaminants coming either from native oxides or from the gas phase low concentrations of CO,
N 2 , 0 2 , etc) reduce the surface drag, reduce the work function of the cathode material, and increase
the arc velocity. The arc motion is smoother in these conditions and both the mean residence time
and the instantaneous residence time are reduced giving low erosion rates. Surface analysis
techniques 151 have shown that for nitrogen contamination, about five atomic % of contaminant is
required to minimize the surface drag. Current density probe measurements showed that cathode
erosion rates are approximately proportional to mean current density, and the presence of
contaminants caused by concentrations of less than 0.5% of CO, N2, CH4, Cl2 and others in argon or
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helium led to reduced current densities Itl. Finally, the arc attachment is made of individual cathode
spots. Experimental and theoretical results /6,7/ have shown that the distance between these spots
strongly affects the erosion rates for copper cathodes; as the interspot distance increases the erosion
rate decreases. The distance between die spots increases for slightly contaminated surfaces and low
magnetic fkkL In summary, the erosion of copper cathodes decreases for faster arcs, larger arc root
attachment and more widely spaced spots. All these parameters are affected by the composition of
the cathode surface; the smallest erosion rates were found for slightly contaminated copper cathodes.
It was the objective of the present work to determine if the beneficial contamination of the electrode
surface could be brought about by the use of composite electrode materials. It was hypothesized that
the use of a composite with copper could reduce surface drag, increase arc velocity and reduce
erosion rates for inert gases.
3. EO1ÍIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
a) Equipment: The equipment used has been described in detail elsewhere 151. It consists of a sealed
vessel and inside copper concentric electrodes are installed The arc is struck between the concentric
cylindrical electrodes and is routed by an external axial magnetic field. Plasma-forming gas (99.8%
purity, 0.111 MPa) flows through the annulus between the electrodes at 101/min. The erosion rate of
the cathodes was calculated from weight loss after cleaning and the mean arc velocity was measured
using an'opo'cal fibber probe, a photo-diode and appropriate electronic circuit
b)electrode preparation: Electrolytic copper was used for anodes, while composites (solid solution
are formed only at extremely low concentrations) of copper with chromium, tungsten, and niobium,
were used as cathodes. The composites were formed by blending copper powder (99.65%) with the
appropriate metal powder (99.8%) and vacuum sealing this into Cu cans. The material was
consolidated by hot isostatic pressing at 900°C at 310 MPa for two hours. The rods thus produced
were machined into cylindrical electrodes. SEM analysis showed that the Or, W, and Nb were well
dispersed in the copper matrix. The Cu-Cr composite proved too porous for water cooling so only
Cu-W and Cu-Nb were used in erosion experiments.
4. RESULTS
The results of the experiments using copper composite and pure copper cathodes are shown
in Table 1. The magnetic flux density was 0. IT in all the experiments; the time duration of the
experiments varied between 5 and 60 minutes.
The use of copper composite cathodes resulted in changes in erosion rates, arc velocities, arc
voltages and arc voltage fluctuations compared to the values obtained when using copper cathodes.
A detailed analysis of these results is given below,
a) Cu+10%W
Comparing the results using N 2 as the plasma gas, it can be seen that the erosion rate of Cu+10%W
was lower than for pure Cu. However the arc velocities were different and as mentioned before the
arc velocity has a strong effect on erosion rates. If the arc velocity differences are taken into account
161, using nitrogen as the plasma gas, the erosion rate of Cu+10%W is in reality 30% higher that for
Cu. The same rational applies for when using Ar or He as the plasma gases. This suggests that
although the surface drag is lower, resulting in faster arcs, the volatilization is higher (higher erosion
rates) for Cu+10%W compared to pure Cu. The higher erosion rate is probably due to a higher arc
current density for Cu+10%W than for Cu. Although no direct measurement of the current density
was conducted, SEM analysis of Cu+10%W cathodes after the experiments showed a gross melting
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of the surface, situation that has not been observed for example for copper cathodes using He as the
plasma gas (where the absolute values of erosion rates are comparable to the experiments with
Cu+10%W). Therefore the use of copper tungsten alloys as a possible cathode material does not
seem to be justified, since the benefits arc rather limited and the manufacturing costs very high.
b) Cu+10%Nb
i) Arc Velocity
The arc velocity were higher for Cu+10%Nb than for pure copper for the different gases used
(except for Ar+0.1%CO, that presented similar arc velocities for either material). This indicates a
lower surface drag for the alloy than for pure copper. Correcting the arc velocities for the different
currents (eq.2) the arc velocity for the alloy was still almost 50 % higher than for pure copper using
nitrogen as the plasma gas. As mentioned before the work function (which is directly related to the
surface drag) was lower for cathodes operating with nitrogen that for pure copper although it was
higher than for cathodes operating with Ar (or He) with 0.1 %CO. The fact that the arc velocity for
nitrogen was higher for the alloy than for pure copper corroborates the results of the work function.
Substituting the copper cathode for Cu+10%Nb resulted in lower surface drag or faster arcs.
Considering when Ar+0.1%CO was used as the plasma gas, it can je seen that the arc velocities
were similar for pure copper and Cu+10%Nb. This implies that no further reduction of surface drag
occurs, i.e., the surface drag is already at a minimum value. In other words, the niobium
contamination plays the same role as the carbon contamination (using Ar+0.1%CO) on pure copper.
The different arc velocities for Ar, He and N2, considering that the surface drag are the same when
using Cu+10%Nb, can be explained by the different densities that these gases have and also possibly
different arc diameters. In a first approximation, just considering the gases densities at room
temperature, it would be expected that Ar arcs be slower than N2 that should be slower than He, as
observed,
ii) Erosion Rate
The erosion rate of Cu+10%Nb cathodes were much lower that of pure copper cathodes for Ar, He,
N 2 , Ar+0.3%N2, Ar+10%H2, although it was higher for Ar+0.1%CO. Particularly promising is the
low erosion rate for Ar+10%H2, since hydrogen is a very interesting plasma gas for industrial
applications but had its use restricted due to the high erosion rates of the electrodes. The erosion
rates when using the different gases for Cu+lO%Nb were lower than for pure copper cathodes due
to the higher arc velocities. Another parameter that could had affected the erosion rates is the arc
foot current density. Extrapolating the results obtained for Ar and pure copper cathodes at different
arc velocities HI, it can be seen that the erosion rate of copper cathodes should be around 1.8 \ig/c
instead of 0.6 ug/C found for copper niobium cathodes at 60 m/s. This implies that the arc foot
current density is probably lower for the copper niobium than for pure copper. In the case of
Ar+0.1%CO the reason for the higher erosion rate for copper niobium that for pure copper is
probably due to the formation of a thick (>10 p.m) layer of carbon contamination as when higher
amounts (>3%CO in Ar) when used with pure copper cathodes. More details can be found in /4/.
c)Cu+1.5%Nb
It can be seen from the results using Cu+1.5%Nb that the erosion rate of these cathodes were higher
than for Cu+10%Nb, although lower than for pure copper at the same operating conditions. The arc
velocities were smaller for Cu+1.5%Nb than for Cu+10%Nb and higher than for pure copper. These
results indicate that the "contamination" with 1.5% Nb is not enough in terms of having a minimum
surface drag and erosion rates. This corroborates with the results of surface analysis of copper
. Rhodes operating with Ar+0.3%N2 which indicated a minimum of 5 % (atomic percentage) of
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contamination on the cathode surface in order to obtain a minimum surface drag and erosion rate for
those operating conditions. Therefore it can be suggested that the optimum amount of niobium in
copper, x, should be 1.5%<x<10%, and probably closer to 5%.
6. CONCH ISIONS
Composites of copper with tungsten and niobium were tested for use as cathode materials. The
results indicated that Cu-W is not a good substitute for copper. However Cu-Nb seems a promising
candidate for different plasma gases (Ar, He, N 2 , Hj); the optimum amount of Nb should be about
5%(atomic) in copper. Both composites were shown to reduce surface drag and resulted in increased
arc velocities, corroborating previous theories.
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Table 1 : Experimental Results
Material

Gas

Current
A

Voltage
V

Velocity
m/s

Erosion
rate, \ig/C

Cu+10%W
Cu+10%W
Cu+10%W
Cu+10%Nb
Cu+10%Nb
Cu+10%Nb
Cu+10%Nb
Cu+10%Nb
Cu+10%Nb
Cu+1.5%Nb
Cu+1.5%Nb

AT

100
100
100
100
150
150
100
100
150
100
110
100
110
100
100
100
100

30
56
55
26
46
54
31
24
50
42
0

50
160
160
60
250
10
80
75
65
22
60
2
20
100
34
75

6.0
1.0
1.3
0.6
0.4
0.8
0.
1.1
1.5
4.4
1.1

Cu
Cu
Cu
Cu
Cu
Cu

He
N,
AT

He
N,
Ar+0.3%N,
Ar+0.1CO
Ar+10%H,

Ar

He
Ar

He
N,
Ar+0.3%N,
Ar+0.1CO
Ar+10%H,

44

105
85
38
22
70
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5

13.5

1.0
1.7
3.0
0.4
14.0

THE CONSERVATION CONSTANTS OF NONLINEAR POTENTIAL
SOLUTIONS
Abraham C.-L. Chian
INPE, S. José dos Campos, SP, Brazil
F Rogério F. Aragão
University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil

•

ABSTRACT
Nonlinear Langmmr naves, ion-acoustic soluons and double layers solutions are
formulated in terms of conservation equation. Appropriated choice of conservation
constants and boundary conditions yields the three types of solutions.

Independent analytical theories have been formulated for nonlinear Langmuir waves, [1][4], ion-acoustic solitons [5]-[6] and double layers [7]-[10] For a two-fluid plasma it is
shown that this solutions can be given in terms of a single integral equation which expresses
the conservation of total pressure of the system if an appropriated choice of conservation
constants and boundary conditions are specified
In the stationary wave frame two constants C{ - nvf and C, = n.v. describe the
conservation of electrons and ions respectively An integration of* the two equations of
motion gives two constants C, and C4 that represent the conservation of energy for
electrons and ions

^~-e(s>

T , Inn, = C,

(1)

+ y K'l In n = C4

(2)

.An equation describing the conservation of total pressure [8], [10] can be obtained from
the equations of motion and Poisson's equation:

n,m.v\

+

H,W,V :

+ ytn,K7\

+ y,n,KT,

- ^ = C \

(3)

Eq. (3) can be written in the same form as the equation governing the motion of a particle
in a potential well [l]-[10]
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The geometrical propenies of the Sagdeev potential function V(ty)=U($)-W are determinate
by the five conservation constants C{-C5
For the nonlinear Langmuir waves the electron and ion fluxes are equal and n v = n.v. =
Cj = C, = <p0. The constants C3 and C4 are chosen so that vg = v; s vQ when 0 = 0, where
vQ is the negative of the wave phase velocity in the laboratory frame with Tg = 7*. for
simplicity. This gives Ci = me\'l

2 and CA = myl

2. The U($) function in (4) becomes.

The existence of oscillatory solutions is assured by the fact that U(Q) (i.e. V(<p)) has a
minimum when è = 0 Oscillatorv solutions are possible for W > W
= U($ = 0) Wave
~

"

*

mitt

breaking occurs if W exceeds a critical value given when 0 = -mtv j

2e

#
For the ion-acoustic solitons we can set T'. - 0 and m = 0 to simplify the analysis. The
constant C} is chosen so that ng nQ when <j> = 0, giving C^ s -AT7^//; //^ The constants C{,
C, and C4 are specified in the same way as Langmuir waves Under these considerations.

'

The ion-acoustic solution is obtained by imposing the following boundary conditions:

V(0)=V(%)=0 ,

R-] =0

(7)

where 0O is the soliton amplitude. Application of the condition V(ty = dtydx = 0 when 0 =
0 to (4) and (6) shows that W is uniquely determinate by
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Ion-acoustic solitons also exhibit an upper bound on amplitude, given by e% = my* 2,
beyond which solitons break. An examination of (6) shows that the amplitude of ionacoustic solitons is given by the interval,
0<e%

KTt<L3

(9)

For double layers, an important distinction from the cases of nonlinear Langmuir and ionacoustic waves lies in the fact that electron and ion fluxes must be different; namely

with <p# # <p,. Fcr simplicity, we set T = T = 0. Assuming that a finite flux electrons
enters the double layer region with zero velocity at x = d, where 0 = 0, the constant C3 is
the chosen so that vf = 0 when 0 = 0; thus (1) gives:

H^L-e^=C3m0

(11)

If we assume that a finite flux of ions enters the double layer region with zero velocity at x
~ 0, where $ = <|>0, C4 is specified so that v. = 0 when $ = <J»0. Thus (2) gives

(12)
Since we have the conservation constants Ct-C4 specified. Uf<pJ becomes

(13)
with <p bounded by 0 • <p • 0O. For double layers, the constant W is uniquely determinate
by setting dfydx = 0 when ô 0 and 0 =- 0O. It follows from (4) and (13) that

Stringently, double-layer solutions must satisfy the boundary conditions:

^0
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(15)

The first condition in (15) is satisfied by the set of equations, (13) and (14) However, the
second condition in (15) is satisfied only if the effect of reflected particles with nonzero
temperature is taken into consideration [9]. Equation (14) gives the Langmuir condition for
electrons and ion fluxes:

<P* = ("», m t í 2<P,

(16)

CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that steady-state, nonlinear, potential solutions can be described by a single
integral equation (4). A proper selection of five constants (electron and ion flux) constants,
electron and ion energy constants and total pressure constant) and the boundary conditions
of the effective potential function yields, respectively, three types of solutions: nonlinear
Langmuir waves, ion-acoustic solitons, and double layers.
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Dynamics of the Kicked Logistic Map
Murilo S. Baptista . Iberê L. Caldas
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Abstract: The struture of chaotic and periodic attractors of the kicked logistic map, in the
parameter space, is investigated
The response of periodic and chaotic dynamical systems to applied periodic perturbations
has been nowadays intensively investigated. Most of these investigations deal with numerical
experiences performed on significative low-dimension systems, as those described by the Duffing equation or the Henon map'1*. Thus, in spite of the previous relevant knowledge, reported
in the last years, numerical experiences are still revealing new important discoveries. The
parameter space structure and the isodiagram sequences, investigated for multi-parameter
one-dimensional maps, are among these new results t23-4).
In this work we report numerical experiences performed to determine the attractors of the
kicked logistic map (3) :
A' n + 1 =6A' n (l-A' n ) + g é n .,

'

(1)

where 6n,t = 1 if ^ is an integer and 0 if not. This map describes the logistic map trajectories
' 5) modified by a sequence of kicks with constant amplitude q and period t. As for the logistic
map, b < 4. and n > 0.
A new specific dynamic behavior is exhibted by this map: suppression of chaos, periodic
entrainment. creation and destruction of periodic orbits and other characteristics are obrerved.
depending on the values of the parameters b. q, and t.
For the quantification of chaos and order, the Lyapunov exponent'3'
(2)
is calculated for the kicked logistic map. Periodic and chaotic attractors are investigated by
A < 0 and X > 0, respectively. Unless stated otherwise. Ao = 0.2.
Fig.la shows the structure of set of parameters b and q, for t=3, characterized by chaotic
or periodic oscillations. The regions without bounded attractors is alt>j indicated. For q >
1 - 5. there are basins of attraction'1 K Fig lb shows p-isodiagrams, regions of period p,
corresponding to Fig. la. The main attractor periods are indicated in the Fig.lb. These
isodiagrams are similar to those observed in the multi-parameter one-dimensional maps'2'.
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The existence of the basins of attraction are illustrated by peculiar broken bifurcation diagrams, with sparse periodic and chaotic attractors embedded in regions without any bounded
attractor. Fig.2 shows two of these diagrams, corresponding to a fixed q line in the previous figures, obtained for two different initial conditions .Yo. The slight differences observed
in these figures are examples of the attractor alterations, i.e. modifications in the basins of
attraction, as Xo is changed.
In order to investigate the roads to chaos, magnifications of bifurcation diagrams in appropiate parameter sets have been examined . Fig.3 shows typical bifurcation diagrams for
t=3. and b or q as the second fixed parameter. Period doubling cascades to chaos'1), inverse
cascades, finite attractor disappearance, and abrupt entrances into chaos were observed in
these and other diagrams.
As it can be seen in the Fig.l. the sequence of kicks alters the logistic map attractors in
the parameter space. Consequently, the roads to chaos are also modified, as it is shown in the
bifurcation diagrams of Figs.2 and 3. Thus, the investigated kicked logistic map presents its
own dynamics. More characteristics of this dynamics are under investigation.

Work partially supported by FAPESP and CNPq.
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Fig. 1a) Attractor regions in the parameter
space for kick period t=3. Black (white)
pixels represent chaotic (periodic) attractors, and gray pixels represent points
without bonded attractor.

Fig. 1b) Regions of period p attractors
corresponding to Fig.ia;p=3,6,9,12).
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ON THE KINETIC THEORY OF A FULLY IONIZED GAS
A. G. Bezerra Jr.; M. G. Rodbard; G. M. Kremer
Departamento de Física. Universidade Federal do Paraná
Caixa Postal 19091. Curitiba. 81531-971). Paraná. Brazil
1. Introduction
Tlie srandard method used to determine successive approximations to the transport
coefficients from the Boltzmann equation of a single gas and ionized gases is that of
Chapman-Enskog (see for example [1]). The deviation from equilibrium of the distribution function in this method is found as a solution of an integral equation that follows
from the Boltzmann equation.
Otlier method used is that of moments of Grad [2], where the deviation from equilibrium of the distribution function is written in terms of the moments of the distribution
function. The transport coefficients are tlien obtained from the field equations of the
moments through an iterate scheme. For a single gas, successive approximations to the
transport coefficients were obtained in Refe. [3] and [4] from a (13-t-97V)-field theory, and
the proof of the equivalence between the two methods can be found in [4].
Recently [5] an alternative method for kinetic theory was proposed thar combines the
features of the Chapman-Enskog and Grad methods, but neither a solution of the integral
equation is needed nor the field equations of the moments are used. Like in the method
of Grad, the deviation from equilibrium of the distribution function is written in terms of
the moments of the distribution function, but the constitutive equations follow direct from
the Boltzmann equation through the Chapman-Enskog method. The aim of this work is
to apply the alternative method to ionized gases.
2. The alternative method
We denote by x and co. the position and the velocity of a particle of constituent n in
a mixture of ions o = / and electrons o = E of a fully ionized gas. A state of this mixture
will be characterized by the set of one-part ide distribution functions
/ . s/(x.c. i)

(« = /.£)

(1)

such that fa(x.cn. i)dxdc,, give;., at time t. the number of o particles in the volume element
dxdco around x and ca. The one-particle distribution function /„ obeys the Boltzmann
equation
of.
dt

.,'01,
'Ox,

r,,
rnt, '

"

, y/,,
0('[

\* [ -fti
~-" J

"

"

In Eq. (2) m,, and co denote the mass and electric charge of a particle of constituent o,
E, the electric field and B, the magnetic flux intensity. Also. gJ" = c' - c" is the relative
velocity of twr> particles before collision, b and ; are impact parameters, and the primes
refer to after collision velocities. Besides, /.' denotes /(x.c' ( . /) and so forth.
We base on the method of Grad and characterize a macroscopic state of the ionized
gas by the moments
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E

with

= / "ijjca.

(3)

«-1/*,</,*..

with

(4)

(5)

: =J
In the set of moments (3)-(6) ga denotes the mass density of constituent o. vt tin» velocity
of the mixture, Tthe temperature of the mixture, rf ., = p[, — \p'rr^tj rnt> pressure deviator,
J* the diffusion flux, and g'; the heat flux of constituent o in the mixture. Besides, g is the
mass density of the mixture. \ft the velocity of constituent o. k the Boltzmann constant.
C° = (?, — i/- and ^° = c° — v, partial peculiar velocities. We haw supposed that the
constituents in the mixture are at the same temperature T.
According to the method of Grad we expand the distribution function in polynomials
of the peculiar velocity Ç* about a locally Maxwellian function /^°*. with the coefficients
related*to the moments (3)-(6), e.g..

where

f?m±t±

(S)

kT

Now we apply the method of Cliapman-Enskog, insert Eq. (7) into the Boltzmaim
equation (2) neglect all non-linear terms and all derivatives of pi y J\\ and q*t. Therefore.
it follows by eliminating the time derivatives of ga, v,, and T
1 dpo _ 1 dp

godxk

gdxk

\jTÍ (.>"*,

rn

,'

< - — ÍJ" x B ) ,
Q>

(9)

where £, and /^[oj are given by
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=//i o) /i 0 '

£i = E, + (v x B),.

i - o,.)

fbdbdsdc,.

(10)

and p is the pressure of the mixture
(11)
»=/

»=/

The multiplication of Eq. (9) by —Ç, and integration over all values of £t, leads to
1 dpa
go dxk

1 dp
Q dxk

L—4

n in .

— (J J x B), -

in

x B),

in

(12)
3=1

3=1

Also, the multiplication of Eq. (9) by -f- (
leads to
5 ÕT
cj2 , .. _%

* ~ 2 ) >f a111^ i'lf^sration over all values of £a
,

E

E

L,<tr

(13)

In Eqs. (12) and (13) i4OJ. F^. and HM are collision integrals and their expressions are
omitted here. If we know these integrals the constitutive equations for the heat flux <f[ and
for the diffusion flux J" of constituent n in the mixture can be obtained from the .system
of equations (12) and (13). On the other hand, the constitutive equation for the heat flux
q, and for the total electric current J, of the mixture in a linearized theory follow from
(14)

9.=

Hence, it follows from Eqs. (12)-(14)
0

(15)

rn, - c, mE
J, = -atJ

"h "i,

_ ü
d

1 1

'-

yxj'

(16)

In the above equations H» — T(---^ - t}oj is the chemical potential, and tjo the specific
entropy of constituent a. Equation (15) represents the law of Fourier, while (16) the law
of Ohm. Kij is the thermal conductivity tensor, V7y the electric conductivity tensor, and
Qiji Q'lj denote coefficients of cross effects. These coefficients depend on the integrals Aoj,
F^, and Hol, .
Likewise the multiplication of Eq. (9) by ^ ^ V ) a«(l integration over all values of £,
leads to
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where L^ denote collision integrals. Once the integrals L^ are known, one ran obtain from
Eq. (17) the constitutive equation for the pressure deviator /*f.. of constituent o. Hence,
it follows the constitutive equation for the pressure deviator of the mixture p^ since in a
linearized theory it is given by
E

11=/

The final expression is

Equation (19) is the mathematical expression of the Navier-Stokes law with '/(y)(w) denoting
the shear viscosity tensor. The shear viscosity tensor is a function of the collision integrals
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Deterministic Chaos in an Electrical Glow Discharge
Thomas Braun and Ricardo R. B. Correia
Instituto de Física da UFRGS
Caixa Postal 15051. 91501-970. Porto Alegre. RS
We investigate the occurrence of deterministic chaos in a low temperature plasma device:
an electrical glow discharge. The experimental setup consists of a discharge cell connected
to an adjustable DC power supply and a balllast resistor in a series circuit. The discharge
cell is assembled with a glass tube 24 mm in diameter and has brass electrodes (12 mm in
diameter) which are ~1 cm apart. Inside the cell there is an argon pressure of ~2 mbar.
The dynamical information is extracted measuring the electrical current flowing through
the discharge. When the voltage of the power supply ranges between 300-500 V, then the
current has a magnitude of some /xA. It is well known that under adequate experimental
conditions (e.g., gas pressure, size of electrode's gap, ballast resistance, etc.) superimposed
on the DC current of the discharge there is a small self induced AC current component.
The frequency of the oscillations corresponding to this AC current may range between
10-100 kHz. Changing the source voltage appplied to the discharge (which is our control
parameter), we may observe on this AC current several bifurcations. That is. there are
several qualitative changes in the current oscillation paterns which may result in a very
complex (chaotic) current time evolutiom. The self induced current oscillation and the
eventually resulting complex evolution is generated by nonlinear interactions of the plasma
species in the discharge.
We characterize the chaotic behavior analysing the bifurcations' sequence, as, for instance, the period-doubling cascade [1]. Recently we have shown that the plasma medium
of a glow discharge may also exhibit homoclinic chaos [2j. The homoclinic behavior of
the glow discharge was evidenced by self induced oscillations on the discharge's current
displaying an alternating periodic-chaotic sequence (i.e., an alternation of large- and small
amplitude oscillations). Homoclinic chaos is a t»hort term for the complex dynamics that
may arise when the system in its phase space description is near a homoclinic orbit [3].
To obtain a phase space description of the system (glow discharge) without an explicit
knowledge of its model equations, we apply the time-delay embedding. According to
this procedure, we reconstruct a 3-D phase space portrait from the current oscillations
I(t). The axes of the reconstructed phase space are: I(t), I(t+r), and I(t+2r), where r
is a conveniently choosen delay time (in our case r = 0.96 /is). The resulting diagram
displays the system's evolution in its phase space. When this evolution corresponds to
chaotic current oscillations, then the phase space diagram represents the so called "strange
attractor". A glow discharge's strange attractor projection (I(t)xl(t+r)) is shown in the
center of Fig. 1.
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Now we gather the dynamical information from the flow in the 3D phase space. In
Fig. 1 the lines labeled with a . b , . . . ,f,g indicate transversal cross sections performed in the
Sow. The intersection points of the flow with the cross sections are displayed in the boxes
surrounding the attractor's projection. Following the sequence a —» g, it is possible to
identify dearly the stretching and folding of the attractor's surface in a kind of "horseshoe
transformation". To better realize the geometry of the flow, we marked in cross section (a)
three points: one at the top (T). other in the middle (M), and the third one at the bottom
(B). Now, it is instructive to analyse what happens after a complete revolution in phase
space. That is, starting from cross section (a), the question is where are the locations of
the three marked points when the flow returns to (a). The answer is obtained following
the points' locations at the succeeding cross sections.
In (a) the points lye on a straight line. Then the end points T and B begin to fold
around M fb), becoming close together (c). The formerly straight line now appears &s two
branches joined at M. These branches (MT and MB) begin to overlap (d) and then one
crosses over the other (e). Notice that cross sections c, d, and e are 2X enlarged. After this,
the entire structure is folded (f) and finally M is stretched strongly upwards (g). Returning
to (a), it is evident that M is now located at the top whereas T and B are located at the
bottom. It is possible to sum up the above picture considering in (a) the straight line TB
made up of two segments: TM and MB. So, after each return to cross section (a), the
segment MB is stretched to the entire interval TB and the segment TM is folded and then
stretched to TB. Consequently, after one revolution, the entire interval TB gets stretched
and folded by the flow, resulting a line segment that resembles a horseshoe.
The esssential stretching and folding mechanisms above outlined may be summarized
in a geometrical model thai is called a "template1*[4]. In Fig. 2 is shown the template
associated to the chaotic attractor of Fig. 1. A template may be constructed following a
complete revolution of a attractor's cio-s section. The succeeding cross sections evidence
the stretching and folding mechanisms of the attractor and how the flow is reinjected into
itself. That is essentially what the template has tu show. Thus, we identify the cross
section (a) with the top of the template and the return to this cross section with the
bottom of the template. The segments TM and MB are branches of the template. Both,
after undergoing an expansion, are glued together at the bottom of the template. The
aforementioned folding of the segment TM corresponds to a half-twist of the branch TM in
the template. In conclusion, the above described observations support that the horseshoe
template is associated to the considered attraclor.
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EFFECTS OF HIGHER HARMONICS AND LONGITUDINAL M0ME.V1TM IX THE
STOCHASTIC INTERACTION OF MAGNETIZED ELECTRONS AND ORDINARILY
POLARIZED MODES
G. CORSO and F. B. RIZZATO
Instituto de Física - Universidade Federal do Rio Grand»1 do Sui
Caixa Postal 15051
91501-970 Porto Alegre. RS. Brasil

In a recent paper. Davidson. Young íc Aamodt (1!)S9) have performed an interesting and detailed study of the regular cyclotronic interaction between weakly relativistic
electrons and ordinarily-polarized electromagnetic waves. It is of interest to revisit this
model in order to remove some of its original constraints, as for instance the absence of
chaotic orbits and the limits posed by linear expansions in the wave terms. Important
to say that the analysis of transition from regular to stochastic dynamics for this type of
cyclotronic systems has been carried out by a large number of workers in the held, both for
the relativistic (Akimoto A; Karimabadi 19S8; Karimabadi. Akimoto. Omidi. iV Menyuk
1990: Rizzato AJ Schneider 1992) and nonrelativistic cases (Fukuyama. Momota. Itatani
A: Takizuka 1977: Karney I97S). A large variety of situations have been catalogued but
the presence of noninteger harmonics originated from the above mentioned higher order
nonlinearities has not been fully investigated in the relativistic context of ordinarily polarized waves. In the present work we estend a previous work (Corso \- Rizzato. I*>!•>:?>
to analyze electrons with arbitrary energies moving in the held of an ordinarily polarized
electromagnetic mode, observing that due to the wave polarization, two types of ntfnlinearities are allowed to occur in the lowest significant order of the perturbation theory. A
new class of resonances of the type m*:0/'2 = +• [in is integer, w, is the natural nonlinear
frequency and a; is the frequency of some driving field) may appear, in contrast to more
conventional cases of lower amplitudes (or higher longitudinal momentum; where only
integer resonances of the type m*:, = »• are present. When these noninteger resonances
do occur and are strong enough, we shall see that the usual nonlinear pendulum picture
ceases to be accurate. For those situations we develop the appropriate resonance overlap
studies to find out the conditions to be satisfied at transition to chaos.
In the model we consider an harmonic electromagnetic wave of amplitude A., = z.4,,.
wave vector k and frequency *.• propagating along the x axis and interacting with charged
particles magnetized by an homogeneous field lying along the c axis. In order to simplify
the analysis, the electromagnetic wave is assumed to propagate in a tenuous enough
medium such that its dispersion relation may be approximated by *•• = kc where c is the
velocity of light. Considering ( as the particle charge, m as its mass. B,, as the magnetic
field and JJCO = \t\Bolmc. one can scale time and distance to u,v,, and u.v,,/r respectively,
writing an adirnensional particle Hamiltonian in the form

H = {1 + Pj + ( \ \ + x f + [P. + Ao roM kx - *•/) ] • } I / J .

(1)

where Ti is normalized to inc2. P to inc. A,, to c/rnc2 and where both wave vector and
wave frequency are nondimensional quantities. Next, introducing canonical guiding center
coordinates. Px = \ll coso. .r-f Py = \r2lsino. expanding (lie Haniiltoniati and making
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use of Bessel expansions, one obtains
|2

I

+00

•H - a.-o — = — + -•. P- .4.. Y
4

~*

Jt( k\/2Í) cosi Io

!=-x

42

where the unperturbed cyclotron frequency is given in by -.-,(/) = i I -f 2/ 4- P:»~' J .
Higher powers in the expansion of the Hamiltoiiian in terms of the eiei t ronuitsnei ic field
rould have been taken. However, the quadratic ones are enough to regularize the theory
in the limit P- —> 0. With help of Hamiltonian 2. it becomes possible to identify two
types of wave-particle resonances acting on the system. Considering small perturbntiuiis
on the gyrophase dynamics, the first one may be characterized by relations of the form
'u;o(/i,j) = JJ with / integer. This is the more usual form of resonance where the wave
frequency is an integer multiple of the unperturbed gyrofrequency *•... The second and
perhaps not so usual type of resonance which is originated by the quadratic terms in the
wave amplitude is characterized by JMO(IÍ.J) = "--<-• with j also integer. It is seen that if the
amplitude of the half-integer island is not small, the overlap, if any. first occur between
integer and half-integer resonant chains, because the functional form •*:„(/) shows that
h.u — h.i < h:n+\ < h.1+1 = IJM+X' At those points where only half-integer resonances
are pçesent, the structure of the resonant islands is similar to the usual ones, but when
both types of resonance coexist, the calculations are more involved.
I\ • type excursions
Considering an isolated resonance to be located at a certain harmonic number /. using
the assumed possibility of expanding the unperturbed Hamiltonian l/^v, around /|., ( =
h.21) with I = A.i + &I\.ia "d tnaking use of a time removal canonical transformation of
the type o' = é = lo — *t. li>l'\,i = i / u . one obtains from (2) the effective resonant
Hamiltonian hx,i

hu = -^Mu/-^—-

+ V'uU').

(3)

where the "potential energy" is defined by i u ( t ' ) = .i\co»u' •+• juo-'-i-' with i\ =í
DA

111

/ÕT~\

A3—

•**o-'o-/2((2fcv/2/i.,)

PtAou;oJi(kyj2Iu) and 32 =
j-* .
The relative magnitude of the quadratic and linear wave terms are of crucial importance in determining the shape of the potential. In general, only cases of sufficiently large
values of Pt (i.e. 5\ » i?) has been studied, but for too low longitudinal currents or large
enough values of the wave amplitude, effects of nonlinear terms cannot be disregarded.
It can be analytically determined the conditions to be satisfied when this i> chain
does appear. It suffices to have new stationary points of \\.i besides those associated with
zeroes of sint\ These news points ( s vs) can be obtained from dVu/dv = 0. from which
one obtains, besides sinxv — 0. co»vc = ~ ^ - A real solution for vc is possible only when the right hand side is smaller than one. a
condition demanding large enough values of the nonlinear wave term. It is a simple matter
to calculate the maximum excursion of the action 6[I\,i)mnx occurring at the separatrix.
One has
when J\ < \3-i.
h - type excursions
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Now we proceed to the calculation of island widths for half-integer resonances an
easier case in view of the fact that only one type of wave term it he quadratic term) is
present. By denoting the effective potential of an half-integer island I•».-.•/+1 as

with 3$ =
*V~ **'*' . and expanding the action around the resonant values as
before, one can write idl^2i-ri)mir in the usual way (Lichlemberg A; Liebernian 1ÍÍS-1).
With both types of resonant excursions calculated, the next step is to define an overlap
function r in the form
rU. Ao. I. f\) =

.

| o)

' 2 . 2 1 + 1 — • i.i

As usual, chaotic regions should be identified as the ones for which r > 1. Such regions
can be represented in 3D plots as two parameters of the argument of r are held constant
and two are let to vary. In Figure 1 we take A» = 0.2 and *.• = 1.
The first interesting point to be noted concerns the dependence of the overlap function
on Pz. Indeed, it is seen that overlap is present only within some windows along the P.
axis. For too small or too large values of this quantity, overlap decreases. We point out
that in the regions of large P: values, the reduction is originated trom relativist ic effects:
had one considered a nonrelativistic Hamiltonian with quadratic terms in momentum.
r would be a monotonically increasing function of P:. This seems to be an interesting
feature, and what is apparently happening is that the relativist ic regularizai ion arises due
to an increasing inertia connected to large values of P:. In Figure 2 we plot the phase
space, keeping Ao = 0.2 and the wave frequency as ^ = I. We take P: = 0 2a i . P. = 1.1
(2b) and P: = 6 (2c). to show that orbits are regular outside the window.
Finally, it is observable that once overlap is present lor a particular value of /. it persist*
for larger values of this quantity. This amount to say iliat one ran expect unlimited
particle diffusion along the action axis of the phase space.
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ROTATION OF A MAGNESIUM PLASMA COLUMN IN A
BACKGROUND GAS
E. DEL BOSCO, R- S. DALLAQUA
Laboratório Associado de Plasma - LAP
Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais - INPE
CP. 515, São José dos Campos, CEP 12201-970, SP, Brasil
Abstract
Measurements of the angular velocity of a plasma column in a surrounding gas atmosphere
are presented. The plasma is produced by a pufoed, high current arc discharge in the presence of an axial magnetic field. The angular Telocity » measured using the cross correlation
technique applied to the floating potential signals measured by two Langmuir probes. The
main result is that when gas is added to the discharge the angular velocity is always lower
than the case when there is no gns, thb effect been more pronounced in the beginning of the
discharge. For pressures higher than ~ 2 x 10~2Pa there is a strong effect of the gas on the
plasma column rotation and the angular velocity diminishes even at the end of the discharge.

Introduction
Vacuum arc discharges have been extensively employed to produce fully ionized plasmas. When
a proper magnetic Reid is present the produced plasma column can rotate at very high angular
velocities, due to the J x B interaction. This scheme, called vacuum arc centrifuge, was firstly
proposed by Krishnan et al [1], and has also been developed in other laboratories [2,3,4], in order
to investigate isotope enrichment of stable elements.
For purpose of element or isotope enrichment analysis, it is appropriate to define the separation
factor parameter, a , as (n t /n 2 ) t /(n| /nj) p , where ni and n2 denote the number densities of any
two species considered and the subscripts "t" and "p" refers to natural and processed abundance,
respectively. A high value for the o parameter is always desirable for an enrichment scheme. For
a rigid rotor equilibrium, and considering that the species have the same temperature and charge,
the separation factor can be expressed as [5|:
a(r) = «p[AmwV)/2k B TJ

(1)

where Am is the mass difference of the two ion species, w is the angular velocity of the particles,
r is the radial position, kg is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the ionic temperature.
From the above equation it is clear that high separation factor values can be achieved increasing
the angular velocity or decreasing the temperature. The main advantage of the vacuum arc
centrifuge scheme over the conventional gas centrifuge is that the angular velocities are not
limited by the material strength of the vessel components, since there is no movable parts. By
the other hand, the drawback is the relatively high temperature of the particles.
It is speculated that the presence of a background gas can reduce the plasma temperature and
stabilize the discharge, then increasing the separation factor. However, it is expected that the
neutral gas can also reduce the angular velocity. This paper presents results concerning the
influence of a controlled background gas on the angular velocity of the plasma column produced
by a vacuum arc discharge.
Experimental Apparatus
The measurements were carried out in an upgraded version of the vacuum arc plasma centrifuge
device developed at LAP/INPE (6). The apparatus consists basically of a stainless steel cylindrical
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vacuum vessel (length: 1.05m, diameter: 0.22m), evacuated to ~ 1.0 xlO~4Pm, that encompasses
the electrodes: an axial rounded tip as cathode (diameter: — 12 x 10~3m) and a circular metallic
(tungsten) mesh as anode, placed 6cm apart from the cathode.
The arc current (ImA!l ~ 3kA, flat-top of ~ 14ms) is produced discharging a capacitor bank, configured as a LC network circuit (22 x 7.5mF x 350V), between the electrodes. A high power COj
laser (3J, 100ns) triggers the discharge. The axial magnetic field (B,,», ~ IT) is generated by a
set of eight coils encircling the vacuum vessel and connected to a capacitor bank (5mF, 1.6kV).
The plasma expands through the semi-transparent mesh (anode) and is put in rotation by the
J x B force.
Results and Discussions
The angular velocity of the plasma column was estimated from the cross correlation analysis of the
floating potential signal measured by two Langmuir probes. These probes are placed 90° apart
one of the other in the azimuthal direction, both at - 70cm from the anode. This technique has
already been used in this apparatus and described somewhere (6|. Essentially, the phase difference
of the probe signals is one fourth of the rotation period of the plasma column, taken the short
way around between the probes (90°).
Figure 1 shows two typical floating potential signals measured by a Langmuir probe and the arc
current signal measured by a Rogowski coil. It can be observed in Figure l.b, when there is no
added gas, the presence of a large amplitude, high frequency fluctuations superimposed to the
main signal. These fluctuations that last practically the entire discharge, are associated with the
instabilities of the plasma column. The cross correlation can be applied to any time interval of the
discharge. Figure l.c shows a shot taken with a background pressure of argon gas (5 x 10"2Pa).
A characteristic feature of the discharge with a background gas is that the regular fluctuations
are presente only for part of the discharge and with frequencies lower than the case when there
is no added gas. This effect should be associated with the decreasing of the instabilities in the
plasma column. If it is confirmed then the separation factor of the vacuum arc plasma centrifuge,
with added gas, can be enhanced even if the angular velocity is not increased.

TIME |m»)

Figure 1: Typical (a) arc current and floating potential: (b) at vacuum, (c) with gas.
The variation of the angular velocity during the plasma pulse, for three different gases ( H2, He,
Ar), with the pressure a* parameter, is shown in Figure 2. All measurements presented in this
paper were taken for an arc current of 1.5kA and a magnetic field of 0.1T. Two basic conclusions
can be taken from these results: firstly, the angular velocity of the plasma column with added gas
if always smaller than the case when there is no gas (dark circles); secondly, at the beginning of
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the discharge, with a background gas, the angular velocity can be almost 30% smaller than the
case with no gas. However, these values increase as the discharge goes on, eventually, approaching
the value of u in the vacuum. A possible explanation for this behavior can be the viscous effect
of the background gas on the fully ionised magnesium plasma column, mainly in the beginning
of the discharge, when the gas is not ionised. As the discharge goes on the gas is becoming more
ionised by the magnesium plasma, and then, a also put in rotation by the J x B force.
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helium, (c) argon, with the pressure as parameter, measured at r = 1.5cm.
The dependence of the angular velocity on the gas pressure for three different instants of the
discharge (2.5ms, 7.5ms and 12.5ms) with the gas as parameter, is shown in Figure 3. The
dashed line is the angular velocity (<•*,) measured wf '1 no added gas ( w,, ~ 2.5 x 10'rad/s) which
is practically constant during the shot. Again, it can be observed that the introduction of gas
reduces the angular velocity of the plasma column. For pressures smaller than - 1 x 10~2Pa
u comes close to u>(, when the equilibrium is reached (end of the discharge). However, for
P >~ 1 x 10~7Pa, w is always smaller than w,t.
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The plasma column in the vacuum arc centrifuge rotates as a rigid body for radii smaller than
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a critical value [6]. This result was also confirmed in this upgraded apparatus, as shown by the
results (dark circles) presented in Figure 4. The background gas do not affect the rigid body
rotation as can be seen in Figure 4, at least for P <~ 1 x 10~2Pa and r < 4cm.
Conclusions
Results concerning the influence of a background gas in the angular velocity of a plasma column,
produced by a vacuum arc discharge, are presented. Angular velocities as high as w,, ~ 2.5 x
10'rad/s were measured with no added gas. As expected, the introduction of gas reduces the speed
of rotation. Nevertheless, for P <~ 1 x 10~2Pa, w increases during the discharge, eventually,
approaching w,,. For P > ~ lxlO~ 2 Pa the angular velocity is always smaller than w,,. Concerning
the separation factor parameter, a, it is expected to enhance its value when a proper background
gas pressure is utilized, since or is not appreciably affected, the discharge seems to be more stable
and the temperature is reduced.
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1 - INTRODUCTION
The excitation of plasma waves by particle beam interaction with plasmas has been investigated in several experiments. However most of them were made in small plasma tubes where
boundary effects play an important role on the experimental results. A large volume quiescent
plasma device is being developed at INPE to study Langmuir waves and turbulence generated by electron beams (E& < 500 eV) interacting with plasma. This new quiescent plasma
machine was designed to allow the performance of several experiments specially those related with laboratory space plasma simulation experiments. Current-driven instabilities and
related phenomena such a& double-layers along magnetic field lines are some of the many
experiments planned for this machine. Production of large volume plasmas can also be a
useful tool for test and calibration of rocket and satellite boarded plasma detectors. The
low density and cold plasmas obtained in this conditions have similar characteristics of some
ionospheric layers and the solar atmosphere.

2 - MACHINE DESCRIPTION
The quiescent plasma machine is constructed of a non magnetic stainless steel (304L) vacuum
vessel with 60 cm diameter and 120 cm length. An Edwards vacuum system with a 20001/s
diffusion pump and 40 m 3 /h mechanical pump is used to obtain a final background pressure
of 4.0 x 10" 7 mbar, as measured by an ion gauge. Plasma is produced by a system of three
independent magnetic multi-dipole thermionic discharges. For each system there is an electrically insulated magnetic multi-dipole cage of permanent magnets. They are assembled in
line cusp configuration to produce a surface magnetic confinement of the three plasmas and
the average surface field measured by hall probes is 150 Gauss. The magnets are vacuum
insulated from the discharge in thin metal wall alluminum tubes. A schematic view of this
quiescent plasma device is shown in Fig.l.
The thermionic discharge is produced by heated tungsten filaments (T — 900 °C covered
with barium oxide (BaO) to increase electron emission from the filament cathodes. There
are 24 filaments (/ = 15 cm and d = 0.1 mm) for each discharge system. They are assembled
in three ceramic supported double ring structures, wich also insulate the cathodes from the
magnetic cage. The filaments are positioned inside the surface magnetic field in order to
increase primary electron confinement and consequently the gas ionization rate.
The electron beam is generated using the double plasma configuration scheme in wich the
target and source plasma are separated by the grid system shown on Fig.l. The grids are
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Figura 1. Schematic view of the quiescent plasma machine.
insulated by macor ceramic spacers and the distance between them is of about 1 cm. Each
one of the three grids has 65% of transparency for the beam particles. This is an important
limitation factor on the total beam current that can be extracted from the source plasma.

3 - PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
The stable DC plasma generated in the thermionic discharge is suitable for simple basic
plasma diagnostics. Cylindrical Langmuir probes are used to measure electron plasma density and temperature, wich are typically 10* cm" 3 and 2.0 eV, respectively. The electron
distribution function is measured using a Langmuir probe controlled by a second harmonic
detector circuit designed to obtain the electron distribution from two sucessives derivation
of the probe characteristic curve. Fig.2 shows the energy distribution function of the plasma
electrons with and without the beam. Notice the impossibility to detect the beam electrons
with this method because E* > 50 eV in general. However, it is possible at least to see the
effect of the heating of the plasma electrons by the beam looking at the increased number of
electrons in the hot tail of the distribution function.
A multigrid eletrostatic energy analyser is used to detect the electron beam generated by
the source plasma. Three grids and a colector are used in this analyser to provide better
accuracy on the acquired data. Fig.3 shows the characteristics curves of the analyser (a)
and its derivatives (b). Curve 1 represents only the beam. Curve 2 represents the beam and
the accelerated plasma bulk electrons. The beam energy of this curves was about 70 eV as
can be atested by the peaks on the first derivative curves. These curves were taken with the
analyser positioned 5 cm away from the grid acceleration system and it is possible to see that
the beam is far from being cold.
Cylindrical RF probes are used to detect the beam excited Langmuir wave. The probes are
connected to a spectrum analyser (Tektronics 7113) which contains an analog fast Fourier
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transformer, to measure the wave frequency spectrum in the target plasma. They are also
connected to an interferometric system capable to give wavelength measurements with 0.5 mm
accuracy. Fig. 4a shows a typical spectrum of a Langmuir wave excited by a 50 eV beam. Fig.
4b shows the interferometric trace obtained by using RF probes moved by step motors. In this
measurements the argon pressure was kept as low as possible (< 10~4mbar) to prevent the
waves from electron-neutral collisional damping. The frequency and wavelength measured by
these techniques are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions for Langmuir waves
excited by beam plasma interaction.

4 - CONCLUSION
A quiescent plasma machine for plasma investigations studies was described. Based on the
experimental data detected by probes and energy analysers the machine performance is good,
according to the machine project design. Further experiments on strong Langmuir turbulence,
double layers and field aligned current-driven instabilities are planned to be carried on in the
near future.
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Theory of Light Emission from a Magnetized Plasma Produced by two Laser Fields.
A. L. A. Fonseca and A C Nunes. Departamento de Física. Universidade de Brasília,
70910-960 Brasilia DF.

Abstract

We investigate here the possibility of photon emission from a plasma as produced
by two laser fields (one strong and one weak) in the presence of a high magnetic field.
We show in this calculation that when generating plasmon with aid of two laser fields,
one can expect an instability in the photon population provided the plasmon excitation
rate is greater than the linear losses(Landau damping).

Recently, some attention has been paid to the problem of plasmon instability in
laser-produced plasma[l,2]. In particular it was discussed in Ref 2 the plasmon scattering
by electrons in two laser fields [1] in the additional presence of a high magnetic field. It
was found that plasma waves may be amplified over a relatively narrow range of plasmon
wavenumbers in the direction perpendicular to the external magnet1 ~ field direction By the
time the instability sets in the plasmon population grows with time and saturates because
of the non-linear relaxation mechanism which becomes effective in stabilizing the plasmon
population when the amplification coefficient gets larger than the linear losses (Landau
damping) Among the non-linear processes which may occur in the plasmon system the
simplest process by which one may consider them is the two-plasmon decay process in
which two plasmons decay into one plasmon. Another two-plasmon decay process which
way occur in the plasmon system and the one we are interested in here in this work is the
one in which two-plasmons decay into one photon. This is an important physical process
for the investigation of non-linear wave-wave interaction in laser-produced plasmas
The importance of such non-linear processes is transparent since for instance, they
may account for the radiation mechanisms of plasmas and even in some circunstances.
they may play an imponant role in the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the
plasma.
These points were discussed some time ago from the classical point of view [3-9]
however, the effect of a confining external magnetic field, always present in typical
laboratory plasmas, was ignored
The problem we shall deal with here in this paper is the photon conversion via
plasmons in a highly magnetized plasma In other words we shall investigate the non-linear
process plasmon + plasmon -> photon which may occur in the electron-plasmon system
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in the presence of two radiation fields plus the external high magnetic field by the time a
saturation state is reached in the plasmon system.
We shall show that when generating plasmons with aid of two laser fields, plus
external magnetic fields one can expect an instability in the photon population as the
incident strong radiation intensity used to heat the plasma exceeds certain thserhold.
In order to see how this can be achieved we first need to find the plasmon
population, as generated by the inverse Bremsthralung process[l,2], in the steady state
regime.
The total rate equation for the plasmon population is given by
dN

dN

where vq represents the losses due to the linear processes (Landau damping) In (1) the last
term expresses the losses due to the non-linear processes, which should become effective
when the state of instability is reached i.e., gq> v q .
For the non-linear losses (NL) we shall make the assumption that there is one
dominant non-linear process such that

where tNL is the relaxation time for the ampiified plasmons due to the non-linear processes.
Equations (1) and (2) determine the ampiified plasmon population in the steady-state
regime, which reads

m

Equation (3) entails that there is a threshold strong laser intensity for the onset of the
instability in which two plasmons decay into a photon To get the threshold strong laser
intensity one needs to estimate this critical number of plasmons in the saturation state.
In the evaluation of Nq we shall look for the three-wave interaction process
depited in Fig. 1.

Fig 1 Three-waves interaction in a magnetized plasma Full line for electrons and waves lines for
plasmons (I and 2) and photons (3)
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This process involves essentially a three-wave intraction where two longitutinal waves
(lw) are combined and one transverse wave (tw) is created (Fig la) On the other hand, a
three-wave interaction takes place in the following equivalent way: an electron starts from
an initial state and comes back to it after emitting one and absorbing two waves (Figlb) If
the electron is unable to complete the loop, then the three-wave interaction will be
impossible.
In order to write the matrix element for the process depicted in Fig. lb we need to
write the wave-particle interaction Hamiltonians in a magnetized plasma In the second
quantization formalism it reads [2,10]

/

A(*,.a.«-)c ( ;c B (6 M +A; M )

(4)

a.o ,*,.A

where

(5a)

(5b)
In Eq. (4) the c's and b's are annihilation operators for electrons and photon
respectively;a,cr are initial and final Landau levels for plasma electrons respectively, A.:>
(-By,0,0) is the potential vector for the external magnetic field in the the Landau gauge,

3

and â0 and kQ are the photon frequency and wavevector respectively. The other quantities
have their usual meaning [2] The electron-plasmon interaction H: is given by

H, - \N(q,a,OC)c^ca(a-+a[.)
1.OÍ

where
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(6a)

HHJ

(6b)

In Eq.(6a) the operator a is the annihilator operator for piasmons. In Eq (6b) o>, is the
piasmon dispersion relation, q is the piasmon wavenumber and £ is the dielectric function
of the medium. The other quantities have their usual meaning [2]. Also in Eqs. (S) and (6 )
(a \e**f fi^y\a) and (a[e**'|a) are the overlap of the Landau wavefunctions for the
photon-electron and pUsmon-eJectron vertices respectively. This is to account for the
external magnetic field on the interactions.
We can now proceed to write a kinetic equation for the photon population due to
the second-order process depicted in Fig. lb, namely piasmon + electron —> photon +
electron. With the help of Eqs. (5) and (6) we write

Equation (7) can be rewritten in the form

(8)
where now

(9)

Assuming further that the piasmons are dispersionless, N^ = N2, i.e., N, is independent
of the piasmon wavenumber. It then follows that

7

(10)
ax»

In Eq (10) ,the matrix element for the scattering of Fig. Ib is. with the help of Eqs. (4>
(6) given by
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4jKztí<ú,

tís-L
where

(U)

+*•.-£.

comes from the overlap of Landau wavefunctions, Eq. (Sa) and it is given [10]

by

—s-

cos0/2J

5

, - —-

sin05

(12)

where 0 is the angle betweem i 0 and the direction of the magnetic field (z-axis)it. is the
electron wavenumber along the z-axis and n is the Landau orbit quantum number. We
have assumed that the vector k0 lies in the x-z plane and that the tw are circularly
polarized.
Eq. (10) gives the expression for the steady-state plasmon population, namely

(13a)

(13b)

Mm
mM

The next step is to search the non-linear relaxation mechanism which should be effective in
stabilizing the plasmon population when the amplification coefficient is greater than the
Landau damping. Since we have assumed that the dominant non-linear process is
quadratic in the plasmon occupation number we shall look for possible decay processes
involving two unstable plasmons. The simplest process by which one may consider them is
2 plasmons -> I plasmon.
We may describe the tree-plasmon interaction by a diagram like the one in Fig. 1
with the photon replaced by a plasmon. By making use of the interaction Hamiltonian
given by Eq. (6) we can calculate the non-linear relaxation time of the unstable plasmons.
One gets

a.a-

'/Jl-/a)S(Ea

(14)
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where now

L

^ are the plasmon frequencies respectively. In Eq. (14)

l

=

£„ + ha>,-E

a.a-

(15)

Equations (14) and (13a) determine, respectively, the piasmon steady-state population and
the non-linear losses which are the physical quantities of interest to our problem. To
obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the threshold strong laser intensity for the onset
of the instability in which two plasmons decay into a photon (photon generation) we have
to use Eq. (3) together with the expression for gq already obtained in Ref. 5 Eq.(22).
Since gq is proportional to the strong field intensity, the threshold intensity for
photon emission from the plasmons in the magnetized plasma can be easily obtained for tw
propagating along and perpendicular to the magnetic field, at both ciclotron and plasma
frequencyes respectively.
In conclusion even though we have not given any numerical value for the above
predictions we have presented in this paper a possible theory for investigating light
emission from a magnetized plasma
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I. Introduction
This paper describes an electron bombarder that has been used to produce intense beams of neutral
metastable calcium and the mechanism of production of the 4p3P metastable level. We send the light
emitted in the excitation process in the arc discharge region to a spectrometer, obtaining in this way
the spectrum involved in the production of the metastable level.
Efficient production of metastable atomic beams in discharges has been done for Ca, Pb, Hi,
Ba, Mg, and Sr. The interest has almost always been in the characteristics of the metastable beam
itself, by laser spectroscopy diagnostic for example. Mechanism analysis of the metastable production
are always based in theoretical cross sections for the electron-atom collision (1), as precision cross
section measurements for these metastable states are not available in the literature, to our knowledge.
It is hard to look directly at the discharge region itself, as the window turns quickly dirty by the
deposition of atomic films. We put an iron disk in front of the window, that was 60 cm apart from the
discharge and with fifteen minutes of measurements the fluorescence seen from outside was really
weak.
The interest of this work resides in the realization of frequency standards in the far-infrared
region of the electromagnetic spectrum as well as in the spectroscopic studies and manipulation of
atoms in the metastable or in the ground level to improve these atomic docks. The frequency
standard is based on calcium or magnesium atomic beams triplet transitions 3P0-3P| or 3P2-3PI. The
beam is at the fundamental state at the exit of the oven and must be excited to the metastable state.
Higher density metastable beam improves the standard signal, increasing its stability. Knowledge of
the processes that turn the production of these metastable states more efficient is fundamental for the
realization of more accurate frequency standards, that work in an electromagnetic spectrum region
absent of stable passive references. In this work the emission spectrum of the discharge plasma, that
can excite until 40% of the atoms in the beam to the metastable triplet, was registered for the first
time, permitting a new insight in the excitation dynamics.
IL Experimental apparatus
The main components of the experimental apparatus are the atomic beam source, the discharge inside
the vacuum system and the spectrometer with the electronics for detection and measurements. The
atomic beam system is shown in fig. 1. It comprises two vacuum chambers: the first is a "T" shaped
stainless steel tube containing the oven and the electron gun for the excitation, with a window to look
inside, and the other is a pyrex tube where laser spectroscopy and manipulation of the atoms studies
will be done, separated from the first one by a collimator with a 2 mm hole. Each chamber is pumped
by a turbomolecular vacuum system with a flow rate of 2401/s, The ultimate pressure is about 4x10"8
Torr and increases to 2xlO"7 Torr when the oven is heated. The oven aperture and the pressure are
adjusted so that there is atomic effusion (2).

no

The oven and the discharge are shown in fig. 2. The oven is a stainless-steel cylinder dosed
at one side and with an exit hole of 2 mm diameter at the other side. It is encapsulated in a copper
cyhnder that is surrounded by a coaxial resistor that heats the set composed by the copper and the
stainless steel cylinders. The oven temperature is sensed by a thermocouple and the operating value is
around 7 0 0 0 .

Figure 1: Atomic beam system:/.oven; j:window; p.Pyrex tube; s:solenoid; b:bellows;
t.turbomolecular pump; m: rotary vane pump; g: cold cathode gauge head

Figure 2: Metastable atomic Ca source: P: pole pieces; M: magnet; A: anode; C: cathode; T:
thermocouple; B: coaxial resistor; E: grid; D: stainless-steel; F: copper.
At this temperature the atomic density in the oven is n0 - 1,02 x 10" atoms/cm3. The total
flux of calcium atoms in the 'S o state can be estimated with the following equation (2):
it)

where a is the most probable velocity of the Ca atoms inside the oven, So is the arc. of the oven
aperture, and 1/k is a factor which takes into account the effect of aperture thickness and is about 1/2
in our case (2). At a temperature of 700°C the atomic flux is about 101* atoms/s
The tantalum toroidal cathode is positioned near the oven exit to prevent the formation of
calcium film at the aperture with its heat The cathode is coated by a mixture of BaCO, and SrCO,,
which is burnt in air before putting it in vacuum, to make the reaction
ill

SrCOj+ s E -> SrO + C0 2
and obtain an electron emission cathode with low electron extraction energy ( » 1 eV). We pass a
current around 7 A in the cathode to heat the oxide mixture. The double ring tantalum anode is put 5
mm distant from the cathode and 1 cm. apart from each other. The axial static magnetic field of the
order of 200 Gauss confines the discharge electrons in funnelled trajectories, enhancing the electronatom collision probability.
The Spex 1402 double grating spectrometer entrance slit is positioned at the focal point of the
lens window, that is 60 cm. transversely apart from the discharge. We put an iron disk inside the
vacuum system in front of the window to avoid the formation of calcium film when we are not
making measurements. With a magnet we can position the iron disk at another point, letting the
fluorescence pass through the window to the spectrometer. The lights emitted by the discharge pass
through the two gratings of the Spex and reach the RCA C31034 photomultiplier. The signal from the
photomultiplier is sent to the 61 OCR eletrometer when not modulated, or to the SR 530 lock-in
amplifier and to the computer when the fluorescence is modulated by a mechanical chopper before
entering the spectrometer.
ID. Data analysis
Emission spectra were taken for both the pre-breakdown and the seif sustained regimes of the
discharge, between 3600 and 7350 A. The calcium diagram level for the first excited states are given
in figure 3.
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Figure 3: calcium diagram levelfor (he first excited states

In the pre-breakdown regime we observed only singlet excitation, generally with a weak
signal, with the exception of the resonant 4s z l S 0 -4s4p 'P, transition. In these measurements, the
working anode-to-cathode voltage is 200 V with 50 mA. At 700 V, there is the plasma rupture and
the discharge begins to work in a self-sustained regime, with a working point around 35 V and 150
mA. In this regime, appears the fluorescence from triplet transitions and from Ca II, and the signal
front the singlet turns higher. In order to achieve the desired condition of a discharge self-sustained by
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the atomic flux itself, the ion generation rate has to guarantee the charge conservation in the neutral
discharge region. In table 1 is presented the wavelength and levels of the more intense observed Ca II
transitions and in table 2 those for the more intense observed Ca I triplet transitions.
Wavelength (A)
Transition
3706.07
4p*P in -5s J S m
3736.90
4p2pM-5s2S.n
3933.66
4s J S 1 ,-4p2P, n
3968.47
4s*S,,,-4piP>rt
Table 1: observed Ca II transitions
Wavelength (A)
Transitions
3624.11-3645.00
4p3P°, ftl ,,-5d'D,,_
4p3P°m,,,-4p2 3P,B,,1
4283.01-4318.65
4425.44-4456.61
4p 3 P° mi ,,-4d'D,,, 1 ,
4578.55-4585.96
3d*D,,,«.4PF,,^
5581.97-5602.85
6102.72-6162.17
4p'P, ftl ,,-5s 3 S,
6156.02-6169.56
3d»Dn,11-5p1»IB1,1
6439.07-6508.85
Table 2: more intense Ca I triplet transitions
The formation of the population in the metastable triplet, as is demonstrated by the intensity of
the fluorescence, is due to the direct excitation to this level by inelastic electron-atom collision via the
4s2 'S o - 4p 3P°:o,,,2) transition, or by cascade decay from the higher lying triplet levels. Theoretical
analysis using the available cross sections of the involved transitions obtained by this work will
become useful for improved designs of the discharge itself.
IV. Conclusions
Direct measurements of the transitions involved in the production of the calcium metastable triplet
states in a low density arc discharge have been done. Improvements in the design of the discharge to
turn it more efficient will be possible with these results associated with more accurate cross sections
measurements of the transitions involved.
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EFFECT OF A DENSITY JUMP ON THE KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ INSTABILITY IN
COMPRESSIBLE MHD
A. G. Gonzalezf and J. Gratton*
INFIP-Lab. Física del Plasma, Facultad de Ciências Exactas y Naturales, Universidad de Buenos
Aires, Pabeilon 1. Ciudad Universitária, 1428 Buenos Aires, Argentina.
INTRODUCTION
The Kelvin-Helmhoitz instability (KHi) occurs in fluids and plasmas whenever there is a
shear flow across the interface between two different media. It has been extensively studied in
simple plasma geometries, but more complex configurations relevant for fusion research and
astrophysics have not been very much explored. In particular, the combined role of velocity shear,
density and magnetic field stratification has not yet been investigated in the compressible Ml ID
regime. Recent experimental studies on the turbulence at the plasma edge in tokamak discharges
suggest that the KHI may be an important mechanism during the so-called L-H transition [See for
example Groebner et al. (1990), Ida ct al. (1990), Field et al (1992)]. These configurations have
stratified density and gradients of velocity perpendicular to the curvature radius of the plasma
torus. In such a complex problem, depending on many parameters, it is appropriate to start with
special cases.! We develop a theory of the hydromagnetic KHI of an isothermal equilibrium with a
density jump, magnetic field and velocity shear in a compressible plasma. We consider a
simplified slab geometry where al! the equilibrium quantities depend only on one coordinate. Our
present purpose is restricted to obtain general conditions for stability, studying the unstable modes
that appear in a plasma with a jump in the equilibrium flow.
We shall consider an ideal compressible MHD plasma slab in isothermal equilibrium which is
stratified along the >• axis. B = Bx(y)et + Bt(y)e, is the magnetic field, p = p\y) the density.
P -• Pi}') the pressure (d(p+B2I%JC)Idy=0 in the unpetrurbed equilibrium), the unperturbed flow
velocity is u = uM(y)e,+ut(y)et,
CA = B/^4np,
Cs -yfypTp. The linear adiabatic perturbations to this state satisfy the equation [Gratton, Gratton, and Gonzalez, 1988]
O,

(1)

where £is the y_component of the displacement of a normal mode of the type 5Q, =
k = (kt,0,k,), (o(y) = d)-k u(y). y,(v) is the angle between B and Ac, and

(0

qiyie"*''^,

0)

We shall study a case in which two regions (v > 0: region 1, y < 0: region 2) of uniform
velocity are separated by a velocity jump at y = 0. There p, p and B may also be discontinuous.
We use a reference frame in which «, = u, u2 = -u, u = ne,(Fig. 1); a is the angle between u
and k. The boundary conditions require ([A] a ;?<>• = 0 + ) - My = 0-)):

We also assume that in each region B is constant, and from the equilibrium j3 is i. .
Then the general solutions of (1) are C1 = C-lexp[Hfcrj]+CtiIexp[À:ri}>] with R e ( r , ) > 0 , or
I m ( r j ) > 0 if Rc(r,) = O, £.„ £,, (i = 1,2) constants and:

^Member of the Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas y Técnicas, Argentina.
*

•

*
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region 1 (y > 0)

region 2 (>• > 0)

Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem.
The following dimensionless quantities are defined:
V,=Wt/kCSj,

MAj=^-,

F,

. (5)

(6)

and

<V

P02'

C/ = ^

M

.

(7)

Y

Using the boundary conditions across the interface we obtain:
r

(8)
with
(9)
The matrix equation (8) describes a variety of problems concerning localized eigenmodes and
reflection and transmission of propagating internal waves. Unstable modes and stable surface
oscillations have R e ( r i 2 ) * 0 , then £ +1 =C-.2 = 0 S ' n c c b° t n regions extend to infinity. In
consequence we must require T = 0, which is the dispersion relation for eigenmodes localized
around the interface. On the other hand internal propagating modes have Re(f~ 2) = 0 so there is
no restriction on £_.,,£,,• In this case, where it is to some extent arbitrary what are to be
considered "eigenmodes'', the conditions T = 0 or £ = 0 are the dispersion relation for radiation of
a pair of waves from the interface (poles of the reflection coefficient), or for total transmission of
waves (zeros of the reflection coefficient), or for their time-reversed processes, according to the
sign of the y component of the group velocity in each region.
It is convenient to introduce a polynomial T associated to the dispersion relation. It is given by
the numerator of the expression obtained by squaring twice T = 0 to get rid of the square roots.
Since the roots of !P= 0 encompass not only the solutions of T = 0, but also those of 1 = 0, when
looking for localized eigenmodes care must be taken to discard the latter spurious solutions. We
call "true branch" (T) the set of the solutions of T = 0, and "spuriou branch" (£) that belonging to
1 = 0 , respectively. As a function of the parameters of the problem Tand £ consist of several
disjointed continuous manifolds that touch each other along certain boundaries. Consider a root
belonging to a certain piece of T. as the parameters are varied this root will move along Tand may
eventually cross its boundary and pass to the 1 branch, becoming spurious. It is easy to verify that
Tand l e a n coincide only for T, 2 = 0,<» .
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The problem of finding the localized eigenmodes is straightforward, but the analysis of the
general case is exceedingly cumbersome as the configuration is defined by six independent"
parameters (MAA, MAJ1, y>, = V- - « . Pz = ¥2 ~ «. /» U0 = u/Csl=U
I cosa). The present
work is part of a systematic study of this problem. An analysis of the/= 1 case has been already
made (Galvão, Gonzalez and Gratton, 1993). We report here a summary of the results t o r / * 1,
the case with a density jump.
EFFECT OF A DENSITY JUMP
We shall assume that there is a density jump across the interface but the magnetic field is
continuous (then alsop is continuous). Then / = 1 . Mt =yff, M^ = MA2 -MA, and:

with
2

2 2 2 l

?

2

2

2

1

f

.

(11)

The expression for *P given in (10) is the same as that discussed by Galvão, Gonzalez and
Gratton (1993) in which no density jump was considered, but here r and s depend on/. Notice
that when/= 1 the probelm is invariant under the transformations (V-> -V. (/-»-U): and (\'->V,
U-* -U), but now the latter symmetry is broken. One can restrict the analysis t o / > 1, since the
c a s e / < 1 can be obtained from the former usine the transformation {f-*]/f,U-> -Ufcf. V-»

vHfi
The following critical conditions define the boundaries between modes of different kind:
(i) The conditions r. 2 = 0,°°. They are given by

iVJJtV)

U

(\\±VJ)

U^Vi7±V)

U±(V±V7)

(12)

Urmt> Ufb± nark a transition from a radiation mode to a surface mode, while £/.„. U,d£ mark a
Tt+t contact where stable surface modes appear.
(ii) The conditions that give the double roots of'T, arc obtained solving for i the equation»
!P=0, d?/dV=Q

(21)

and discarding the roots not belonging to 1 There two real roots V coalesce and become complex
(marginal stability). In Fig. 2 we show typical stability diagrams in the y/. U plane, tor fixed MA
and/. Since (10) depends on i y , only 0<\f/<Jt/2 need to be considered. The instabilities are
shown as gray areas.
Notice that f o r / * 1 there are no monotonically unstable modes,2only overstabilities. In fact it

can be seen from (10)-(l 1)) that WUy^f^iU'.V^+lf-VUVT^iU'y
^
^
f
^
)

where Ttym and ^1^

are polynomials that contain only even powers of U and V. Clearly it is not possible, in general, to
find pure imaginary roots of i = 0 for real U. unless U = 0 o r / = 1. There is overstability for any
Má, in certain intervals of U. The unstable domains can be related to both the overstable and
monotonically unstable modes that appear when there is no density jump (Fig. 2a, see Galvão,
Gonzalez and Gratton, 1993). These domains are changed and may merge in the case with a
density jump, because the monotonically unstable roots V of the/ = 1 case acquire a real pan as
soon a s / * 1 becoming overstable. One should notice that the unstable regions related to the
monotonically unstable modes f o r / = 1, have larger growth rates, while the others are less
important. This region corresponds to the higher values of \U\ in Fig. 2.
When there is no density jump the overstable modes with positive and negative values of
Re(V) exist in the same region (dark gray in Fig. 2). As soon a s / * ! the regions of existence of
these overstablr modes no longer coincide: the modes with Re(V) > 0 shift towards larger values
of U, as can bt jbserved in Figs. 2b and 2c. For/= 1.4 there is still an overlap between them. On
the contrary for larger values o f / ( e . g . , / = 4) this overlapping disappears. The monotonically
unstable modes f o r / = l become overstable w h e n / * 1, the sign of Re(V) coincides with that of
U. For small values of/ there is still a region of stability that separates these modes and the other
overstabilities, but a s / i s increased (e.g., for/= 4) this is no longer the case for large y.
Figure 2 helps to analyze the unstable perturbations of any configuration characterized by
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fixed MA, Uo and p. For example the dashed line 1-2-3-4-1 in Fig. 2 represents i/=i/ 0 cosct for a
configuration wiih MA=TIV5,
£/ 0 =7/5 and with an angle <P=3K/2Q=2T
between B and if.
Following this line, the angles a and y vary from 0 to 2K. In the example shown it can be
observed that the more unstable modes (those with larger Im(l)) occur for y near to JT/2.
However, the situation may be quite different for other values of i/ o and <p. By drawing the
appropriate lines C/=i/,,cosa the stability of any configuration of interest can easily analyzed.

Fig. 2. Stability diagrams for MA=^JT[l, ( a ) / = 1, ( b ) / = 1.4, and ( c ) / = 4.
5% gray areas correspond to monotonically unstable modes, 15% gray areas to
overstable modes with Re(V) < 0, 25% gray areas to overstable modes with Re(V)
> 0; in the 50% gray areas there are two overstable modes with different signs of
Re(V). The dashed lines represent i/=d/ 0 cosa for UQ=7/5 and ç)=3ff/20.
Summarizing, the general dispersion relation for the ideal compressible MHD modes localized
near a velocity discontinuity between two plasmas in isothermal equilibrium has been derived and
criteria for stability have been obtained for the case with a density jump. The effect of the density
jump introduces a break of the symmetry with respect to t h e / = 1 case. There is shift in the
intervals of instability and the monotonically unstable modes becomes overstable. However, the
effects depend weakly on the density ratio (as M/). The present work is part of a systematic study
of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in complex configurations.
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HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE FOR R^SCALED
INTEGRABLE LORENZ SYSTEMS
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Abstract
It is shown that three among the known invariants for the Lorenz system recast
the original equations into a hainiltonian form. This is made possible by an appropriate time-dependent repealing and the use of a generalized formalism with non-trivial
structure functions.

Introduction
In recent papers Nutku [1] unveiled the hamiltonian structure (in a generalized form [2\) a
pair of two-dimensional dynamical systems of interest mainly in modeling biological systems
and having at least one invariant. Yet more recently. Cairo and Feix [3] showed that this
structures exists (and can actually be determined) for any second order system that possesses
one time- independent invariant. Their analysis considered in detail the cases of the LotkaVolterra equations with one such invariant. They also analyzed, via coordinate reseating, a
case of this system for which the invariant is time-dependent.
In this communication similar results are presented for the thre.e dimtn»ional Lorenz
equations [4], one of the fundamental systems for modeling fluid mechanics. This system
has recently attracted wide attention mainly in view of its ability to model the onset of
chaotic behavior and the existence of strange attractors [5] in Bénard convection [6] cells.
This kind of system and correspondingly peculiar behavior has been found, among others, in
the description of convection in a circular fluid loop associated with the modified homopolar
dynamo in geomagnetism [7), and in a generalized form, in connection with the pressuregradient-driven interchange instability that occurs in laboratory plasmas [S] in a two-fluid
description model.
The Lorenz equations support both periodic and non periodic regimes depending on the
parameter values. Most frequently the non periodic regimes are the most interesting in
view of their wide occurrence in nature. In laboratory conditions however, one is frequently
more interested in stationary or relaxed regimes which correspond to parameter values that
might imply the existence of invariant or integral of the motion. A few such invariants have
been identified and collected in the literature [9]. All these known invariants are explicitly
time-dependent and three among them admit coordinate rescaling that removes the time
dependence. For these special cases, it is possible to recast the original system into a generalized hamiltonian structure, a result similar to that obtained for generic two dimensional
systems or the Lot ka-Volt erra equations in particular with (at least) one time- independent
first integral.
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Basic equations, rescaling, and results
The Lorenz system
i = ay - **.

y = —y-rrx

— x:.

: = -bz + xy.

11)

is known to possess first integral for several ranges of parameter values. Apart from the
linear case (a = 0). exact invariants were determined [9] for six different combinations of the
parameters {er.b.r). Among these, thrtt cases have invariants that, as shown in the sequel.
are rescalable and generate a hamiltonian structure for the corresponding rescaled systems.
CASE I: For arbitrary r and b = 'la. the function lx = ( r* - laz)exp(2rrt) is an exact
invariant of the system (J).
Let the independent variables be rescaled according to
x, = jexp(<r/).

j - 2 = </exp(/).

.r3 = r«\\p(2<r/).

(2)

This transformation recasts H = x? — 2axj and the Lorenz system into the time-dependent
form
exp (cr — l ) / . x 2 = rxi exp(l — a)t — X|j- 3 exp(l — 3a)/. X3 = xix 2 exp(<r — l)i.(3)
As can be easily checked by inspection, system (3) can be written in the hamiltnninn form
j=J'*Vfc//.

1 ± 1 . 2 . 3.

(4)

where the structure functions J'k are the elements of the anlisymetric matrix

(

0

.r3exp(l-3

-j-3exp(1 - :\a)l
0
-sxrjaexp
(1 - a)l .
15)
x2cxp(fT - 1)/ jv7<rexpil —n)t
0
Finally, to complete the generalized liarniltoriian character of the repealed Lorenz system (3)
it can be directly checked that the elements of J do also satisfy the Jacobi identity
J'lkV,Jlm]-0.
((i)
where the square brackets indicate a sum i»v«»r the cyclic permutation of the enclosed super
indices and sum over i is also implied.
CASE I I : For b = \.r = 0 and arbitrary a. l2 = | / r + r ; )exp|2/) is a sreond timedependent invariant of (J). For this parameter choice, the transformations
.r 1 = .r exp(irt).

,r2 = y exp( /).

x3 = ; exp( t).

(7)

recast 72 into the time-independent invariant form / / = j\j + x'% for the time-dependent
rescaled system
i 5 = <rx 2 exp(<7- \)t.

,r2 = -xix3exp(-vl).

.r:i = j - i . r 2 e x p | - T / )

(8)

It is now easy to check that in this case equations (8) take the hamiilonian form (4) as long

as J be given by
(7exp(<r - 1)/

•l)(

0
xjexp(—<r<)
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0

- / ,exp(-(70 | .
0

(9)

which also satisfies the Jacobi identity.
CASE III: Finally the case characterized by b = <r = 1 and r arbitrary, admits the
invariant I3 = (y2 — rx* + r'2)exp(2f) and can be similarly rescaied by the transformation
xi = .rexplO.

Xi — ye\p[t).

x3 = cexp(/).

i 10»

This transformation recast /3 into the time-independent invariant H = xi — rxj -r -rj and
the dynamical system (1) into
J! = u-2.

i 2 = 'J"i - Jix 3 exp(-/),

i 3 = xix 2 exp(-/).

(II)

which can also be written into the hamiltonian form (4). this time through the following
structure matrix

/ 0
J = -1
" \ 0

1
0
x,exp(-í)

0

\

-x,exp(-i)
.
O
;

(12)

Again the structure function in (12) satisfy the .Jacobi identity ensuring, therefore, the
complete hamiltonian character of the rescaied Lorenz system for this third set of parameter
values.
There are indications that the results briefly presented in this communication ran !>e
extended to all third order systems that either possess a time-independent invariant or
possess a time-dependent invariant that can be rescalnl. The reseating has the role of
transferring the time dependence into the structure functions and converting the invariant
into the Hamiltonian for system. The proofs for tK'se conjectures are still under analysis
and the results should be submitted for publication soon.
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1 - INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the interaction of an electron beam, characterised by beam velocity v t ,
beam density n», with a higher density ambient plasma, no, excites Langmuir waves, with
unstable wave number given by Jbo = w^/m, where u/^ is the ambient plasma frequency. For
a cold beam, in the limit nt/no <C 1, the instability is due to a feedback mechanism involving
bunching of the electrons leading to a growth in the space charge density (hydrodynamic
regime). A thermal spread in the velocities of the beam particles (kinetic regime) tends to
suppress the hydrodynamic instability. This has an important implication even when the
velocity spread is initially small because the development of the instability itself causes the
velocity spread to increase. The condition for neglecting the beam thermal spread, Av, is
(n*/ne) 1/3 > (A
It was shown previously3 that when the energy of the waves in resonance with the beam, Wr,
normalised by the plasma thermal energy noT,, where T€ is the electron plasma temperature,
becomes greater than (A^Ap)2, Xp is the Debye length, these waves become unstable due to
modulational instability (MI). These instabilities act to transfer the field energy from waves
resonant with the beam to waves with shorter wavelengths which are not resonant. When
the MI energy transfer rate exceeds the rate at which field energy is generated by the beam,
the beam instability will be stabilized.
This paper reports results obtained in a beam plasma interaction experiment. In our experiment, typically, (Av)/t»t « 0.2, nt/no as 10~3, so that (rn/n o ) 1 / 3 < (Av)/v t and the wave
energy growth and saturation are governed by kinetic effects.1 The estimation of the maximum wave energy due to the warm beam quasi-linear diffusion process gives Wr > (JfcoAo)2,
indicating that the modulational instability can be the responsible mechanism for the suppression of the beam plasma instability observed in the experiment.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Experiments were carried out in a double plasma device with multipole surface magnetic
confinement. A discharge plasma is created by accelerating primary electrons produced by
tungsten, oxyde coated, hot cathod filaments in argon or helium gases. The inner diameter
(plasma diameter) of the device is 0.60 m and its total length is 1.20 m. The chamber is
divided into a source chamber (I, = 0.30 m) and a target chamber (lt = 0.90 m) by a triple grid
(source, control and target grids). The whole chamber is filled with gas (p < 5 x 10~ s mbar)
and a discharge plasma is created in the source chamber region. The inner side of the metallic
cylinder of the source chamber is connected to the source grid so that when the source grid is
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negatively biased with respect to the target chamber a dc electron beam is^ generated, which
flows towards tne target chamber. This electron beam propagates into the target chamber
and ionises the gas, thus creating a plasma in that chamber with the parameters given in
TaMe 1.

Table 1 - Experimental parameters
Plasma density
Plasma electron temperature
Natural plasma density fluctuations
Beam energy
Beam plasma density ratio
Electron neutral collision frequency
Electron ion temperature ratio
Beam thermal spread
Beam radius

T. s 2eV
(fno)/no < 10~2
E% < 250 eV
tu/no < 5 x 10"3

TJTi»10
(Av)/*fc ~ 0.2
r k ~ 0.30 m

Electron plasma density and temperature measurements were performed using cylindrical
Langmuir probes, calibrated for the density measurements by detecting the cutt-off frequency
of a low amplitude electromagnetic wave (EMW), launched into the plasma. Plasma electric field oscillation measurements were performed with movable cylindrical probes at the
floating potential connected to a spectrum analyser or to an oscilloscope. The beam electron and accelerated plasma electron energy distribution functions were investigated with an
electrostatic multigrid energy analyser using the method of retarding potential.
Experiments were carried out in argon or helium gases at filling pressure of p < 5 x 10~* mbar.
At this range of pressure the electron neutral collision frequency, vm, is enough smaller than
the beam plasma instability growth rate, 7,*, which allows the excitation of the Langmuir
wave by the beam plasma instability.
3 - DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The dynamics of the electron beam plasma interaction is shown in Figures 1 and 2 for
no 2: 2 x 10" m~3, Ey 2 100 eV, n»/no = 2 x 10~4 for argon and helium respectively. These
figures show the electron beam energy distribution function at different positions across the
system. In the beam quasi-linear relaxation theory the diffusion of the beam particles in the
field of oscillations excited by them leads to the establishment of a "plateau" on the velocity
(or energy) distribution function at characteristic distances given by4
(1)
where A is the logarithm of the ratio of the final to the thermal noise which is of the order of
magnitude of the Coulomb logarithm. We assume that the unstable mode wavenumber is &Q
and since it is a plasma wave, the wave group velocity is vg = 3v£/v*, where vu is the plasma
thermal velocity. The retardation of the beam electrons by the electrical field of the plasma
waves causes the widening of the warm electron energy distribution to energies smaller than
£» and a reduction of the beam plasma instability growth rate. This process will be over
when the energy of the waves reaches the value of 4
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£)4'

( 2)

where Wt is the saturation energy wave of the beam plasma instability normalized by n^T,.
This high value for WT can be explained when we consider the effects of oscillation pileup in
the develepment of beam instability.5 However, when the energy of the oscillation reachs the
threshold of the MI, the character of the beam plasma interaction changes. The MI takes
place when its growth rate, fut = Wp.im.Wo/m»)1'2 is larger or of the same order of 7^.
Wo it the pump wave energy normalized by rtoT,. Using Wo ~ Wt, we obtain 7 W / ~ 7^
for (Âv)/t>t > 0.7 for argon and (Av)/vfc > 0.4 for helium, which are satisfied at positions
x 2i 0.40 m and x ~ 0.20 m, respectively. This ion mass ratio dependence appears clearly
in Figure 3 that shows the space evolution of the unstable wave amplitude observed in the
experiment.
Modulational instability generates the formation of cavities which means density wells filled
with the Langmuir waves. The wave number of these waves is determined by the intensity
of the pumping wave by (kXD)2 - Wo ~* 1.2. The Langmuir waves created by MI are
immediately absorbed by the electrons. The formation of the cavity is accompanied by the
appearance of the radiation at the second harmonics and by the acceleration of the bulk
electrons due to the absoption of the trapped waves. These effects can also be observed in
Figures 1-3.

Argon

A.U.

" 1
I
1

A

Fig. 1 Electron beam energy distribution
function at different positions across the
system for argon.

Fig. 2 Electron beam energy distribution
function at different positions across the
system for helium.
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1 - INTRODUCTION
It is well known that when an electron beam moves through a neutral gas, it produces
a plasma with a density comparable to its own density. As the beam interacts with this
plasma, an instability sets in, and the electric fields of the waves excited in this instability
heat the plasma electrons to energies comparable to the gas ionization energy, £?.. As a result,
the collisions of plasma electrons with neutral gas atoms lead to the onset of an avalanche
breakdown, and the neutral gas is ionized almost completely over a time comparable to the
mean free time of plasma electrons between inelastic collisions.1 This is the basic idea behind
a beam plasma discharge.
In the absence of any collective effects, the beam will ionize the neutral gas and the steady
state will be established by balancing of the rate of ionization with the rate of plasma loss,

U."
^

Í

(1)

where iH,n and N are the beam, plasma and neutral density, a is the ionization cross section,
and r it the confinement time. The expected steady state density from Eq. 1 is then

When we include the collective effects, Eq. 1 has to be modified to read

£ = n>N{ov>) + n.N{evt) - £

(2)

where n« and v, are the density and thermal speed of electrons with energy above E,.
in this paper we investigate the case of a low current beam moving through a neutral gas.
We measure the plasma density generated by the beam as a function of the beam energy
at different gas neutral pressures and the electron beam distribution function in a fixed
position in the chamber. The shape of the beam distribution function is determined by the
balance between the beam instability and the modulational instability while the electric field
generated by the beam instability is not high enough to accelerate the plasma electrons to
energies of order of E% and Eq. 1 can be used to describe our experimental conditions.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Experiments were carried out in a double plasma device with multipole surface magnetic
confinement. A discharge plasma is created by accelerating primary electrons produced by
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tungsten, cxyic coated, hot eathcd fikme&ts in argon or helium gases. The inner diameter (plasma diameter) of the device is 0.60 m and its total length is 1.20 m. The chamber
is divided into a source chamber (/, = 0.30 m) and a target chamber ( lt = 0.90 m) by a
triple grid (source, control and target grids). The whole chamber is filled with gas and a
discharge plasma is created in the source chamber region. The inner side of the metallic
cylinder of the source chamber is connected to the source grid so that when the source grid is
negatively biased with respect to the target chamber a dc electron beam is generated, which
flows towards the target chamber. This electron beam propagates into the target chamber
and ionizes the gas, thus creating a plasma in that chamber. Electron plasma density and
temperature measurements were performed using cylindrical Langmuir probes, calibrated for
the density measurements by detecting the cutt-off frequency of a low amplitude electromagnetic wave (EMW), launched into the plasma. Plasma electric field oscillation measurements
were performed with movable cylindrical probes at the floating potential connected to a spectrum analyser or to an oscilloscope. The beam electron energy distribution functions was
investigated with an electrostatic multigrid energy analyser using the method of retarding
potential.
Experiments were carried out in argon or helium gases at filling pressure p between 5 x 10~5
and 5 x 10~ 4 mbar. The electron beam were characterized by energies Et, < 250 eV, electron
beam diameter of 0.60 m and total current of order of 0.20 A.
3 - D I S C U S S I O N OF E X P E R I M E N T A L RESULTS
Figures l.(a) and l.(b) show the plasma density generated by the beam against beam plasma
energy for a beam current of 0.15 A and for different values of filling pressure. We can
observe that, at low pressures, there is a minimum density for Et, = 150 eV, using argon.
This minimum does not appear for helium and disappears for argon at high pressures.

„

Fig.l (a) Plasma density versus beam,
energy for argon and helium at low
pressures 1 x 10"8 < p < 5 x 10~5mbar

4

Fig.'l (b) Plasma density versus beam,
energy for argon and helium at high
pressures 1 x 10"4 < p < 5 x 10"4mbar
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Figure 2 shows the beam distribution function for argon at p = 1 x 10"4 mbar for £* = 75,130
and 200 eV, at position z = 0.60 m away from the injection point. We can observe that the
beam distribution function is wider for £* = 130 eV than for £ k = 75 or 200 eV. The result
of that is a lower ionization frequency, n, for £* = 130eV where it is given by 3

= N f o(v)v>f{v)du

(3)

Jo

than for the other beam energies. This fact explain the minimal density observed at £j =,
130eV in Pig. l(a).
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Pig.2 Electron beam distribution functions for argon at p = 1 x 10~4 mbar for
E> = 75,130 and 200 eV, at position x = 0.60 m away from the grid.
The behavior of the beam distribution function can be explained by the following: in the
beam quasi-linear relaxation the diffusion of the beam particles in the field oscillations excited
by the beam leads to the establishment of a "plateau" on the velocity (or energy) distribution
function at characteristic distances given by *
vb no T, AEh
lor. =

•rr* — A

(4)

where A is the logarithm of the ratio of the final to the thermal noise which is of the order
of magnitude of the Coulomb logarithm. The retardation of the beam electrons by the electrical field of the plasma waves causes the widening of the beam electron energy distribution
function and a consequent reduction of the beam plasma instability growth rate. At the same
position the beam with a higher energy will have a wider distribution, as we can see in Fig.
2. This type of quasilinear relaxation does not take place for 2?» = 200 eV because at such
energies modulational instablity (MI) of the waves excited by the beam occurs. MI causes a
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reduction of the plasma field and prevents the beam widening. The threshold condition for
this instability is *
l

no

—* '

This is also the explanation for he absence of a minimum density for helium, since the
MI growth rate depends on the ion mass ratio. The minimum also disappears for higher
pressures, since at such conditions Eq. 5 is not satisfied.
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Abstract
A simple fluid model, which neglects electron's inertia, has been developed to study
the expansion of a 23iU plasma formed by laser photoionization between electrically
biased plane electrodes. As an example, the evolution of a plasma with initial density
of 1016m"3, electron temperature of leV and bias potential of 200V is discussed.

1

INTRODUCTION

A study to optimize the process of electrostatic extraction of 23SU from a uranium plasma,
is being conducted by means of a simplified fluid model. A previous model[1], which takes
into account the electron dynamics, is too time consuming because of the small timestep
At required. This stems from the fact that, due to the electron-ion mass difference, the
time scales associated with the dynamics of the two species are quite different. Since we
are interested in the ion behavior, in their own time scale, the electrons have time to reach
an equilibrium, that is, the pressure gradient and electrostatic forces acting on them cancel
out. In these conditions, the electron density is related to the electric potential through
the Boltzmann relation, and we do not need to solve the fluid equations for the electrons.
Therefore, we solve the fluid equations for the ions, and Poisson's equation to determine the
electrostatic potential. From the latter, we can obtain the electrons density profile.

2 MODEL
To investigate the expansion of a 23SU plasma, produced by selective ionization of uranium
vapor by a laser beam, in the region between two plane parallel metallic plates we use a
'Permanent Address: Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais
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one-dimensional fluid model that describes the expansion of electrons and ions in a neutral
background. For the ions, we use the same set of equations used previously[l], which in
Cartesian coordinates can be written as

for the continuity equation, and
Ti drti

(2)
m,
for the equation of motion in the x-direction. For the electrons we do not use the fluid equations, but instead we make use of the Boltzmann relation as discussed in the Introduction,

•69-

n«=noexpl~J.

(3)

Thus, the electron density profile is obtained from the electric potential ©. Since we do not
need to solve the electron's fluid equations, we can use a much large value for Aí associated
with the ion plasma frequency w^.
Finally, the spatial profile of the electrostatic potential is determined by solving Poisson's
equation,

dV
(4)
Equations (i), (2) and (4), subjected to condition (3) are normalized and soived numerically. The first two equations are solved by the Lax-WendrofF method with Flux Corrected
Transport (FCT)[2], while Poisson's equation is solved by Gaussian elimination[3] associated v/ith Newton iterations[4]. The numerical stability analysis of the method indicates
that v?i£t < 1[3], which results in a considerable gain in computational time required to
execute the numerical program, compared to the previously used two fluids model for which
u^Ai < 1[1J.

3

RESULTS

In this section, we discuss some results for the plasma expansion between two plane parallel
conducting plates. In the calculations, we consider the distance between the plates to be
2.5cm and the initial electron density to be 10I6m~3 (same value for the ion density). The
initial ion density profile is Gaussian, of the form n, = n o exp(-((i — x o )/ttv) 4 ), with the
half width at half maximum wj = 2mm. The electron temperature is lcY and the ion
temperature O.leV. The computational grid has 336 grid points with a mesh size Ax = \D
and the time interval has been chosen to be At = 0.0 lu^"1, to guarantee numerical stability.
The electric potential between the plates is kept constant during the expansion and has been
taken equal to 200V. Also, the Neumann's boundary conditions are assumed for the fluid
density and flux, that is, dn,/dx = 0 and driiVi/dx = 0 at the electrodes.
The spatial profiles for the ion density, the electric potential, the electric field and the ion
fluid velocity have been plotted for different time'instants and the results are summarized
below.
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At t = 6a;"1 we observe ion expansion mainly towards the negatively biased electrode
(left electrode), producing a shallow step on this side of the density profile. From the ion
velocity profile, we observe that the ions are distributed between grids 100 and 200 (the
initial density protue is i;ctnhuted around grid 167). Analising the electric field profile, and
taking into account that dE/dx = 4ire(n, — n e ), we conclude that there is no fluid between
grids 0 and 120, the number of ions is larger than the number of electrons between 120 and
190, and there are only electrons between 190 and 335. The accelerating electric field is quite
different from the electric field in the absence of plasma. In fact, the electric field is constant
only in the region 0 to 120 but much stronger than the field in the absence of plasma, and
most of the potential drop occurs in this region. Next, we find a region extending from 120
to 150 in which the electric field has a strong variation associated with a positively charged
plasma sheath. From grid 150 to 190 the electric field has a small variation associated with
a slight predominance of ions (this region will later become quasi-neutral E ~const). From
200 onward we find a majority of electrons, associated with a negative electric field gradient,
and the formation of a negatively charged plasma sheath near the right plate, positively
charged.
At t = 24u£ l the ions have already reached the left electrode while, on the right side,
the ions are 30 grid cells away from the electrode. From the electric field profile we find a
large region, extending from 130 to 300, in wich the electric field is almost zero, associated
with a region of quasi-ncutrality. Near the right electrode we observe again the formation of
a negatively charged sheath and on the right we find a large sheath in the region below grid
125.The spatial profiles for this timestep are shown in Fig. 1 as an example.
At t as 36w~l we find that the ions are still expanding assymmetricaly, with a maximum
density about 10% of the initial density, and the maximum expansion velocity towards the left
electrode is roughly five times larger than the expansion velocity towards the right electrode.
The electric field is similar to that at t = 24w~ ] , only with a more (E ~ 0) quasi-neutral
plasma region.
Finally, at t = 60a;' 1 , we find that the plasma expansion continues, although, now.
the expansion velocity on the left is about six times larger than on the right. The electric
potential and field profiles maintain the same characteristics as those described for í = 36u.~ l .
From the results presented, we concluded that the model developed to improve the
turnaround time for the optimization of the expansion parameters provides results consistent
with the physics of the problem. We plan to use this model now to explore the expansion
properties for different values of the initial density, temperature and potential difference.
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Abstract
Using the perturbative reductive method 111 we study the weakly nonlinear
regime of a plasma with two electronic temperatures. We show, in a convenient parameter space, the regions where double layers can be excited. We
show also that the conduction regime of solitons in this case is more complex,
if compared with other physical systems usually studied.

1 Introduction
Plasmas with two electronic temperatures have been observed in several physical systems (2.3,4]. It is well known that double layer solitons can propagate in
such systems [5]. In the present work we show the regions of existence of weakly
double layers in a convenient parameter space, using the fluid model. We also
show that the conduction regime of solitons is much more rich and complex than
the corresponding regime for plasmas with positive and negative ions |6|.

2 Derivation of the Equations
We will assume that the plasma can be described by the following normalized
equations:
0tn t()r\nv)

= 0

Ô, v T rijrp T 3prK-r =

(1)

0

n\0,v ~ vi).r)

=

-nil-r

r)fr-

=

i,he^

(2)
- i)rl>
-r II.**

(3)
- n

(4)

The densities are normalized to the equilibrium density of the ions no; the
temperature to the effective temperature: TV}1 = ^ t ^r + ^ i. where Tl°\it'?} and
Tj0>, n[0) are the temperature and equilibrium density of hot and cold electrons,
respectively; the distance to the effective Debye length: \2Drj = .,.^,0>; the time
to the ionic plasma frequency; the velocity to the phase velocity of ion acoustic
waves in the linear approximation: C'f = ty-, where M is the ion mass; the mass to
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the ion mass; the pressure to the effective pressure: »'°'7..; and the electrostatic
field to ^r. where t is the electronic charge.
In equations (l)-(4) »»./» and r denote ionic density, pressure and velocity, respectively; T is the electrostatic field: nh.Th and n.T. are the equilibrium densities
and temperatures or the hot and cold electrons, respectively.
Expanding the dependent variables in power series off and transforming the
independent variables, as is indicated in the following relations:
l T r » " l * f V 2 l + ...
(l
2
i r ' + rV » + ...

„

=

r

=

r-

= fr-"» + fV a » + ...

(5)
(6)
(8)

l/2

(10)

we obtain sets of equations for each order in •:.
Solving the first order equations, which describe the linear regime, we get:
:(|>

/'"= 1-3/.'°'.

(11)

where // is the linear dispersion relation.
In second order we obtain the K-dV equation:

ílrrJ"U.JII«,r-"^5-tJ"=0.

(12)

2//
where
j

* J _ , H_ _ 1L_, _ io„•'-»•,

2;-

/"

i i 11

T-

The coefficient A of the K-dV can be rewritten in lerms os lhe parameters
«... and 7' of the cold electronic species if we observe thai lhe quasi- neutrality
condition gives «„ = 1 - «,. If we also define /'„ = n I'.., where r, > 1. we can write
A as:
').

(14)

where 0 < » < 1 and 0 < / < 1.
The roots of A{n,.l ;r7•» = 0 depict a critical curve in the space ( / / , / ) , where
the K-dV equation is not valid. In the regions where A > 0. the plasma propagates
compressive solitons; where A < 0, rarefalive solitons. Figure (1 .a) shows these
features for Th = IO3!-. In the critical curve we musl rescale the independent
variables, maintaining the expansions in the dependent variables: // = -\.r - /»/),
r = -3t. Using the same procedure used above we oblain, in first order, equations
(11). In second order we obtain relationship between variables in second order
and variables in first order. In third order we oblain lhe mK-dV equation:
r)rju + A"'[r''l)?i)nSl) - J-'AV" = 0.
2//
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(15)

where
- 9 T -r 180ptut - 432i/»'•'">"».

>T i»,. 7',: rT, = - L 15 - ^-r~

(16)

This equation is valid over the curve -4 = 0. If the roots of the equation -4' = 0
cross the curve representing equation .4 = 0. a supercritical point is obtained.
where the mK-dV equation no more describes the equilibrium between dispersion
and nonlinearity. In fact this is really what happens, as we can see from Figure
(l.a). To obtain an equation valid in the supercritical point we must rescale
again the independent variables: /; = i 3 / -u - (it), r = -r*--/. Using the same type
of procedure pointed out in the other cases, we obtain in fourth order an equation
valid in the supercritical point:
O-Sl»-r -4*Sr-!'• rV/.r-1'• - ^-tfSl

= 0.

(17)

where
Ax{» .TI'T) = i
* 2/1

105- -i-r-^ - ^ 2 5 2 0 / " + 15120t/»tUlr-25920.,. ' ', 118)
r

T'c

'-.'•

3 Discussion of the Results and Conclusions
Double layers are solution of the mK-dV equation when A < 0. This implies
that double layers can be excited only in a small region delimited by the curve
A = 0. as indicated in Figure (l.a). We must observe that the ionic thermal
effects are relevants in the exact localization of the region of excitation of lhe
double layers, as show in Figure (1 .b).
Finally, we would like to stress two aspects of the problem. The existence or
the supercritical point indicates the existence of a complicated conduction regime
of solitons. because the existence of the critical curve implies in the existence of
transition regions. These regions can be described by combinations of equations
(12), (15) and ( 17). In this sense the plasma with two electronic temperatures is
more rich in phenomenology than, for example, the plasma constituted by positive and negative ions, because to describe these plasmas we need only equations
(12), (15) or a combination of the two. Another aspect to be stressed is that the
temporal and spatial scales for the equations (15) and (17) are very slow, indicating that a more realistic equation must include electronic Landau damping, as
pointed out by Tajiri and Nishihara [7].
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1. INTRODUCTION
A promising configuration for laser acceleration is the so called cyclotron-resonance laser
accelerator (CRLA). where a coherent electromagnetic wave may transfer a large amount
of energy to a beam of electrons gyrating in a guide magnetic field. This large amount oi
transferred energy takes place because of the autoresonance mechanism [1. 2] where, under
some ideal conditions, an initial wave-particle synchronism is self-sustained throughout, the
accelerating period.
It has been observed, however, that one of these i'RLA ideal conditions is hardly obtained
in feasible experimental schemes. This particular condition is the one requiring the laser field
to be dispersionless [3, 4], a very restrictive condition if one takes into account dispersive
effects arising from the confining wave guides [5].
In tKe present work we intend to perform an improved analysis of the mentioned selfconsistent wave-particle interaction, taking into account a possible frequency mismatch between wave and particles. We will show how the frequency mismatch «an compensate the
dispersion effects.
2. SELF-CONSISTENT HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM
Let us consider an electron beam and a circularly polarized electromagnetic wave,
co-propagating along the homogeneously magnetized z axis of the chosen reference frame.
The circularly polarized wave vector potential is written as
me*
where p and <r have a slow time dependence, f- is the electron charge, è = x — /y ami
Ô-1 S u/uco- The variable •*? is the wave frequency satisfying a dispersion relation of the
form w/ck = y/l + g2 = / " ' > 1 with g as a factor accounting for dispersion (it could be
a factor connected with the finite transverse dimensions of some guiding system) and d- is
the wave vector. We introduce *r.o = \e\B:.0/'mc with Bz<0 as the background magnetic field
and normalize time and space to +:co and *'co/c respectively. With all these definitions, it
becomes possible to cast the Hamiltonian that governs the electronic dynamics in lhe form
H = {1 + [Px + y/pcosiS/ (ft - t) + a)]2 + [.r + P\ - y/psin(*(f:

- t) + <r)]* + P}}i/:.

12)

with H/mc2 -* H and P/mc -» P.
The structure of the Hamiltonian can be made simpler if one introduces canonical guidingcenter variables / and o through Px = \/2l cos0 and x + Py = \JlÍ sino. This enables to
rewrite the Hamiltonian (2) as

H = y 1 + 2 / + Pj + lyfiTpcos(o
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+ Jj(f : Í - Í ) + <T) + p.

(3)

The slow time self- consistent evolution equation for the amplitude of the \wtor potential
is readily derived from Maxwell's equations:
i*: at t v ' pf

» =

\dt = djdt) where we have performed an inverse discrete Fourier transform over the fast
(primed) variables introducing the volume V and the period T. The quantity J x is the
current density on the (x.y) plane, written as
(5)
with the subscripts T labeling the particles present in the system. The vectors v x ..(f')
denote the perpendicular component of their velocities and the vectors nit') represent tlieir
instantaneous positions.
It becomes possible to cast equation (4) in the form

(6)
with the resonant wave-particle phase o, + .!•(/ :, — I) as a variable depending only on the
slow time scales.
In order to perform the summation indicated in the above equation, one makes use of
the so-called macroparticle approximation [3]. that assumes an extreme bunching condition
for which the wave-particle relative phase o, + *•(/ zl — t) is the same for all particles . Sume
limits on the macroparticle approximation are discussed at the end of the paper). By using
this assumption and split ing Eq. |6) into real and imaginary parts one obtains

dtP

=

—-<*•*«—JT"\P &ÍH{O + <f).

r

(i

and
-

d,(J = - ^ - ^

(W|OT

a) -r

^p.

where ^ = 4ffc2.V/m\" m»»;.,. with A a» the uuiulter of particles.
Now. if one re-scales p according to p = A^ with A = *;•. ihv interest ing and final
conclusion is that all the relevant dynamical equations for both particles and Held? ran be
derived from one generalized Hamiltoniaii given by
Ti = \J 1 + 2 / + P? + 2 / _ ' / \pct>*io + Z-[f :,-I)-<T')

+ \

p.

|9)

with p as the "momentum" corresponding to the wave field and a' \ = -a) as the caiiouicaliy
conjugated co-ordinate.
Now we write*- = *•'+£. with-;' = | l + p ) ~ l / 2 asthe exact resonant condition)*- = *\ v /" +
kvs) for / ( / = 0) = Pz{i = 0) = 0. and d a small mismatch parameter. In order to make the
Hamiltonian simpler we can introduce (he canonical transformation» o +(*-'+í)/: — *-7 —+ o.
P. -* P.. + / (*•' + 6)1. a' + 6f -* o' and % — H -'*•'/ + Op. Besides, the aditional canonical
transformations ç> — a' = o' and p = p, — I reduces the degree» of freedom [pf is a constant
of motion) and allows to write a final effective canonical system
H = - * / -i-(>\pr - I) + 1 .
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(10)

r = ]J 1 + 21 - [P. + U-' + t>) f / ] - + 2 / 2 / A (/>, - /) ro>o T A ( / » , - / l.
J,/ = —i)oH. d>o = <9/'H.

ilh

To evaluate the maximum energization. I,nax (since / is proportional to the rnenty I"
in view of the fact that H is now a constant of motion), it is convenient to combine outcanonical equations to obtain a closed equation for / in lhe form

In the equation above. I (/) is an effective potential driving /-excursions, written as

where we set P. = 0 and h = h'(I0.o>) — f>pc. with h' as the numerical (and constant; value
of H calculated for some initial conditions IJ.OJ. In this work Irnar shall be sought-for as the
first non trivial zero of the function V(J). assuming / ( / = 0) = /„ = U.
In figure 1 it is shown the maximum energization vs. 6 for \p = 1 and / = 0.!). As
we can see. a judicious choice of 6 enables the particles to reach larger energies than in the
exact ressonant case(/i = 0). The acceleration becomes approximately six times larger in this
specific case, which lies in the microwave range, with a frequency of the order of 1 0 - 10*Y»'//;•
and a tenuous beam of density ~ 10ycm~3 in order to define a small A = 0.01.

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In order to verify the validity of the macroparticle approximation for mismatched systems we perform a numerical integration of 500 electrons in the cyclotron-resonance- laser
accelerator[6]. All the electrons are supposed to initialy have the same action and to be
homogeneously distributed along ü < o < '2~.
In figure 2 we plot the maximum energization! Im.jr) v»- the mismatch!*). Solid lines
represent macroparticle results while symbols represent simulations with l0 = Ü.UU1 • circles)
and Io — 0.Ò (squares). One is able to see that for a small initial energy phase bunching effectively occurs and we have a good agreement between theory and simulation. On
the other hand, in the case Io = 0.5 the agreement is poor, and the maximum possible
acceleration!around S = —0.35) is highly reduced.
In figures 3 and 4 we plot the phase-space corresponding to /., = O.UOl.c = -0.:{-*> and
t sr 150 and Io = 0.5.6 = -0.4 and / = 111), respectively. One»» again, it is seen that phase
bunching does not occur for too large initial values of the action.
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ENERGY ANALYSIS OP ELECTRONS, POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE IONS IN OXYGEN PLASMA BEAMS
G. Petraconi and H.S.Maciel
DepU de Física do ITA/CTA,Cep:12225, São José dos Campos-Brasil

ABSTRACT. Some experimento were performed in a continuous electrical discharge especdally designed to be used as a source of charged particle beams. Measurements of the
current and energy distribution were made by using a muitigrid electrostatic energy analyser
facing the beam. The beam parameters wen inferred from the current-voltage characteristic of the analyser for various discharge operating conditions: pressure (0.1 - S.0)torr
and discharge current (10 * 60)mA. The beam spatial profile was also measured. At low
pressures, in the range of (100 • 500) mtorr, the characteristic of the analyser indicates a
positive ion beam having current up to lfiA and energies from (5 -100) eV. At the same
conditions, the electron and negative ion beam energies correspond nearly to the applied
potential difference across the glow (~800 V). With a slightly pressure increase, the beam
spatial dispersion decreases and the discharge acts at a plasma effused source. When the
pressure in the source is increased from (1 - 8) torr, almost monoenergetic beams of positive
ions art formed with energies from (SO to 60) e V. In this case negative ions and electrons
have energies in the range of (60 -100) eV with maximum beam current of l.S mA. This
discharge can also act as a source of oxygen atoms and radicals, and could find a large
applicability for materials processing.
1. Introduction
Beam* of atoms and ion* find applications in reactive scattering, surface chemistry
and materials processing [1][2][3}. In this paper, we present a novel discharge system
especially designed to produce a source of oxygen plasma beam which, as we will show, is
comprised of charged particles including negative ions. In this new structure(Fig. 1) the
discharge resembles a normal glow discharge extending from the cathode up to the end of
the tube which is terminated by a mica disk of 15 mm diameter having a central hole of
0.5 mm diameter. The anode is a ring magnet adjacent to the mica and placed outside
the tube discharge. The hole allows a differential pumping of the discharge. Additionally,
the hole strongly constricts the discharge to form a double layer[3) which acts as a virtual
cathode for the discharge continuation and for beam formation in the low pressure side.
The beam is directed towards the inlet of the vacuum system. In order to minimise the interaction of the beam with the residual gas in the vacuum chamber, the pressure
in the chamber should be kept in a range lower than 10"2 torrjl]. The vacuum chamber
is pumped with an oil-vapour diffusion pump with a nitrogen cold trap to prevent the oil
vapour from reaching the chamber.
At pressure higher than 4 torr, the ignition usually requires that high voltage from
a Tesla coil be applied to the gas inlet tube. At typical values of discharge pressure(~l
ton), the breakdown voltage is approximately 1000 V. Theoperating voltage across the
is around 400 V.
2* Experimental technique and results
The charged particle beams (electrons, negative and positive ions) are selected
for analysis by using a mass magnetic filter and by adjusting the polarization voltage of the
analyser grids. Ions which penetrate the grounded grid are either repelled oraccelerated by
the second grid, which is varied from -300 to +300 V. A third grid is used in combination
with a flat collector to suppress the emission of secondary electrons from the collector.
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The polarâtk» of the grkb depends ca the <&aige tf the s{>e^
The current of the collector (I), is plotted as a function of the potential on the second grid
(Retarding voltage • 4).

Discharge tube

/ M
Vacuum

High pressure region
(0.3 - 3.0)torr
Low pressure region
(~10' 4 torr)

Vacuum

Figure 1. The schematic diagram of the plasma beam source: 1. mica disk;
2. magnets(anode); 3. magnetic filter; 4. glow; 5. cathode.
Plasma beams are seen to form in the vacuum chamber with a conical shape
when the pressure in the tube discharge is varied in the range of (0.5 - 1.0) torr. The
beam originates in the constriction region where strong space charge is built leading to the
fonnation of accelerating potentials and possibly double-layers[4]. The magnetic field of
the ring magnet plays a role on the fonnation and orientation of the beam. By tilting the
ring magnet the glowing conical plasma beam can be directed towards any desired region
of the vacuum chamber because it propagates always along the symmetry axis of the ring.
The effect of discharge pressure on the characteristics of both positive and ne gative ions is shown in thefigures2 and 3 for a discharge current of 40 mA. We observe a
significant decrease of the energy dispersion when the pressure is increased. In the case of
positive ions this effect is enhanced and a monoenergetic positive ion beam is formed at
pressure higher than 1 ton.
Curve P (torr)
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Figure 2 - Positive ion current(I) versus retarding voltage(^)
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for negative ion beams a remarkable effect regarding the ion flux it produced
fay increasing the gas discharge presran(FSgiire 3). At low pressures, the extraordinarily
high energies that negative ions can achieve (above 300 eV) are to explained in terms of
transfer of energy from electrons accelerated by the plasma constriction double layer{4).
On the other hand, with increase in discharge pressure there is a tendency to reduce the
positive km beam current. In these curves, the analyser is at a distance of 3.0 cm from
anode and the cathode-anode distance is 10 cm.

Curve P (torr)
1

0.3

2

0.5

3

1.0

4

1.5
100

Figure 3 - Negative ion current(I) versus retarding voltage(^)
Discharge current of 40 mA and anode-analyser distance of 30 mm
The maximum retarding voltage and total beam current at different values of
discharge pressure and discharge current are summarised in table I. The beam parameters
at various radial and axial distances from the virtual cathode are shown in table II. We
observe that in the pressure range (0.3 to 3.0) torr, the maximum energies of the charged
particles decrease with increasing pressure. These energies are in the range of (85 • 40)eV
and (115 • 35)eV for negative ions and positive ions, respectively.
In order to increase the intensity of the plasma plume, the current of the discharge
is usually increased. However, there is a limit (~70 mA) above which over-heating of the
cathode may occurs leading to the thermionic emission and in this case the discharge
becomes unstable.
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Table 1-Beam current and energy distribution
Discharge pressure = 1 ton

Discharge current = U
DISCHARGE PRESSURE (0JS.0)ton
SPECIES CURRENT ENERGY
electrons and /j = 40mA
negative ions 0.9-1.3 mA -300-65 eV
negative ions
85-40 eV
20-150 pA
?
positive ions J, = 60mA
io+,ot) 1.5-0.5 MA 115-35 eV

DISCHARGE CURRENT (10-60)mA
SPECIES CURRENT ENERGY
electrons
0.2-1.0 mA 100-115 eV

negative ions
(o-, o?-)

20-90/«A

40-60 eV

0.3-1.0 fik

45-65 eV

(o-,o -)

positive ions

Table II-Beam spatial distribution
Discharge current = 50mA

Anode-analuser distanee-(dA)=3 cm

Discharge pressure = 1 torr

Discharge current = 50 mA

AXIAL DISTANCE-(dA)
CURRENT ENERGY
SPECIES
electrons and dA=$-30 mm
negative ions 2.0-1.0 mA 100-85 eV

RADIAL DISTANCE - (d,)
SPECIES CURRENT ENERGY
electrons and dr-0-9 mm
95-70 eV
negative ions 1.0-0.1 mA

(O-,Ojf)

positive ions

(o*,ot)

dA=20-60 mm
100-90 eV
2.0-0.5 pA

(o-,o2-)

positive ions

d,=0-20 mm
1.1-0.2 pA

65-45 eV

9. Concrastan
Measurements concerning the plasma beam parameters were performed by using
a multigrid electrostatic energy analyser. The positive ion current is much smaller than
the negative ion current and the energies of these particles do not vary appreciably with
both axial and radial distances, and discharge current. The main qualitative effect of the
discharge pressure is to decrease the positive ion beam current and the dispersion of both
negative and positive ion beam energies and to increase the negative ion flux.
In order to specify the application of this plasma beam it is desirable to know
the flux, energy and angular distribution not only of the charged particles but also neutral
particles like atoms and radicals. Mass spectrometry(5] and optical techniques(l] are the
most reasonable approaches for measuring these quantities. These measurements will be
reported later.
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ELECTROM ACCELERATION BY HELICON «AVES
IN T I E LINEAR NIRROR MACHINE LISA
C. da C. Rapozo and A.S.de
Instituto d» Física
Um versiâad» Federal Fluminense
r4.O30.13O - Niterói. RJ, BRASIL
1*

Introduction

I t i s well known that helicon waves CwhistJer waves)
are very e f f i c i e n t y t o produce plasmas with very high degree of
lonizaliun
( I . e . 31.
These
mudos have
also
been
used for
technological applications such as plasma etching 12). However,
i t i s not yet clear the mechanism responsable for driving the
beam l i k e t a i l
observed during the excitation of an Argon
magnetoplasma by RF Chelicon) without an electron beam i n j e c t i o n
Í2J.
In t h i s paper, we would l i k e to report Che « x c i t a t i o n
of similar nonthermal beamlike formation during a helicon wave
plasma production i n the linear mirror machine LISA, and a l s o we
would' give some possible gosses on how t h i s beam could be
produced.
Figure 1 shows Lh»» LISA machine and the experimental
Apparatus 14-8J. The helium plasma produced with the hvlical
array i s confined in mirror magnetic f i e l d of maximum 12OO Gauss
and minimum SCO Gauss. The working helium plasma pressure was
1O~* Torr. Note that our experiment i s different from the one
presented i n t i l s i n c e our tube i s metallic and i t i s closed on
one s i d e by a metallic cover and in the antenna side by a g l a s s
cover and our antenna i s placed inside the tube and not outside
as i n f l J . In relation to [2] they a l s o use. as in r e f . C l ) . a
glass tube and a l s o stronger RF power and confining magnetic
Meld. Comparing with r e f . ( 3 1 . they also used a pyrex vessel
f i l l e d with Argon plasma and the magnetic f i e l d configuration was
not a mirror type. Therefore, wo are confident that the proposed
experiment i s not Just a repetition of the previous one. and new
informations can be obtained performing such a experiment.
2.

Theoretical model tor the helicon waves

hoi icon

The disport! on relation and vigotimocio equation for
waves can be obtained -considering a cylindrical pi
in a conducting cylinder. The mode equation i s C1J

| fc»

àr\\ * íl - C
B_ - O

COD

where K * wn wCkB >. The s o l u t i o n s of oq. COS) have boon

alro»dy

considered i n (1) and i t i«s the mth order Bestei function of tho
f i r s t kind J Zp> i f the plasma i s uniform and confined i n a
cylinder of radius a. where p - a2CK2 - k2>. Tho dispersion
r e l a t i o n that s a t i s f i e s the boundary conditions I-J
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k-K = - a.» Cp>'pJ'Cp}

COE?

«rtwre .r" x s t h e t t o r i v a t i w 01 J with r e s p e c t t o i t s argumen*. and
m
•»
k i s t h e wav» nuab»r p a r a l l e l t o t h e anbiont magnetic f i e l d . Duo
t o t h e b u i l t antenna and th» working frequency f e a t u r e s we expect
t o e x c i t e e a s i e r IOMOT p o l o i d a l
m-modes.
In t h i s way i t
is
p o s s i b l e t o use t h e approximated d i s p e r s i o n r e l a t i o n presented i n
C1J. that i s . w'k = CA/a«M ^CB -n :> which i s v a l i d for m - O. 1
medes i l l .
I Ck}.'k »
<«**1cv

The c o l l i s i o n a l r a t e and Landau damping one a r e t l J
C*» /«OCc^w >CA*'a*^ and I Ck.">>-k - Z¥ti Cv .-•«,» }
9i
pe
si
th ce

)* CA^a) oxpC- <•> 'k*-/

) whore A. <
*
>

, w

, u

. c and v

are the argument which gives the f i r s t
zero of J Cpi.
the
electron cyclotron angular frequency» the electron plasma angular
frequency, the electron-ion c o l l i s i o n frequency, the l i g h t speed,
and the electron thermal v e l o c i t y , respectively.
Note that in our low density situation n *. 10* cm~
the damping due to r e s i s t i v i t y i s not e f f e c t i v e i l l . in t h i s way
the dominant damping tor the helicon in our experiment i s the
Landau absorption. I t should bo mentioned that the a - O and m -~
1 modes have maximum power density in the center and thereforo
the region of greatest Landau d i s s i p a t i o n , henco we suspect that
moro íoru ration C pi asma heating) and p a r t i c l e acceleration CbeanO
ought
occur
in
this
region.
When later
we present
the
experimental r e s u l t s t h i s question will be addressed again. The
second theoretical model that should be addressed here and that
might be rolated to the tn?am formation i s the runaway electron
production by a DC e l e c t r i c f i e l d .
It i s «ell known that when an u;ul'urn e l c c t r i e f i e l d É.
i s acting on an uniform plasma, a certain fraction of electrons
will runaway, that i s . they gain energy such that the e l e c t r i c
force on them exceeds the c o l l i s i o n a l
drag force C9J. As a
consequence,
they
will
be accelerated
indefinitely
by
the
electric
force.
These aro called
runaway electrons
and the
c r i t j c a l v e l o c i t y for '-he occurence of t h i s e f f e c t i s given by v .
= •.' E_ '"EJ%yi • / . . where E i s the RF « l e c t i i c : i e l d . and v
D
the
*. h«e
z
',koT mi j*'
and E_ - m v v.
' 2 e . where E-. i s t h e
B t? »
D
e vi th©
ç,
Meld,
with v
- l . S x 10"° n LnX-T*'* i s the e i e c ' . r o n - i o n
binary c o l l i s i o n
plasma d e n s i t y ,
electronic

frequency,
v

charge,

is

CD fV'cmJ

is

the electron

the electron

LnX i s

electron
temperature.
cor.vwuentc u n i t s i s

m

thermal

mass,

velocity,

t h e Coulomb logarithm,

Tht>

critical

- 2 . 0 y. n p [lo"c«"*J

electric

LnK'TJL KeVJ.

The runaway Cbwam; d e n s i t y
toi \ owl rig *>y.pr e s s i on C10 3
n - n WMP<.- F.ÍSE>
r
w
D
F. i s
the appliwd CC i i
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n

is

the

e is

the

and T
field

is
in

the
more

C03?

can be estimated
C04?

using

the

•*. Fxpen mental results
*. 1 — ^"w»

»h» racial
profile oi
the mssureo
pwwr. i t : • ; wry clear that proba&ly mainly an
&xisymmetric mcdo m - v> was vxci tod Jinc9 duo to '.ho ixisymmetry
"I ».hir: mcde. i». -.-^n wort rt'i'ijcUvoly tn> lunched by an antenna
placed inside ".he placma lò]. and xv can so» very cluar xn Fig.£
•.he »y—»tri c pro) llw of tho pow»r delivered to the plasma. The
power was 3»asur«d USJ riç a linear wattmeter.
Figure 3 -shows the radial wave tiwid p r o f i l e s . And we
van s e e that F^ and Er have larger amplitudes closer to the
pi arma center

whereas E^ hac smaller

amplitude a l s o there.

Thx-3

suggests that close to the center momentum and energy are more
substantialy absorbed from the helicon via Landau interaction,
and therefore we should expect more 10mnation, and p a r t i c l e
acceleration in this region, when E^ i s more responsabl*» tor
jonization
cyclotron.

only uince
E^ and E

no resonant
^an pruvide

interaction type Landau or
both i'.Mu:at:ci) v u dirwc*.

interaction and resonance heatmç via wave particle r»-i
type Landau, transit-time pumping, and cyclotron. Howevvr, 1:1 our
experiment w__ << w
and JE | small c l o s e to the plasma center.
therefore we consider that Landau damping i s the most e f f e c t i v e
mechanism of wave absorption close to the center.
The wave
e l e c t r i c f i e l d £„ . E^ and £„ were measured by a double floating
e l e c t r o s t a t i c probe.
"^•2 - Dwnsitv and temperature profiles
Figure 4 shows the density p r o f i l e and i t can be seen
'f9ry clear that the higher density : s achieved ::\ the center,
where i t s t a r t s increase around r - ± • showing a good relation
with the power absorption profile '.shown in Fig. 2. Around the
plasma center, when» the beam i s supposed to be generated, the
density i s around 5.0 x 10P cm" as; we can see in Fig. 4. This
number i s very c l o s e to the obtained runaway density given by
eq.Clli using the LISA parameters n
= 4.8 x 10
cm" . This
infornation by i t s e l f
alone do not garantee that
A runaway
electron
beam
was
generated
however.
together
with
this
coincident density number we also have verified that the energy
analyser CFaraday cup2 used to measure the parallel
electron
energy had i t
grid meted by the very energetic
electronic
population that we. in fact, did not expect, a l s o as a strong
evidence of the energetic electron beam, the glass cover was just
around the center where the beam was supposed to be as inferred
from the energy analyser break down. The density was measured
using a movable plane Langmuir probe.
Figure 9 shows the temperature profile measured using a
cylindrical and plan» movable Langmuir probe in order to access
both the parallel and perpendicular electron temperatures. The
value of the parallel electron temperature was a l s o measured
using a movable energy analysur CFaraday cup) and agrees well
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Langmuir ^>rr*be one.
It Tjn be
-._.._. __._it features in t h i s profile: at r = r
peak can t*» observed, looking back to the
profiler,, i t
1-^. possible ro see that F.^

i.*e*?n tne rol lowing
??. O cm a temperature
wave e l e c t r i c f i e l d
has a l s o a pea* in

around r = 5 . 0 cm which swans that t h i s f i e l d component
1 n t ; r s . « « the electron perpendicular energy around t h i s point and
subsequently t h i s energy i s thermal! zed probably via c o l l i s i o n a l
e f f e c t , we have not observed strong v i s i b l e energy emission : rom
'has region as the one could be seen Iron» tne plasma center, of
course t h i s peak might a l s o be associated with more plasma
lonization rather than real electron heating, we have not tried
Io solve t h i s p o s s i b l e ambiguity.
leaving the r s í 5 . 0 ca and going t o the plasma center
•.>nt* can s e e that the temperature decreases and just at the plasma
center i t har a peak again, and we can again examining the wave
field profile,
;w» that t h i s peak might bt? rtílaietí
to '.he
thermalization of the wave energy via the resonant interaction
between the resonant electrons with the E7 f i e l d component, and
ihe damping aught aluo create a electron beam via momentum
transfer from the RF to the resonant electrons. Note that the
plasma heating via the E^ component can a l s o put continuously
electrons
in
the l o s s
cone region
and they can a l s o
be
accelerated i n the direction 01' the g l a s s cover, but the high
•Jeyree of coJimaiton. that we have found, might be «aifjcult to
if the mechanism i s to be used t o explain the beam.
4.

Conclusions

In conclusion we can say the following:
A'.' A helicon m = o wave was excited in the linear mirror machine
LI5"A. and a plasma 01 low degree 01 l o m z a t i o n at |r | > 2.0 -_m
.\nd of high degree 01 l o m z a t i o n at |r | < Ò.O cm was created.
tí> A part from being created by the helicon wave the plasma was
a l s o heated at r ' • 5 . 0 cm by the Eo component, and at the
center

by

the

E.,

'. ransfer
the wave
cyclotron
damping

component.
energy to
ÍE^? and

The

possible

mecnamsms

the plasma p a r t i c l e s
Landau damping CE_,y.

to

ar» th**
The E

r.oapon&iw contribute;;
mainly
t'vr
plasma
ion:;aUun
and
prouably explain the high degree of i o m s a t i o n c l o s e to the
plasma center where t h i s MolU has a peak.
c> A energetic
electron t^eam seems to be present
in
this
experiment as we could infer from the break-down of our energy
unaiy'-or and due to the burning of the g l a s s cover that was
placed immediately after the h e l i c a l antenna. We have yet no
•z) oar idea why the beam propagated to the glass cover s i d e ,
w r e '.he burtvinu juct A -simple discharge we would find may be
com» f a i l Cbreaking} m the cover surface what we did not find
et aJ1.
To explain
the
possible
mechanism
for
the
beam
fcrmatj on w«? suggest:
•C.%J Hw %»ffíciwnty Landau damping of helicon waves which i s well
Known in the l i t e r a t u r e ,
and HISO the fact that in our
experiment thv E^ component has a maximum in the plasma
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center.
c a> As a second p o s s i b i l i t y ».© explain the beam formation. we
suyyes». *ht? runaway electron production by a DC e l e c t r i c
f i e l d . The ruason we b e l i e v e t h i s i s a p o s s i b l e vxplanAUon
i s because we round i n t h i s experiment that vary c l o s e t o
the antenna a quasi -DC e l e c t r i c f i e l d such that E - . > E_ was
generated and a l s o the expected runaway electron d e n s i t y
given by eq.CO4) has shown a reasonable agreement with the
moaoured density around the plasma center. This can be seen
using LISA data in eqs.C03) and CO*}.
c.m> F i n a l l y , i t can be considered that the e f f i c i e n t
_andau
damping of the wave energy generates l o s j cone electron--».
However, we have not checked further t h i s p o s s i b i l i t y .
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ENERGY TRANSPORT- IN MIRROR MACHINE LISA
AT ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
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I. Introduction
LISA i s a linear magnetic mirror machine donated to the
Plasma Physics Laboratory at the Universidade Federal Flununenso
m 1979 by the Max-Planck I n s t i t u t fur Plasmaphysik. Wo have been
using t h i s machine for radio frequency CRF5 produced plasma
: ludies s i n c e i t s arrival. Interaction of weakly ionized plasma
with RF i s i'«levant t o . for example. RF pru-xomzaUon in
Lc:kaskiJc£.
RF heating
of
ionospheric
plasmas
[1.23.
basic
nonlinear dynamics of RF produced laboratory plasma C3.4] and
transport properties f 5 , 6 ] .
^
W«? are interested in the transport properties of a
steady s t a t e weakly ionized mirror confined RF plasma. An RF
source of 2.45 GHz at 800 W i s used t o i n j e c t power through the
rectangular waveguide to produce the plasma. The magnetic f i e l d
c o i l s &r& fed by a DC current generator and produce the mirr&r
magnetic f i e l d . This f i e l d r a d i a l l y confines the RF produced

plasma.
Thw mirror c o i l s at the two extremities are not being
used. The magnetic field along the axis i s not uniform since the
waveguide port takes up the space of one magnetic coil and
consequently a minimum field i s formed at this location. We make
use of t h i s peculiar feature to have a lv.-al mirror confinod
plasma and operate with seven additional c c i i s next to the
waveguide port disconnected to get a larger mlrru- ratio and a
better confinement. For diagnostics, we use a plane Langmuirprobe and a diamagnetic coil to measure the plasma density.
temperature, and pressure, and a Hall probe to measure the
equilibrium magnetic field distribution. Helium i s used as a
working gas which i s maintained at a background pressure of 6 x
10"* Torr. This gives a neutral density of 2 x l013cm~ . Plasma
i'S produced via collisional impact through the electron cyclotron
resonance at u>. CB 'J - u>. The diagnostics arrangement.
the
dimensions of LISA, the f i e l d distribution, plasma pressure,
density,
temperature and the qualitative
behavior
of
the
perpendicular power profile versus radius were shown in Figures
1. 2 and 4 of ref. C7J. The three components of the e l e c t r i c f i e l d
•«ere
measured
with
floating
double
probes.
The
radial
o s c i l l a t i o n s vC the electric f i e l d r e f l e c t the nature of a cavity
mode of thw plasma device under the operating (requoncy. The
temperature oscillations
follow
from tho RF heating power
deposition profile. This work i s organized as follows: in section
IT w» present the experimental results and analysis and the
mtj presented in section III.
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II.

Experimental Result:» and Analysis

I t has been shown by Galvao a»ci Aihâra [63 and Raposo
e t a l . t d ] that during the wlnctron cyclotron healing in atiri-or
•achines.
the plasma potential
drops and the r a t i o electron
perpendicular
twapwaLurtf
t o parallel
temperature increases.
Howovw. no information about cru* c o l l i s i o n a l process are found
in these papers.
The parallel
electron temperature T . . was
measured with a .small planar Langmuir probe. This value was
measured using a movable energy analyzer tFaraday cupJ> ami
rwsults are in good agreement with the data obtained from
Langmuir
probe.
The average
electron
temperature
T ;•

also
the
the
was

mea&ured
spec tr oscopi cal l y
and
the
perpendicular
electron
temperature was. then obtained from <T > = ( T , . -»• 2T } / 3 . Thwse
e
ei i
ex

values for T

were confirmed by a series of measurements of the

electron density and the mirror ratio as a function of the axial
position, which allow us to obtain the temperature ratiu T SJ
via
a
classical
relationship
for
magnetic
mirrors. ex The
measurement of \ T > was c a r r i e d out using a UV. Q24 spectrograph
CJenoptik Jena GmbtC using t h e corona method f l O ) . which i s based
e s s e n t i a l l y on the r a t i o of the i n t e n s i t i e s of two wavelengths of
He l i g h t CHe I 4771 SO emitted from the helium plasma C s i n g l e t . X
*
4713
k.
and
triplet.
X
=
4921
iü:
the
"Helium
s i n g l e t - t o - t n p l » t mot hod"
i l l ) . With t h i s method we can r e l a t e
the r a t i o of t h e i n t e n s i t i e s of the two wavelengths C4713 k ••
4921 k> t o the t o t a l e l e c t r o n temperature T .
Recently. Raposo e t a i . [ 7 ] have s t u d i e d the e f f i c i e n c y
oi* the e l e c t r o n c y c l o t r o n heating and c o l l i s i o n a l heating when
the resonant volume i s changed. However, i n t h i s paper i t was not
considered the am s o t ropy of the e l e c t r o n temperature on t h e
energy balance.
The steady
state
temperature
of
the
plasma
was
determined by the energy balance between the gain and l o s s terms
Cwt. 1 ref. C7J>. which l e a d s t o r W - a Cm ^m > vf
* 7. q .
where y

is

the resonant

heating

rate

(5,6.7)

given

by y

~ 2

Cm '»> ) C c / v . ) * w__ G . T"* * a Cm 'm t- t- . c and v^ are l i gv h t
w i
A
RF
en
e i
A
and Alfven speeds. G i s a dimensionless quantity weighted over
plasma density, the mass r a t i o on the expression of T I S due to
energy equipartition. The factor « in this equation must take
into account the spatial amaotropy of plasma pressure. To obtain
the final exprev3.» on £w
T . for both cases, large and small
resonant volumes, Rapozo et al.C71 have assumed that a ~ Z. In
this paper we show that a depends on © - T ^T... the magnetic
fiwld shape and the position of the resonance zone.
Here we consider the energy balance equation as was
shown by tl2J. where the» velocity components perpendicular to tho
magnetic f i e l d are heated to the microwave and the component
parallel to the f i e l d i s heated by electron-electron c o l l i s i o n ,
because there i s
a pitch-angle energy diffusion in velocity

space,
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kCdT «it.' - —v it It
n kCdT • r ' d t ; ••• u n kC
*
«HI
it

( -<:£T
L" T eiP^ :.r.E5
cT

*

hnMe

ÇJ.ÊJ

heating» P.

is

T

- «nr

the n e t

i nput

-

iw

power

•

•P.

«• P

avail able

the power l o s s due to c o l l i s i o n s .

due to wall current, por unit volume. ^

2

P,

for

the

the power l o s s

the irequency of Coulomb

collision
and
tho
factors
1'3
and
£'3
arise
from
the
equi partition
of
energy
to
the
directions
parallel
and
perpendicular to the magnetic f i e l d .
The steady-state solution of eqs.COl} and CO25 i s & ri • C.f. Ê3 su n kT ) . where T = CT . . • 2T 5x3 . In the steady
s t a t e by putting dT

^dt -• dT . •'dt - 0.

t* jn kT . we s e t a particular

P ^ < P.

and CÍ. É3R_ -

value d = 4x3. meaning in thi±> case

that the energy isotropy happens when the p a r t i c l e confinement
time i s longer than the relaxation time v m . However, t h i s value
can be compared with the average value obtained from the
experimental data 1.4 and 1.5 for large and small resonant
volumes, respectively.
However, t h i s condition does not consider the magnetit:
f i e l d profile,
the density p r o f i l e and the position of the
resonant layer, whero exporimental1v i t was detected that T 'T , ,
increase? f8).
This e f f e c t s
were considered by Sprot
obtaining
the factor
G and recently by Rapozo et
al.T7]
considering the factors G and a.
Despite the exi&tence of
these
theories
and tho
abundance of experimental data, detailed quantitative comparisons
between these theories and experiment over a range of parameters
«re lacking. The reason i s the d i f f i c u l t y of making accurate
temperature measurements and the fact that cooling AIKÍ l o s s
processes are present (81. These aspects ^r9 related to e* =
T 'T i,. so the di mwnsi onl e s s quantity a i s not A constant, but
ex ei |
i t varies according to the experimental condition.
Following Rapozo et al.C7] we integrate O<).<3.J over the
piarma volume; the z-dependence of the magnetic i i e l d leads to a
rmgular contribution to CÍ.ê?, in the neighbourhood of the
resonance w__ = w CB 3. Thus, in steady s t a t e , wo uot
J
RF
<;e o
? W - aFTé?} On :u .' *P " 0 ? i
where /
. S . u and P a r o th© u s u a l '.erms f o u n d e d bv Raposo
et
r
'x
e
*1.C7J and o t h e r s [ 5 . 6 3 .
The f a c t o r
FXwO i s i n t r o d u c e d t o
consider the anisotropic temperature condition.
Here we are neglecting the power l o s s due to the wall
current and 7. q . where the heat flow term q % represents the
radial heat l o s s e s . The new t actor FCtO can be derived from
eq.C33 by putting d'dt = 0 with T . . = C3^25 tT^'Ce» - 1^2^3 and
TtfX

* C3x2J

1JL0 /

Ce *

1^25 3.

and

it

is

given

by

FC«

-

C 36»-3? ^'C 2é»*l 3. The isotropy temperature condition & ~ 1 gives
FC<*3 ~ 2/3 and the strong am sot ropy j? -» <x> leads to FC.0} -• 2.5 .
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Our e x p e r i m e n t
•'€>o>

h a s a m o d e r a t e a n i u o t r c p y b e c a u s e \B '• < 1 . 4 and

> 1.5 vail

.indicated
t m i e x r".'-.

t h e parameters

by the? i n d e x

for large

1 and i'or v>niail

reconant

resonant

volume a r e

volume

Raposo et al. IT} have .shown that G^ > G and T

by l h e
• r.,.

This impJies that tiw heating rate for small resonant volume i s
s l i g h t l y larger than that of '.he large resonant volume. the
confinement time for large resonant volume CT ) i s twice that of
the small

resonant

volume C T J . and the temperature am sot ropy

for large resonant volume i s smaller than that for small resonant
one. This .shows a good agreement with the experimental data for
the total average electron temperature C40 eV and 30 eV for large
and small resonant volume, respectively}. Thus, this i s simply
caused by a larger absorption of the electromagnetic energy in
the resonant layer of the large resonant volume and consequently
a larger temperature relaxation.
In order to find out the temperature e x p l i c i t l y , we
«substitute y into the eq. CO32 considering that u - T^'2 and P
T . we obtain

when T i s now in units of t>V and u and P are normalized to a
e
9
1
einporature of 1 oV. Our r e s u l t s úre presented i n Tablt? I which
show the perpendicular and the p a r a l l e l temperatures versus the
magnetic f i e l d , and the relevant parameters for l a r g e and small
resonant volumes, reproduced of C8.73. r e s p e c t i v e l y .
In oq.C04D a i s a factor of order unity that depends on
the geometry of the f i e l d and on the d e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n . I t i s
seer from Table I . that at resonance layer CB S 875 Gauss D . F (W
= 0 . 8 5 , F.X&^ - 0.Q1. so choosing a

- 2 . 5 and c*_ •-- 1.5 we» have
£.

1

d

that \T ,> = 4 5 . 3 for l a r g
resonant
w e and sT «.> = 3 4 . 7 for small
*»1
ec
volumes, rwspectj vely.
This chows a good agreement, with the
measured average value of 45 eV and 37 eV. r e s p e c t i v e l y . However,
at of f -resonance region CB. ~ 10O0 Gauss?. with the sam*.* valuer
of

a.

and ou .

we have F.CW - F CW -

1.

and the c a l c u l a t e d

temperature are very d i f f e r e n t compared with the experimental
data but choosing a. -~ 3 . 0 and a_ = £ . 0 we have a good agreement
with the LISA data. That means that the o parameter i s a function
o/° the applied magnetic f i e l d p r o f i l e and the best f i t t i n g with
the» experimental data i s 2 . 5 f. a. f- 3 . 0 and 1.5 < a < 2 . 0 for
l a r g e and small resonant volume, r e s p e c t i v e l y .
Another important plasma parameter on the LISA machine
i s the confinement factor Q = 1 - [CR-r 32'TtRzn A^'CA+BJ 3 where R
in

J.

t h e LISA i n n e r r a d i u s and r , l1.» t h e Larmor r a d i u s f o r
roniv. A and B arc renpecti vely the d e n s i t y of e l e c t r o n s
confined and not-confined by tho magnetic mirror.
One of th©
difference;: between Rapozo's work £13] and t h i s , i s that w« have
considered the anisotropic tompwraturt* condition Ti • ^ T
. wo
x:'
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h a w that A is given by
CA/n 3 - <CR -13 v CR - 1 + CT • T , pj>
e
m
;n
**± el I
From Table I we see that, at resonance CB ~ 875 Gauss). the
percentage of particles lost CB - n - A ) , in the mirror, is
0.065 for the large reuonant volume and O.I for the s>mall
resonance one. At off-resonance CB ~ 1100 Gauss 3. this factor
increases twice the value than that at resonance. We can cue from
eq.C033 that for the small resonant volume. the confinement
factor 0 is bigger than that for the large resonant volume» foral 1 values of the ambient magnetic field. This agrees with the
average values obtained by (131 for the isotropic temperature
condition, where the parallel component of the electric field
increases in the case of small resonant volume.
Table I shows that, for small resonant volume. & is
slightly larger than that for the large resonant one. which
confirms the well known fact that the electron confinement is
improved with the increase of the ratio 8 - T -T .. .
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that a classical transport calculation ic
adequate to predict the steady state temperature of the RF
produced plasma in LISA machine for both largo and small resonant
volumes.
Temperature a m sot ropy of the order of 5 % to 30% was
found, which was larger for small resonant volume, and the
temperature relaxation was larger at large resonant one. This
agrees with the fact that we have a Coulomb relaxation P . which

i s proportional to T
. W e a l s o show that the f i t t i n g parameter
a i s larger for large resonant volume that for small resonant
one.
However. due t o moderate am sot ropy founded in our
experiment i s not c r i t i c a l to take for a, an average value equal
to two. as assumed by C7J.
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T

B
C Gauss^

não
1100
1O5O
1040
1030
1020
1010
1000
900
980
970
960
95O
940
930
920
910
900
890
880
875

e||
SRV

27.7
27.5
25.0
24.0
23. 3
23. 4
23.0
22.7
22.7
22.7
22.0
22.0
21.3
22.3
22.5
22.0
?Z. 4
22^7
22.5
22.7
27.5

CeNO

CeVO

LRV

SRV

35.5
35.0
32.0
31.0
30.5
30.0
29.5
29.0
20.0
29.0
28.5
28.5
28. £
28.7
29. 0
28. 5

27.5
28. 0
28.4
28.5
28. b
29. 6
31.6
33.6
33.6
33.6
34. e
34. 8
35.0
35. 5
34. 8
35.2
?6. 8
36.7
31.4
35.0
42. 0

2 8 . S>

29.0
28.9
20. 0
3S. 0

LRV

34.4
35.0
35.5
35.6
35.7
37. 0
30.5
42.0
42. O
42. O
43.5
43.5
42.8
44. 4
43. 5
44. 0
4c. 0
44. O
44. 2
43. g
50.0

T

-T

SRV

1.00
1 .00
1.10
1. IS
1.20
1.26
i . 40
1.50
1.50
1 50
1 . 57
1 . 58
1 . 30
1. 60
1 . 55
- GO
i . 64
1. 50
1.5©
1 . 54
1 . 02

>ll

CeN

Avn

°

Is?

LRV

SRV

0.99
1.00
1.11
1. 10
1. l o
1.23
1. 34
1. 45
: . 40
1 . 45
: .52
: .54
1.55
1.55

0.19
C.19
0.17
0.16
O.16
O. 15
0.13
0. 11
0. 11
0.11
0. 09
0.0Ô
0. 00
0.0Ô
0.09
0.09
0.08
CO©
0.09
0. 10
0.10

:.so

i . 54
: . 60
1. 52
1. 53
1. 51
1 . 4£

LRV

0.090
0. 000
O. 080
,0. 077
0. 07"
0. 071
0.062
0.052
0.052
0.052
:>. 04b
0. 044
0.043
0.043
0. 048
0. 044
0. 039
0. 046
0.045
0.047
0,055

Table I - The experimental values of the temperature T •• .
B

m*yswLx c
ani'3otropy

T

and

the

calculated

--T • . and t h e r a t i o

resonant volumes.

All

A/n^,

values
all

for

of

T

large

ax

the
the

and small

temper a turtrs i n uV. T . • 13 obtained using a

Langmuir probe. The magnetic f i e l d was measured with a Hall
«nd a l s o with a magnetic probo with a -.ama.1 1 ac n p p l w .
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Fitsrc I: Dimension» ot the linear nurror machiRe LISA and the experimentai arrangement pij» the axiai aist.-iouuor. JI in?
c q u ü b n « n magnetic field.

Figure J Qualitative oenaoor y. :ne power arsrtte versus
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SUDDEN CHANGES IN CHAOTIC REGIMES IN A LEAKY FAUCET
EXPERIMENT
J. C. Sartorelh, W. M. Gonçalves & R. D. Pinto
Instituto de Física, Universidade de São Paulo.
CP. 20516, CEP: 01498-970 São Paulo, Brazil.
Abstract: Two types of sudden changes in chaotic regimes were observed in a leaky faucet
experiment. We observed drastic changes in attractors but in one case there is no appreciable
change in the mean drop frequency.
Chaotic behavior, periodic doubling, intermittence related to tangent bifurcation in leaky
faucet experiments were observed by P. Martien et al. [1], H. M. N. Yépez et ai. [2], R. F.
Cahalan et al. [3], X. Wu et al. [4] and K. Dreyer et al. [5]. Some experimental data were
simulated by P. Martien et al. [1], supposing that the forming drop in the faucet hole oscillates
according to the mass-spring model. Grebogi et al. [6] defined crisis in an one-dimensional
quadratic map as ua collision between a chaotic attractor and a coexisting unstable fixed point
or periodic orbit " and stated that the interior crisis is the cause of almost sudden changes
in the size of chaotic attractors, and almost all sudden destructions and creations of chaotic
attractors and their basins are due to the boundary crisis.
The experimental apparatus consists of three water reservoirs of 50 liters each, as shown in
Fig. 1. The top reservoir is the source reservoir for the middle one, which level is kept constant
via a carburetor valve and the one at the bottom is the collector reservoir. The faucet is a
needle valve whose overture is controlled by a step motor, with a reduction system, each step
corresponds to 1/8 degree.
The detection system consists of a He-Ne laser and a photo-diode. The light beam is aligned
to a cylindrical slit (1 x 10 mm). The pulse induced in the photo-diode by the drop passage
through the laser beam is detected via the microcomputer parallel port. Every time a drop starts
(ends) to cross the laser beam and logic level change is detected, a count variable c is reseted
and gated. For maximum resolution (10 p«),the counter program was written in assembler,
what allowed us to measure not only the time (i n ) between drops but the crossing time (6tn)of
the drop through the laser beam. Therefore two kinds of return maps were constructed, i n + I vs
tn and Stn+\ vs 6tn, to typify the same motion. Since the drop velocity at the laser beam level
is vn = Dn/6tn then the return map 6tn+\ vs 6tn must be related to the drop escape speed.
An overview, from 9.8 drops/s up to 39.7 drops/s, is shown in Fig. 2, where we plotted
sequentially tn vs n (and 6tn vs n) of a sequence of 208 sample data (each sample corresponds
to 1024 drops). The graphic of 6tn vs n shows 4 platforms of 6tnmax- 5.1, 4.1, 3.9 and 3.0 ms,
respectively. The circles are a crude estimation of the maximum drop size (D = 7, 7, 6 and 5
mm) did in another run, when we recorded the drop motion together with a graduated scale,
illuminated by a stroboscopic light. These values of Stnmaxi are probably given by those drops
that have zero escape speed. Supposing that they are the biggest ones, we got at the laser
beam level, v = 137, 171, 154 and 167 cm/s, respectively. Taking into account the crudity of
the calculations we can say that the speed values are in accordance with the speed given by
Torricelli's equation v = y/2gh % 128cm/*, where h ss 8.4cm is the distance between the laser
beam level and the drop break away position.
Two sudden changes from chaotic regimen to periodic ones were observed, / and B shown
in Fig. 2.
The / transition can be seen in Fig. 3, where we have the return maps in+i vs tn and in
the return maps Stn+i vs 6tn. The sample data in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) shows initially a chaotic
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behavior that suddenly changes to a period one regimen, despite this drastic change the mean
drop frequency changed a little, from / = 21.50 drops/s in the chaotic regimen to / = 21.54
drops/s in the period one regimen.
Later, to investigate if this transition is not due to a random disturbance, we collected a
sequence opening the faucet, followed by a dosing sequence, around / ~ 21.5 drops/s, each
sequence with 20 sample data of 1024 drops. This cycle was repeated four times. In Fig. 3(c)
we have the mean drop frequency *s a function of the faucet overture, where the triangle signs
are the data of the opening run and the circles are the data dosing the faucet. Each point
corresponds to the averaged value of the four runs in the same faucet overture. Below the 9"1
step we have chaotic attractors and above non-chaotic attractors. No appreciable hysteresis
was observed.
According to Grebogi et al. [6], in an interior crisis a sudden widening of the attractor occurs,
for C slightly larger than certain critical values C, that coinddes with tangent bifurcation.
The B transition is shown in Fig. 4 , (a) tn+i vs tn and (b) 6tn+i vs 6tn return maps. The
system started in a chaotic regimen, with / ~ 26.9 drops/s, and suddenly changes to a period
5 regimen with / ~ 38.4 drops/s. The periodidty 5 was determined by the FFT spectrum
power of t and St series. These two drop frequendes defines a region of forbidden attractors,
that is v we could not get any attractor with a mean drop frequency with an intermediate value
between these two frequendes.
As before, we investigated this behavior, around the transition, opening (dosing) the faucet
in four cycles. In Fig. 4(c) we have the mean drop frequency as a function of the faucet
overture. A hysteresis of two steps overture was observed.
By visual inspection of the video recorded data we could observe in the chaotic regimen a
vibration motion of the water column, with the vertex of the water cone unstable, so the break
away position is not the same for the all drops. After the change to the non-chaotic regimen,
the water column vibrations seem to cease, and the vertex of the water cone is stable, given
the same break away position for all drops, as shown in Fig. 5, where we have the digitized
images of the motion for 10 successive frames.
Therefore it seems that the system destroyed the basin of a chaotic (non-chaotic) attractor
and created the basin of a non-chaotic (chaotic) attractor as in the case of boundary crisis
described by Grebogi et al [6].
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Fig 1. Diagram of the experimental aparattus. The needle valve is controlled by a step
motor driven by the computer.
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Fig 2. An overview of a sequence of 208 sample data (each sample has 1024 data),
V, is the time between drops and Stn is the crossing time through the iaser beam.
13 is a periodic window. The circles are a crude estimation of the drop size.
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Fig 4. Analagous to Fig. 3, but showing the transition from chaotic to period 5 behavior.

Fig 5. Recorded drop motion at 30 frames per second, from chaotic (the first 5 frames),
to a period 5 behavior (the last 5 frames).
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Abstract
Using a nonlinear set of equations which describes the excitation of a. purely tranverse slow electromagnetic wave by a relativistic electron beam-we-kttêãshown that the
system runs from chaotic behavior to a regular stable state due to crisis phenomenum
and from stabilized soliton and repeated stabilized explosive solutions to a temporal
chaos.These behaviors suggest that the primary mechanism for the saturation of the
explosive instability is not only the cubic nonlinear frequency shift as pointed out by
many authors until now.The inclusion of the the velocity perturbation in the beam
charge initial equilibrium state leads the system to these strange behaviors.

1 - INTRODUCTION
The generation of high-power coherent radiation using a straight relativistic electron beam in
dielectric-filled waveguides has attracted considerable interest, recently. The devices based
on this effect, such as the high efficiency Cerenkov oscillators and amplifiers, have been
a persisting goal in the scientific community since very high frequency oscillations can be
obtained using a relativistic or even nonrelativistic electron beam[l,2]. The dynamics of partides and fields can be described statistically by a group of sample electrons through the
Hamilton-Jacobi and Maxwell equations, kinetic Vlasov theory or by collectively through
the fluid model. These descriptions provide the main relevant properties of the nonlinear
effect* due to the interaction of a free-electrons with electromagnetic fields. However, present
theoretical results do not fully cover all the possible regimes of the stimulated scattering and
mechanism of their nonlinear stabilization. Recently, Bogdanov, Kuzelev and Rukhadze[3]
have analyzed a nonlinear mechanism for the excitation of a purely electromagnetic wave by
a rectilinear electron beam involving a resonant excitation of second harmonics on the beam
space-charge wave. They have shown that this excitation is explosive if the nonlinearity is
quadratic. Considering the nonlinear frequency shift they pointed out that cubic nonlinearity
is the primary mechanism for saturating the explosive instability. In this letter, we examine
this effect, using the collective variable description for free-electron emitters proposed by
Bonifacio et al.[4], on the nonlinear excitation of an electromagnetic wave interacting with
a relativistic electron beam. By numerical simulation using a Runge-Kutta subroutine we
have found soliton[5-8], chaos(9-12], crisis[13] solutions and, also, the well known explosive
instability solution given in Ref.[3,5]. In our model these solutions demonstrate the coexistence of coherent temporal structure (soliton, explosion and repeated stabilized explosions)
and temporal chaos. The chaotic behavior is diagnosed by the Fourier power spectrum and
one-dimensional non-inversible return map[12], quite similar to the Lorenz return map. All
these results are completely different from those described in Ref.[3]. We have found that
the primary mechanism for the saturation of the explosive instability can also come from
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the introduction of a charge particle velocity perturbation from the initial equilibrium state.
Due to the sensitivity of the dynamical behavior of the system on the control parameters
and on the initial conditions, the explosive instability can saturate in a different way from
that considered in the present literature. The crisis phenomenun[13], as a consequence of the
small change on the control parameters,-leads to an unsaturated explosive instability, which
in this case will be saturated by the nonlinear frequency shift, as one expects, in agreement
with Refs.[3,5).
2 - DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS
The nonlinear set of equations which describes the excitation of a purely transverse slow
electromagnetic wave (EMW) by a relativistic electron beam is:
dui

v

— = --uiu 2 sm*o,

(1)

where
and

cos

*°

are denned as "energy-momentum'' functions due to the space-charge wave interacting with
an electromagnetic wave. These functions play the fundamental role on the system denned
above. The constant £(0) is defined as uj0ujocos$0(0), where uiO,ujO are the wave amplitudes at time r = 0 and $Q(T) = 2^i - & is the relative phase; ui and u? are the

wave amplitude at time T;U = fitf - 1) x (w./vi),v,

= w£/-fce, Pj =

yfickSij/fcfiv,

if the normalized canonical momentum, /?» is the normalized electron beam speed, 7» is the
relativistic factor, w* = ull0lile,vl
— infno/m is the squared beam-plasma frequency,
Sj ss y/2ckfy/u>p and r = upt/V2 is the normalized time. In the limits of v -* 00, (Pj) = 0
and (Pj) = 0 the system reduces to a system of equations quite similar to equations derived
in Ref.[3]. Since in real physical systems these parameters have unity values, even small
ones, we can obtain different solutions of those presented in Ref.[3]. This is the situation
that we have realized the numerical simulation to obtain all the necessary information about
the system for different values of the control parameters.
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3 - N U M E R I C A L RESULTS
We fix initial conditions u 10 = 10~ 2 ,u 20 = 10~ 23 chosen in order to avoid numerical singularity, * o (0) = 0 , ( ^ ) 0 = 0 and {/>/)<, = 0. Using v = 1.18720 the system presents a repeated
stabilized explosive solution as shown in the Fig.Ol-(a). For v = 1.18721 and keeping the
same initial conditions for field amplitudes and beam parameters we get a stabilized soliton
solution[5] as given in Fig.Ol-(b). For v = 1.5 and keeping the same initial conditions for
field amplitudes and beam parameters we get an unsaturated explosive instability as given
in Fig.Ol-(c). The numerical computation has shown that the increasing of 1/ to a threshold
value for definiteness 1/^ = 5.55338 the time evolution of the system suffers many bifurcations
leading it to a chaotic behavior, with unknown route at the present time. Fig.Ol-(d) shows
the time evolution for the wave amplitude u t (r) for v = Vth- Fig.Ol-(e) shows the Fourier
power spectrum of ui(r) for u = Vth- This picture shows a large broad band spectral bahavior
typical of chaotic system. Fig.Ol-(f) shows the maxima points u } (n + 1) x ui(n) ocurring
during 3000 interactions for v = i/|*. This Poincaré map[12], quite similar to the Lorenz map,
which all maxima appear to lie on a curve, shows the existence of a strong dissipation in the
system which leads to chaotic oscillations on the wave amplitudes. The intersection of the
diagonal t*i(n + 1) = ui(n) means that there is a fixed point for a dynamical equilibrium of
the system.
Since our system is very sensitive to very small changes on the initial conditions for the field
amplitudes, u » and UJOI with relative phase $o(0) and on the beam controlled parameters
(Pj)o and (Pf)ot which are related to the injected beam energy and to the initial energy
spread, we have further run the numerical simulation for different values of these input parameters. We observe that the dynamical behavior of the system changes from chaos to
explosive solution through crisis, and so on, according to the values of these parameters. To
finish the analysis we can say that the primary mechanism for saturating the instabilities
on the system is not only a frequency shift, due to the cubic nonlinearity, as pointed out by
many authors in the wave-wave interaction. With the inclusion of the velocity perturbation
on the initial equilibrium state of the beam particles many and well defined different solutions
for the system can be obtained depending on the control parameters, even if the relativistic
beam is modulated on the initial state of the first harmonics. So, one can say that many
computer simulation shall be done in order to well understand this dynamical system, quite
sensitive to the input parameters. This will appear on future publication.
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Figure 1: Numerical solutions of Eqs. (l)-(3). We fix initial conditions u t0 = 10"2,uJO =
10"M chosen in order to avoid numerical singularity, *o(0) = 0,(P,)o = 0 and (Pj)0 - 0.
(a) for v = 1.18720 the system presents a repeated stabilized explosive solution; (b) for
v = 1.18721 the system presents a stabilized soliton solution; (c) the time evolution for
the wave amplitude ui(r) for v - 5.55338; (e) the Fourier power spectrum of Ux(r) for
v s 5.55338; (f) for v = 5.55338, the maxima points u\{n + 1) x U|(n) ocurring during 3000
interactions. In the Fig.01-(a)-(c), the curve that describes the time evolution of the wave
amplitude U\{T) starts at 10"3. The second curve describes the time evolution of the wave
amplitude u a (r).
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Short-period Wiggier FEL Design Using a R. F. Accelerator as a
Beam Energy Source
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Abstract: A nonlinear analysis for a ntw dcigned FEL oscillator is performed to calculate the
optimized efficiency of energy extinction from a
relativistic electron beam generated by RF acctUrator. The value of tilt efficiency is prts( nltd for
a tapered wiggier FEL oscillator.
High power, tunable waveguuÜÊTFree-electron laser in the region of millimeter wavelength has been
recently studied by many researchers, due to newdynamics features that affect the tuning capability, the mode sensitivity, and the short pulse operation at long wavelength. At the Instituto de Estudos Avançados (IEAv) we are proposing a novel
design of a waveguide FEL which is of great interest in applications as isotope separation. Electron
Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ECRH) of plasma
in advanced magnetic fusion configuration and radar system operating at millimeter wavelength.
Compared with radar at conventional longer wavelengths, superior target imaging would be obtained with enhanced ability to discriminate between different types of objects. This new designed tapered FEL operates in a Compton regime
with bunched electron beam produced by R.F. accelerators. The present paper considers a free-
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electron configuration which aims to dei rouse the
voltage requirement whilt» keeping large output
power and achieving a high energy extraction efficiency. This configuration presents a short period
wiggier (A^ — '.i.'lcw) in order to reduce the required electron beam energy in the TEL interaction.
To have a strong I'LL interaction in a small period
higgler, all the electrons must be «it a small distance from the wiggier compared with the wiggier
period.
Several issues arise in a long wavelength FEL
driven by a 11F accelerator as a result ot the short
electron bunch duration. When the bunch length
is comparable to the operating wavelength Ar. a
considerable amount of coherent emission is expected even with no feedback in the resonator [1
- 4]. Since the growth of FEL pulse is strongly affected by the slippage, we can provide this strong
interaction considering that the slippage length of
the coherent radiation is smaller than the electron
pulse length. The effect of the coupling between
the radiation and particles is given by the ponderoniotive wave generated by the beating of the
wiggier and radiation fields. The poncleroinotive
wave effect is obtained in the FEL bouncing frequency which is roughly proportional to the pon-

deromotive wave amplitude.The number of para-

is the in ter act. on Hamiltonian.

meters needed to describe the FEL interaction is
(Id)

further reduced in the normalized set of equations. Many approximations are used ( some better than others ) in order to reduce the comple-

is a dimensionless "mass" for the pendulum, and

xity and dimension of the parameter space. Ot' v « = "—T7T~—TTTTT:

her simplifications in the model include neglecting
boundary effects and transverse mod? structure
which are relevant for the radiation guiding. In
a optima] device all electrons in the beam experience the same coherent radiation field, and thus
will gain or lose energy as in one-dimensional approach. After these approximations we perform

is a dimensionless "undulator" parameter, while
the phase of a particle in the beat wave potential
is given by * = krz - wt + f: hu,(z')dzi.

The

normalized momentum, which replaces the enstgy
deviation ò-, = -y — 7/?(£). is given by

P=,-(^)(J_ti^.

a nonlinear analysis for obtaining and evaluating
experimental short-period wiggler FEL o.icillators
that have been optimized with respect to effici-

He)

(2)

The normalized beat wave itmp'iitude is

ency. To enhance the efficiency for the FEL the
wiggler parameters are adiabatiraliy varied so as
•'

to gradually reduce the resonant energy of the

'

=

trapped electrons, which results in a high trans-

where uT0 = tATO/mc2

fer of energy from the beam to the coherent ra-

leration due to tapering is characterized by the

diation iield. Much of the theoretical formulation

term

has been previously described in normalized form
n =

in Ref.[5]. Several realistic effects have been added

/ trL\
\

—

:

and the normalized dece-

1 + ^«7,.(0) ih.u
•

—.

.

<-' / Í7MÜ)Jr(ü)j'J «7Ç

i-I)

in this paper to the physics of Ref.[5j. thereby making the analysis less idealized and more applied

Selecting the profile fur the resonant energy ;n
as 7/i = 7w(0) - iih[~ífí{iy) — ljs'. where 7^(0) is

for practical experimental implementation.
In FEL oscillators, the one-dimensional motion

the value of 7 » at the entrance, we have

of an axialiy streaming electron interacting with

(5)

a combined action of the wiggler and radiation fields is described, on a low-gain approach in which

where

transverse mode structure and self-field are neglec=

ted, by the standard pendulum equation [0]:

fu,L\
* \T) [

represents the normalized "bucket'' efficiency
(la)

which gives, through //(l. the total change of 7/?
in the interaction region and is defined such that,

where the normalized distance £ is given by

dl»

if all particles remained trapped in the beat wave
the efficiency would be >/(,. The parameter p describes the profile of the deceleration along the interaction length, such that for p = 1. the rate of

l

deceleration is constant and p > 1 gives a weaker

P

deceleration at the entrance than at the exit, as
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desired in practice. The number of synchrotron the spent beam energy distribution is unsuitable
oscillations a particle makes in the interaction re- for beam energy recovery.
gion is given by . 4 Í / 2 T . which is large for tapered
"undulatorsn.
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where the brackets denote an average over the initial phase distribution. The actu.il eliiriency is

f

determined by

K
(*)
In Eq.(7), for a particular value of A. PtttJ is
varied until < AF > • \,nax is maximized [3]. We
have calculated Eq.(") numerically using Eq.(l).
A plot of the optimized efficiency versus the normalized radiation vector potential squared is given in Fig.(l); all optimized FEL parameters for
this configuration are listed in Table I. The reason for the improvement in the optimized case is:
when particles enter the interaction region, they
feel a relatively weak ponderomotive wave compared with what they feel througout must of the
interaction region. Thus, the momentum uí these
particles is modified, by a small amount compared with the ultimate size of the ponderomotive
well; however this small amount is sufficient to
cause the particles tò become bunched in phase.
as they propagate further into the interaction region. Since they are bunched in phase, they can
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Abstract

Using the kinetic approach of Klimontovich we calculate, to first order in the plasma
parameter (1/nAp), the statistical change in the energy of a teste ion. The test ion has
a charge Zt mass A/, and moves in a fully ionized plasma subjected to a laser field in
the dipole approximation Eo Sin^ot. We concluded that, even in the presence of a strong
laser field, the laser effect on statistical energy change can be weak when *.orr.pared with
polarization losses, and zero order statistical term, mainly due to the smallness of the
ratio m/M (m is the electron mass).

1

Introduction

After the pioneering works of Bohr [1], Bethe [2] and Bloch [3] the subject of energy
loss of particles, and the related stopping power problem, has been treated by many
authors in many different systems of physical interest, like metals, astrophysical plasma
and thermonuclear plasmas. The interested reader can consult the review article [4].
In laser produced plasmas the dynamic screening can change, for example, the effective
collision frequency for the absorption of electromagnetic waves [5j. and the energy levels
of embedded impurity ions (6). Recently one of us have included the effect of an intense
electromagnetic field on the energy loss rate of test ions in fully ionized nondegenerated
plasmas [7].

In this article we extend the previous calculations of the energy loss rate of teste ions
in fully ionized plasmas [7] to include the full effect of collisions to first order in the plasma
parameter, /i = l/n\3D. In other words, we investigate the contribution, to the change in
thefciit-Agyof the moving test chaige. which comes from the terms of the collision integral
related with the diffusion tensor in velocity space, as we will see in the next section.
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2

Theory

We use the kinetic approach to the problem and take the formalism of Klimontovich [8]
which is better suitted for the electromagnetic interaction.
In what follows we have considered a test charge of mass M and charge Zt interacting
with a one componente electron plasma in the presence of a laser field taken in the dipole
approximation E = £o Struct. It has been also assumed a positively charged background
to assure charge neutrality. In this problem the calculations can be significantly simplified
going to a reference frame oscilating with the velocity generated by the external laser field.
Taking the basic equations to the problem (reference [8], chapter 8) we can show that
the kinetic equation for the test particles is of the Lenard-Balescu type, which can be
expressed as a Fokker-Planck equation:

f

=

+

W \rj\

~

where /« is the teste-particle distribution function.
The vector Fl(V) is the dynamic friction coefficient given by.
^

^

)

,

(2)

where

is the polarization field. The tensor D'J(V) is the diffusion tensor in velocity space given
by:

^—^

Jdkdwòiw - LVHéE.èE,)

l4)

where

are the plasma electrons contribution to the spectral density tensor of the eletric field
fluctuations. In the above equations e is the modulus of the electron charge, n e the
electron density, a ( ; = -ek.Eo/mwl,
and i(k,w) is the well known longitudinal dieletric
function of the plasma. Taking the third moment of the equation (1), in other words,
multiplying (1) by ^j- an<^ integrating in V we can obtain the temporal variation of the
mean energy of one test particle.
^

= MVo.Fa{Vo) + j Tr^(Vo).
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(6)

where Vo is the initial test particle velocity and Tr means the trace of
Introducing in (6) the expression (2) we obtain:

(7)

where we have defined V'o = V. The first term in (7) is the polarization loss which have
been calculated in reference [7j. The second and third terms represent the statistical losses
in which we are interested. Using (4) and (5), after a long manipulation we get:
dE\l0)

(Zt)2KT

Imtik. tri
f tik.tr) \-

dt

(w-r

x Í (u; - fc.V - n-.o) - 2

f -

j

.

(3)

ti>iyfB:-g.V7))
=
V
!fc.iif; : :

J

where ^ |J£i is the zero order term in laser field amplitude.
It's important to note that equation (7) gives the energy loss to first order in the
plasma parameter, once the collision term of equation (1 / is of chat order.

3

Results and Conclusions

Let us focus attention on expression (S). Putting the laser polarization in :he direction of
the test particle velocity, and considering only the contribution arising from the thermal
motion of the individual electrons <k > kol we have the following expressions:
</£,:«»

[ i*

'• *'» cosh

m

dy y
n*i

5fi = - m
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In these expression ( and y are dimensionless variables; Vj = y/ZKT/m is the electron
thermal velocity; o = j^fvffj = íyüj where Vn = ^ is the quiver velocity of the
electron; z = yfpç; *nd (max i 11 (l + |z 2 ) is the cut off parameter to eliminate the
classical Coulomb divergence.
To calculate the effect of the laser field on the statistical losses we have evaluated
the integrals appearing in the expression (10) - (12) by Gaussian quadrature. In Fig. 1
we show the results of laser contribution to statistical energy change, for the first laser
harmonic n = 1, as a function of the dimensionless test particle velocity \J\%- Three
values of the parameter y/Za are plotted. We took ub/u.', = 1.04 and y/Za equals to 0.167,
0.999, 1.66 which corresponds, respectively, to one weak laser field with VJVT = 0.1 and
two strong laser fields with V,/V'r = 0.6 and 1.0. We see that as a function of velocity
the test particle can gain or loss energy.
In Fig. 2 we show the same above cases related to total polarization losses (laser free
plus corrections). Comparing the two figures the main conclusions are: a) due to the
smallness of the ratio m/M the statistical laser effects can be very small compared with
the polarization losses, and with zero order term (9). b) while polarization losses are
always negative there are regions in the statistical losses where the test particle gains
energy, c) for J\V *Vr the statistical losses are negative.
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Polarization Energy Loss
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Transitions in the Parameter Space of a Periodically
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ABSTRACT
Transitions between periodic, quasiperiodic and chaotic regions in the parameter space of a
dissipative integrable system periodically perturbed by delta-peaks are numerically investigated.
1. INTRODUCTION
Various limit cycle systems in the plane with an external periodic excitation were numerically
investigated1*3; a perturbation often used in numerical investigations consists of periodical deltapeaks3. In this work we shall consider a one-dimensional map given by:
»in(g» + 2wb)

m

This map4 is obtained of a limit-cycle-system with high relaxation perturbed by periodical
delta-peaks with amplitude a and period b . It is invertible for a < 0.5 and so there are only
periodic or quasiperiodic trajectories in this region of the parameter space, and for a > 0.5 the
map is noninvertible and there are periodic and chaotic trajectories.
2. TRANSITIONS BETWEEN PERIODICAL AND CHAOTIC TRAJECTORIES
In the analisys of the various kinds of trajectories we often use the Lyapounov coefficient5
denoted by A. In fig. 1 we see one of the most typical transitions from periodic to chaotic motion, obtained by fixing the parameter a-— 0.55 and varying the parameter b. In the bifurcation
diagram we can see that for increasing b the period doubles a lot of times in sequence leading
to an infinitely large period and then entering in the chaotic region. There we have succesive
"crisis" where the chaotic bands merge together leading to one great chaotic band in which
there are windows of periodic orbits.
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In fig. 3 we can see the power spectra S*(f) of some trajectories 9» along the transition
as * function of the frequency / * $ (N = 16384). For • = 0.3100 (trajectory with period 2)
we have only one peak corresponding to this period. For period 4 (6 = 0.3115) there grow two
lower peaks beside the period-two peak. Doubling the period new peaks will appear, until we
reach the chaotic regime with an infinite number of spectral lines (contínuos spectrum). But at
the l»fj«wift"g of the chaotic regime, before occuring the crisis, the spectral lines corresponding
to the periods will still be stronger (6 = 0.3135), disappearing as we enter the chaotic regime,
merging the chaotic bands (• = 0.3180).
3. TRANSITIONS BETWEEN PERIODICAL AND QUASIPERIODICAL
TRAJECTORIES
Another coefficient often used to identify periodic and quasiperiodic behavior is the winding
number*, denoted by W. At fig. 2 we see transitions between periodical and quasiperiodical
trajectories fixing a = 0.45. In the winding number diagram we see a fractal line, often called
devil's staircase, where the plain steps correspond to periodical trajectories.
In fig. 4 we can see the frequency power spectra of some trajectories of the transition
between period 4 and period 3 coming trough the quasiperiodical regime. For b = 0.2860
we have only one peak corresponding to a periodical trajectory with period 4. As b increases
(b = 0.3000 and b = 0.3200) there grow other peaks, but the great peak remains "wandering" to
the right side until reach the period-3 peak region (e = 0.3500) where the minor quasiperiodical
peaks disappear again.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that for a periodic-chaotic transition the spectral lines corresponding to different periods grow and dissapear, but are not able to move to neighbor periods. At a periodicquanperiodic transition, the principal spectral lines remain, "wandering" continuosly along the
various periods.
•This work was partially supported by FAPESP and CNPq.
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DIELECTRIC TENSOR FOR AN INHOMOGENEOUS
PLASMA WITH A CURRENT-CARRYING DISTRIBUTION
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Instituto de Física, UFRGS, Caixa Postai 15051
91500-970 Porto Alegre, RS, Brasil

1

Introduction

It has been shown that the dielectric properties of a weakly inhomogeneous plasma can be described by a dispersion relation which is formally the same as the one for a homogeneous plasma,
with an effective dielectric tensor used instead of the dielectric tensor for the homogeneous case
[Beskin et al., 1987]. Explicit expressions for the dielectric tensor components have been later on
provided, which included inhomogeneity effects up to order I ' 1 , where L is the scalelength of spatial variations, and have been used in order to discuss properties of absorption of perpendicularly
propagating electron cyclotron waves [Culdelu FUho et aL, 1989; Caldtla Fillto et al., 1990].
In the present paper we present in Sec. 2 new expressions for the components of the dielectric tensor of an inhomogeneous plasma, with the two infinite series of the previous formulation
rewritten as a finite and an infinite summation [ Yoon and Chang, 1989; Gaclzcr et al., 1992]. These
expressions are valid for any azimuthally symmetric distribution function. In Sec. 3 we particularize to the case of a plasma with particles described by drifting relativistic Maxwellian distributions,
useful for a wide range of applications. As a result, there are relatively simple expressions for the
momentum integrals of the distribution function, which are written in terms of the well known
exponential integral function. We then use these expressions to study inhomogeneity effects on
electron cyclotron absorption of extraordinary mode waves by high density Maxwellian plasmas,
for perpendicular propagation, in a range of parameters for which it has been shown that Larmor
radius effects may play a major role [Muzzucuto et al., 1987].

2 The Dispersion Relation for Electromagnetic Waves in Inhomogeneous Plasmas
We consider a two-dimensional slab, with the magnetic field along the z axis, and inhomogeneities
along the x axis. The slab is considered to be homogeneous in the y direction, and tin- magnetic field
is assumed to be uniform. For the components of the effective dielectric tensor. (,,. we have derived
expressions valid for electromagnetic waves of any frequency, propagating in arbitrary directions
relative to the ambient magnetic field and to the direction of the inhomogeneity. Helativistic effects
are included, and it is required that the Larmor radius must be small relative to L. The dielectric
tensor components may be written with the use of a double series expansion on both harmonics
of the cyclotron frequency and Lar;nor radius [Ziebell, 1988; Caldela Filho et al., 1990], but in the
present application the infinite series are rewritten as a finite and an infinite summation [Ytmn and
Chang, 1989; Gaelzer et al., 1992], resulting that the components of the dielectric tensor are written
as a summation of homogeneous and inhomogeneous contributions, given by

(1)

t

where
1
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/
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with the additional rule p ^ t = 0. for m > 1. Moreover, £ as ^[(7 - .V||«||)^Ux + A'||UJA, ( ]. where
u = ^ j . In the inhomogeneuus integrals appearing in (1). we have introduced the symbol g'.
where the prime identifies the nomlimeiisional space derivative of the quantity g. namely, ^dxg.
Finally, Upa is the plasma frequency and Qa is the cyclotron frequency, for particles of species a,
and i> i» the angle between the direction of propagation and the direction of the in homogeneity.
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3

The Model Distribution Function and Some Numerical Results for Extraordinary Mode Absorption

We now consider the case of a drifting reiaiívisuc Maxweilian distribution.

with Aa = tia/{*-ioK-:{h<,})>;«» = « i ^ c 2 / ^ . " = 11 - a-;''"J- À. = r,,c. where tr,, is the drift
velocity of the species labelled by ». -•» = (1 - -i(,')"""'. The symuoi A"n identifies the second
class modified Bessei function of order n [Abmmovntz and Steyun. 19T0Í. With the use of this
distribution function, the Io(n.m.h;G) integrais defined in equation (1) may be written as .
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and where we have defined the following integrals
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\arg\-x)\<*

(5)

The exponential integral plays for the rdativcuic rstse a similar rate as the on* played by the wel
known Z function for the non relativistic case. It can be separated into real and imaginary parts

-P / " rfl^—.
J-x
'
The space derivatives appearing in (3) are given by

ü.

7/

(7)

7.

Finally, we introduce the following notation for the derivatives of basic plasma parameters, from
which the other derivatives can be obtained: iXm i j , ^ a j . érm m - j V
In order to illustrate the use of these expressions, we study extraordinary mode absorption for
perpendicular propagation. Since these are high-frequency waves, the ions are neglected in the
dispersion relation and appear only as a background which neutralises the plasma. The electrons
are considered to be described by a If axwettian distribution (/J, = 0), with temperature Tt. Wi
consider | y« |= 1J, and Tc = 20 laV. We also consider that the wave upropagaüng perpendicularly
f the direction of the inhomofmtity ( » = 90°), with ix. * dr. - 0.05. Fig. 1 shows It, the ratio
between the absorption coefficient obtained with the « d u s k » of Larmor radius up to order m • 4
in the homogeneous dielectric tensor and the absorption coeftaent obtained without Lan&or radius
t e n » (full line), as a function of plasma density. This ratio illustrates the importance of Larmor
radius terms for perpendicular propagation [Mazncmto et «/., 1987]. The bold line illustrates the
sane ratio, obtained with the inhomogeneous dielectric tensor. Fig. 2 shows the quantity J, denned
at the .percentual difference between inhomogencous and homogeneous absorption coefficients, as
a function of density, for several values of the angle of propagation relative to the direction of the
inhomogeneity.
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The fast minority ions driven during ion cyclotron beating (ICRH) can interact with LowerHybrid waves (LH), dirough Landau Damping, in the direction perpendicular to the toroidal
magnetic field since their perpendicular velocities are in resonance with the high perpendicular
phase velocity of the wave according to the resonance condition: v^soVk^sc/n^ f IJ. v ^ and n±
are the perpendicular components of the ion velocity, the wave vector and refractive index of the
wave respectively, and <a/2x is its frequency. The LH-fast ion interaction, which simulates the
interaction of a particles (~3-5McV) with LH, is competitive with parallel electron Landau
Damping mus reducing the current drive efficiency of an LHCD system. However, some
theoretical predictions have indicated that the current drive efficiency might be enhanced due to a
better accessibility of the wave caused by an energy exchange between a particles and LH waves
(2). This would be important in a reactor scenario, where very high density and electron
temperature occur. This effect on the other hand, would bring some problems as far as profile
control is concerned.
A 1-D Fokker-Planck equation [3], including the ICRH and LH quasi-linear diffusion
coefficients, describes the interaction between LH and fast ions and their slowing-down over a
Maxwellian plasma. This interaction requires both ICRH and LH power deposition profiles on the
fast ion population to be superimposed and a better coupling of the LH wave on the minority ions
is achieved when the overlapping between the two deposition profiles is maximized.
The first experimental evidence of the interaction of LH waves with fast ions at JET is
presented in this work. LH experiments at JET were performed in low density plasmas with 1 to 2
MW of LH power in 2.6 to 3.3T limitcr plasmas and 1.5 to 3 MA of plasma current. These
experiments were carried out in order to optimise LHCD current drive efficiency. Heating of
hydrogen minority with minority concentration ranging from 5 to 15ft in deuterium and helium
plasmas was done using 3 to 6 MW of ICRH power with the cyclotron resonance layer ranging
between the plasma centre and r=40cm in relation to the magnetic axis. The central electron
density was approximately n c (0)=2.5xl0" nv in order to enhance LH wave penetration for
current drive studies and central electron temperatures were ranging from 5 to 8 keV. Between 1
to 2 MW of LH power at 3.7GHz were launched with power spectrum centred at a parallel
refractive index 11*1.8 and FWHM=0.4. Ray tracing simulations in these plasma conditions show
that LH wave propagation leads to n± values in the range of 10 to 25. In this case, the fast ion
resonance energy, (Efi»0.5m.(c/nJ)2), ranges from 0.75 to 4.7 MeV.
Relevant Measurements: Observations on the absorption of LH waves by the fast minority ions
were mainly based on the analysis of the fast ion energy, and on the y ray and neutron rates.
Fast Ion Energy: The fast ion energy content (Wf), defined as the perpendicular energy in excess
of the isotroptc component, is related to the anisotropic high energy tail generated during ICRH
heating [4], which increases preferably the perpendicular velocity component of the minority ions.
There is however a component of their parallel energy above the thermal level due to pitch angle
scattering or because of the variation of the magnetic field along the particle orbit. It can be
obtained from the diamagnetic energy WD1A"3/2W1< measured by the diamagnetic loop, and the
MHD energy,

w

M H D "3/4(W i +2Wj,

obtained from MHD equilibrium calculations resulting in
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- ^ W ^ W ^ . A possible off-set between W ^ and W ^ is taken into account in ofder
to obtain Wf=0 ft* an isooopk distributk» in absence of fast ion tails,
y Rays aad Neutron rate: The fast minority ions can interact either with the main ions in the
plasma or with impurity ions. The unstable products originated from these reactions emit y rays
whose spectrum and flux rate can be measur ú to estimate die fast ion minority density as wdl as
their threshold in energy in order to excite Mich reactions [5]. In this work we present the y ray
count rate in reactions between fast kms and *Be, one of the main impurities m JET plasmas.
These reactions have a threshold in energy of approximately 1.5 MeV, and the energy of y rays
released during this process is 3.5 MeV. The neutron rate that can be most likely related to the
D-D reaction rate also increases in most of the cases when LH is coupled to the plasma.
NPA: The new neutral panicle analyser at JET which can diagnose Hydrogen minority ions with
energy ranging from 286 keV to 1.0 MeV shows an increase in the fast particle flux when LH is
applied in conjunction with ICRH. An apparent increase on the fast ion tail temperature was also
observed but further analysis is required since impurity and minority concentrations, which are
difficult to be measured accurately, are critical elements in die data analysis.
í results: Tune dependence of plasma parameters for a typical JET pulse where LH
coupling to the fast ions was observed, is shown in figl. A total iuncrease of approximately 25%
is observed on W (200 kJ) for «27760 (Fig. Id) when 2MW of LH power is applied in addition to
3.0 MW of ICRH at 48 MHz. Tune dependent simulations of the fast km energy content carried
out for this pulse taking into account changes in density and temperature show an increase of
140 kJ (18%) of Wf due to LH, which corresponds to 20% of the LH power damped on the fast
rify ions (Fig.2). An increase of more dan a factor 2 is observed in the y count rate after 8.5s
in #27760, when LH is switched on (Fig.3). The electron temperature measured by the LIDAR
diagnostics remains approximately constant and the observed higher y ray rate cannot be
accounted by an increase in Z — , which remains approximately 3.8. Therefore the possible cause
for this higher y count rate is the increase of the fast ion energy when LH is launched in the
plasma m conjunction with ICRH. The neutron rate also increases after 8.54s which can be
possibly related to the more efficient heating of deuterons when LH is applied (Fig.le).
Rg.4 shows the behaviour of 3.5 MeV y rays for pulses «27733 (ICRH only) and «27740
(LH+ICRH). Both pulses have similar plasma parameters. The 1 MeV fast ion population shows a
30% higher increase with LH respect to the case with ICRH only, while the slow increase in both
cases is explained by the change in the slowing down time associated with temperature and
density behaviour. The C and Be impurity content in both shots is similar.
Finally, Figs 5a and 5b show the Fourier analysis (FFT) of LH power and fast ion energy
signals in pulses where the KH power is 100% modulated at 1 Hz frequency. The results are
shown for shots «24898 and «24909 where the hydrogen minority cyclotron layer was
respectively 40 cm and 10 cm inboard of the magnetic axis. In the frst pulse the resonance is
outside the q»l surface and represents the off-axis heating case. In both shots the plasma
parameters are similar but the FFT for «24898 of the fast ion energy gives a peak in its spectrum
around IHz, not evident in #24909. The fast electron profile, as deduced from the FEB camera
[6] for both pulses is hollow and peaked at r~65 cm. This indicates that damping of LH waves on
the minority ions takes place when the overlap of both ICRH and LH deposition profiles is
maximum.
Conclusions: The first experimental evidence at JET on the interaction of fast minority ions with
LH is reported in this work. An increase of approximately 20% on the fast ion energy content was
observed in the presence of LH, with an estimated LH absorbed power of approximately 20% for
2 MW of LH power and plasma densities of 2,0 to 2.4 xlO19 m 3 with central temperatures
T((0)~5 to 8 keV. y ray and neutron rates also show that absorption of LH waves by the fast
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minority ions is taking place. FFT analysis confirms a better damping of the wave when the
overiap between ICRH and LHCD is muumiaed. The next JET operational campaign, where 10
MWof LH are expected to be coupled to the plasma. wBI provide further krforrnarion on the
interaction between a particles and LH waves, as simulaied with ICRH minority fast ions.
/1/E. Barbato. Proc. 17th EPS Goaf.. Amsterdã» 3.1163 (1990).
/2/N.Ftsch,mRtt.Phy*. Rev. Lett 62.612 (1992).
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V-13MA

Fig.l: Time evolution of the main plasma
parameters, fast ion energy Wf and neutron
rate for #27760. a) LH power. — ICRH
power, b) — central electron density n (0)
(interferometer),—ne(0) from LIDAR, c) —
central electron temperature TJO) (ECE). —
Te(0) from LIDAR, d) increase on die fast ion
energy (Wf) after 8.5 s. e)increase on' die
neutron rate RNT when LH is coupled to die
plasma.
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Pulse No: 27760

1.0
(a)ExptrimtntalW,
(b) Calculated W, (only ICRH)
(c) Calculated W, (ICRH+LH)

Fig.2 Time dependem simulations show an
increase of approximately 140 kJ (18%) of Wf
after 8.5 s . . due to LH. This corresponds to
20% of LH power damped on lhe fa» minority
ions.
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RgJa: Tme evohnioa of EM km OMSIJ and
FFT analysis liar Wf and LH for #24*» (off
axis) with neWV- 2.7x10'» wr* ^ = ifiT.
Itaeisapeak on die Wf p
1
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W P*(MW) (Puto* No: 27733 ft 27740)

t : Gamma ray coon» rale for pubes #27733
0CRH only) and «27740 (LH+ICRH). There
is a 30% higher increase on lhe y ray rate for
#27740 when LH is switched on.
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Rg.5b: Time evriwk» of fan ion energy and
FFT analysis for W f and LH powerfor«24909
(on axis) with njph 2.7xlO 19 m' 3 &y 1ST. In this case die FFT on Wf docs not
show any evident peak at IHz, die frequency
of LH power modulation.
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I•
A more recent sciw cropwKal model description is used in this work to predict the
tmnfibrium parameters of the field reversed configuration fFRC) m the TC-I device* 1 2 ) This
nufhinr is a medium s i n 8-PincbO) in field reversed configuration operating with hidrogen gas
at 3 m Torr filling pressure.
The early model constructed by Siemon e BartscM4) assumed empirical constants for
bat, internal flux and panicle retention in the equttbrium for one particular device This model
was limited for low bias field values, because it neglected axial shock and resistive heating
mfyfrftwj<nn Stemheuen*) constructed a numerical model avaiaWe for any values of bias field. The
difficulties of this model was that, in despite of cababiihy in previewing some equilibrium
parameters in good agreement with « * dau existent in that time, it didn't provide many important
parameters, causing incenanties in various empirical constant. Recently this model was very
simplified and allowed determinations of more accurate empirical constants^) In the next
sections we present a simplified version of this semi-empirical formation law for heating, flux and
panicle retention and the results obtained for the TC-I.
D-Heating
During the FHC formation, several mechanisms i radial, resistive and axial heating)
contribute for the plasma heating. The expression for the final temperature of impiosion is aiven
by«»
T = T . + T = 0 . 3 0 B>B>/uonfk
(1)
where
B. = E*: (u e m, n 0 ) ~ is the reference magnetic field introduced by Green-Newton
£ 9 is the azimuthal electric field
n 0 is the initial density fully ionized
k is the Boltzmann constant
The expression above refers to a plasma with zero bias field and adiabatic coefficient 5/3
Considering non zero bias field the total equilibrium temperature T is( 6 )
T/T, = h = V3/2Ü + 1 7GLÒ)" +2.7GÍ;

1B9

(2)

and Btps+np.'g; g the magnrtir field related wkh the internal flux w

Flu
For FRC donated into the reservoir of long cttndric flux, the total flux +» in the

where:
r
c is the coil radius
Be is the magnetic field at mam crowbar time.
and x, is the ratio of the separatrix and solenoid radius.
e is a profile parameter between 0 to I range depending on pressure profile
The initial flux retention ty is given by:
f. = *cP.u-

(4)

where
P o is the gasfillingpressure.
In the general form, the flux retention factor +,/+LO is:

In the recent experiments, the values of x s is in 0.4 to 0.5 and e between O.I to 0.4
range.

IV - Particle Retention
In the equilibrium, for elongated FRC the maximum density in the null field is:

where
HQ is the initial density
Xf = -*• is the ratio between tube radius and coil radius respectively
z, s -j1- is the ratio between solenoid and coil length respectively
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The eq. (6) is a good approach to large number of FRC devices, taking in account that
the gas is not fully ionized before main discharge because it would reduce the number of panicles
in the equilibrium phase due to end loss mechanism
V - Results

The Fig. 1 shows the ratio of total equilibrium FRC temperature T to zero - bias
temperature T] as function of G L Q fr°m different machines
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In the Fig. 2, using eq. (5) and fixed values of x = 0,40 e e = 0,25 we obtained the flux
retention faaor (solid line) for different operating pressure and machines The symbols indicate
the experimental data.
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Finally the table 1 shows comparison of analytical model and experimental data also for
many different madrines
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TABLE 1
DEVICE
r <cm>

TRX-2
12.1

r «an)
• (cm)
E,(kY/cm)
P (mTorr)

10.0
100
0.13
10

FR\-2
24.1
. 20.0
200
0.34
5

L»,
35.0
30.0
200
0J0

T c
| 0

70
65
038

4

B (IGauss)

11

5

,
5

B. (kGauss)

143

1.95

L73

B:,.(kGauss)
G ( B B. )
G;,
T(eV)
n,(10'W)

10
7.7
070
550(503)
5.5(5.5)

0.54
2.6
0.28
418(452)
1.5(1.3)

o.3O
2.9
0.17
440(424)
1.4(1.4)

Z:

0.4(0.4)

0.47(0.47)

0.45(0.45)

,

3 3

;
3 6
l56
O .i6

2.3
^
38
19

1«,

0.28(0.24»

VI-CWKlBSiOM

We can verify that TC-I has the highest ratio 1H\ among the varions devices presented
in the Fig. 1, indicating more beating during the formation phase. The low alue of G\jy in the
TC-I indicates that radiai heating is dominant during FRC formation in agreement with Fig. 2
where TC-I has more flux dissipation. In order to minimize this dissipation effect, some
modifications on the machine are under progress and new resuhs will be presented in near future.
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INFLUENCE OF LOW Z IMPURITY ON THE PLASMA
CONFINED BY THE TBR-1TOKAMAK DURING THE
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Abstract:
Preliminary investigations about the influence of low Z impurity on the plasma
confined by the TBR-1 tokamak, during the application of resonant helical fields (RHF),
have been performed. A gas mixture of helium (5% to 16%) and hydrogen was used for
this purpose. It was observed that the plasma became much more unstable for higher
helium concentrations, even in discharges that no RHF were applied. For plasma pulses with
helium quantity in the range 5% to 8%, perceptible MHD attenuation could be obtained
during the activation of RHF. For the majority cases, however, major disruptions were
triggered due to a rapid increase of the m=2 component which interacted with several other
MHD modes.

I • Introduction.
The main effects on the plasma that resulted from injecting low Z impurities (5% to
16% of helium gas in mixture with hydrogen) and applying Resonant Helical Fields, have
been preliminary investigated in the TBR-1 tokamak. The plasma confinement was observed
to become proportionally much more unstable with the greater amount of helium injected,
even when no RHF was turned on. The basic diagnostics used for the experience were the
Mimov coils and the central soft X-ray detecting system, besides the common ones, which
measure the plasma current, plasma position, loop voltage, etc. The magnetic coils and soft
X-rays experimental signals were digitized at the sampling rate of 400 kHz by modules
CAMAC. The data acquisition system included, also, PC-386 microcomputers for storing
and further analyzing the experimental data.
For this work, we concentrated mainly. on the disruptive instabilities that
were triggered while the RHF was on. The mode analysis within the disruption time was
done by Fourier analyzing the Mimov signals. Also the corresponding power spectra was
obtained.
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Experimental Results and Analysis
With the introduction of helium the MHD activity, detected by the magnetic coils,
became more intense. For high helium concentration, 12% -16%, the plasma was very much
unstable and the discharges duration were short, in the range 2.5 ms - 4 ms. In these cases,
not even low intensity RHF could be possible applied.
For low He concentrations, around 5% - 8%, longer discharges could be obtained
which permitted the application of RHF. The pulse showed in Fig.l, for example,
corresponds to a 8 kA discharge that lasted for 2.6 ms. The RHF was turned on at t = 2.0 ms
(Fig. la), when the loop voltage was relatively low, about 2.5 Volts (Fig lb). This
caused an attenuation of the MHD activity measured by the Miroov coils, as showed in
Fig. lc. Soon afterwards, a major disruption developed and destroyed the plasma at
t - 2.62 na.
In Fig. 2, the last instants of this discharge can be observed in more detail. The major
disruption that has taken place at t = 2.62 ms, was previously preceded by two minor
disruption, at t\ = 2.48 ms and t2 - 2.57 ms, which led the plasma current to small decays
(Fig. 2a). Concurrently, the loop voltage increased, indicating an higher plasma resistivity
(Fig. 2b), at the same orne plasma central temperature dropped as indicated by the soft X-ray
signal (Fig. 2e). The corresponding Mirnov and horizontal position signals, for this pulse, are
showed in Figs. 2c and 2d, respectively.
.Power spectra analysis of the plasma mode components performed just before and
after the application of RHF with m=2 helkaty (Figs 3a and 3b), showed that an attenuation of
m=2 mode was obtained. However, the possible control of the m=2 mode by the applied
RHF could not be sustained much longer. The power spectra calculate just before the
major disruption occurrence (Fig. 3c) showed that the m»2 was the dominant perturbation and
the principal cause for triggering the disruptive process that destroyed the confinement. The
precursor oscillation growth rate was ralnitofrd ( 7 * 6.6 x 1(P s"1) and indicated a resistive
aspect for the perturbation. Therefore, magnetic islands within the resonant magnetic
surfaces may be accounted to play an important role in the major disruption triggering

• Conclusions
The effect of introducing helium in TBR-1 discharges was investigated. Greater
quantities resulted in very unstable plasmas which did not allowed the activation of RHF. All
the discharges were short, with very intense MHD activity.
With smaller He percentages, between 3% to 8%, longer discharges could then be
obtained and RHF could be applied. For the majority of the cases, however, major
disruptions were triggered when RHF was on. The Fourier analysis done for some instants of
the discharge showed that the activation of m*2 helical windings did reduced the MHD
activity amplitude. At disruption time, however, the m=2 perturbation became again the
dominant component and, by interacting with the other MHD modes, triggered the disruptive
instability. This can be understood as an overlapping of magnetic islands inside the plasma,
creating stochastic regions, as it has been suggested previously [1,2], Similar experimental
observations have been alreadyreportedin TBR-1 and other different tokamaks [3,4].
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Fig. I- Signals of a discharge
with RHF, showing plasma
and helical current (a), loop
voltage (b) and Mirnov oscillations (c).

Q)

(kHz)

Fig. 3 • Power spectra performed
before (a) and after (b) the application of RHF with m=2 helicity and just befor the major disruption occurrence (c).

f2,5
f 2.6
TIME (ms)
Fig. 2-Last instants of discharge showing
the major disruption at t = 2.62 ms, preceded by two minor disruptions at t * 2.48 ms
and t « 2.57 ms, indicated by the arrows.
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NONLINEAR WAVE INTERACTIONS ON THE
PLASMA EDGE TURBULENCE OF TBR-1
TOKAMAK
Zoezer A. Brasilio, Maria Vittoria A.P. Heller, Iberê L. Caluas,
Raul.M. Castro, Ruy P. da Silva
Institute of Physics, University of São Paulo
C.P. 20516, 01498-970 - São Paulo, SP - Brazil
Abstract; The bispectrum analysis is applied to investigate nonlinear mode coupling in the
tokamak plasma edge.

Introduction
Plasma edge of a tokamak is characterized by steep density and temperature gradients
and by high density fluctuation level. The study of the linear and nonlinear behavior of
the waves and instabilities in the edge plasma can add information which, together with
theoretical models, lead to optimized edge condictions with minimized particle and energy
fluxes to the walls.
Although linear power spectra have been used to analyse turbulent fluctuations, this
first approximation is unable to explain how waves, which are initially unstable in a limited
wavenumber and frequency range, can produce a turbulent spectrum reaching a broad range
of wavenumbers and frequencies. It is necessary to include nonlinear effects to acquire a
deeper understanding of the mechanisms leading to this broadband fluctuations.
In this work we present the bispectral analysis technique [1, 2, 3, 4], a powerful tool in
describing the quadratical wave interactions in turbulent media, such as the plasma. As an
application we use this technique in the study of potential fluctuations measured at the edge
of the plasma in the Tokamak TBR-1 [5].

Method
If, in a fluctuation signal, there are two waves of frequencies / i , /? and phases fa\, fa\, the
coupling between them results in waves with frequencies /i + / 2 , J\ - / j and phases fa + fa%,

fa — fa,.
We can calculate the bispectrum, [1, 2, 3, 4]
B[fuft)

« < X ( / , ) X ( / a W / i + /») >

Í1)

where X(f) is the Fourier transform of x(t) the asterisc denotes complex conjugate and
< •" > denotes the expectation value.
Equation (1) indicates that the bispectrum will be zero, unless we have waves, simultaneously, at the frequencies f\, ft and f\ + / j , with a phase consistency. When waves present at
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fir ft and / i + ft are spontaneously excited normal modes, each wave will have statistically
independent randcn: phases, in this case the statistical averaging of the bispectruni will take
a zero value. If the sum frequency waves are generated through some nonlinear interaction,
then a phase coherence exists, so this will lead to a non zero value of the bispectrum. A
measure of the phase coherence may be made by the bicohereuce spectrum [1,2. 3,4] defined
as:
i B(fi,f2) !2

L2/ r r *
UUJ2)

,0.

<| X[fx)X(f2) P><| A'(/, + f2) p>

l ;

"

A value of 6 3 (/],/ 2 ) near zero indicates an absence of quadratic nonlinearity and suggests
that the mentioned waves are probably spontaneously excited independent waves rather than
coupled modes.
Due to simmetry relations it is not necessary to compute the bispectrum and the bicoherence spectrum over the entire two dimensional frequency plane, only in the region:
0</a<AV2

and f2 < fx < fs - h

(3)

where fs is the Nyquist frequency [2].
The cross-bispectrum [3] may be used to detect and quantify the nonlinear interaction of
two spectral components in one fluctuation record x(t). The two spectral components result
in the appearance of a sum or difference frequency wave in a second fluctuation record y(t).
The cross-bispectrum characterizes energy cascading processes in turbulence and measures
the complex coupling coeficients which govern the rate of energy cascading. [4] The crossbispectrum is given by:

and the cross-bicoherence by:
r\

I Be(fi,f2)

|2

+ h) \2>

l

The cross-bispectrum must be calculated in the above region and also in:

-fN<h<0

and ft<ft<fN

(6)

Applications and discussion
The technique described was used in the study of floating potential fluctuations obtained
with eletrostatic probes at the same radial position in TBR-1 plasma edge [5]. As a first
step we applied the linear spectral analisys to the signals (Fig 1). The spectral power is
concentrated in the region 0 < / < loOkHz and presents the same results for the two
probes; the linear coherence between the two probes is high (more than 0.9) in the same
region of frequencies. Fig 2-a shows the contour plot of bispectrum (eq. 1), for floating
potencial fluctuations; as expected all the power is distributed in low frequencies regions.
Figs 2-(b,c) show the squared bicoherence spectrum and the contour plot, for the same
fluctuation signal. The peak value in the frequency region of high power is & 2s 0.23 that
is large when compared to the statistical uncertainty of 0.02 vas I/A/, where M = 62 is
the number of realizations). Within the broadband region (where the activity power is
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low) there are also other noticeables peaks in t? spectrum. Figs 2-id,e,f) show the crossbispectrum contour (eq. 3), for potential fluctuations measured by two probes separated by
a distance of 2mm. The peak of cross-bicoherence is 0.24 in the region of higher power. In
the cross-bicoherence we see the same effect observed in the bicoherence: peaks higher in
the broadband activity. This means that nonlinear interactions are also present among the
broadband activity of low spectral power. The preceding figures indicate a significant level of
nonlinear interactions concentrated in high frequencies that may contribute to electrostatic
fluctuation driven particle flux observed in lower frequencies. This kind of analisys will next
be used to calculate the nonlinear coupling coefficient and the nonlinear transfer function of
these waves. These studies try to extend our knowledge of plasma turbulence.
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Fig-1: Power spectrum of floating potencial fluctuation, probe at r/a = 0.87.
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Fig-2: a) Contour plot of bispectrum for floating potential fluctuations, probe at r/a =
0.87 b) squared bicoherence for the same fluctuations, c) Contour plot of the squared
bicoberence spectrum, d) Contour plot of the cross-bispectrum for potential fluctuations,
e) squared cross-bicoherence spectrum for the same fluctuations, f) Contour plot of the
squared cross-bicoherence spectrum. (AH frequencies are normalized to }N = 500kHz).
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PROBE TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING
TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS
Raul M. Castro, Maria Vittoria A. P. Heller, Iberê L. Caldas,
Ruy P. da Silva and Zoezer A. Brasilio
Institute of Physics, University of São Paulo
C.P. 20516, 01498-970 São Paulo, S.P.-Brazil.

Abstract: We present triple~probe techniques for temperature fluctuation measurements at
plasma edge, for a proper interpretation of the density and potential fluctuations and the
fluctuation driven particle flux measurements.

Langmuir probes have become a common diagnostic for measuring plasma parameters
such as density, electron temperature and plasma potential, and have been used extensively
in the study of the structure of microturbulence and in the fluctuation driven particle flux
measurements. The particle flux induced by the fluctuations have been obtained studying
the correlation between density and plasma potential fluctuations, considering that the temperature fluctuations were negligible. However, recently reported evidence of substantial
temperature fluctuations in the plasma edge / I , 2, 3/ makes necessary to reconsider this
assumption. Thus, the determination of electron temperature fluctuations (Te) is important
for obtaining more accurated density fluctuations (from the measurement of the saturation
current fluctuations (/„)) and plasma potential fluctuations [<fv\ (from the measurement of
the floating potential fluctuations ( £ / ) ) , so that these quantities are related by the expressions / 3 / :

í«í=-l£
_o

to

and

£ ^ =^

9 T°

To

Jo

+

^

.

(1)

T"

where (o) - denotes the mean values and a = 2.8 for J, ~ 2 Te / 4 / .
Taking into account •he temperature fluctuations, the fluctuation driven particle flux can
be computed by:
ThÊ

=

<heÈ9>

/B*

,

(2)

where E$ = ikf<pp, B* is the toroidal magnetic field and < • • > denotes an ensemble average;
the convected energy flux as a result of electrostatic fluctuations is given by / 5 / :
~K\,Tt TH£
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,

(3)

and the conducted energy flux is given by:

fÃ

.

(4)

There are three basic techniques for measuring temperature fluctuations using Langmuir
probes: (1) A high frequency technique /2, 6/ in which a probe characteristic curve is
obtained on a time scale shorter than the characteristic fluctuation time of the plasma; (2)
a swept double-probe technique /I, 7/ which fits the measured current fluctuations as a
function of bias voltage to a double-probe model; (3) a triple-probe technique /3, 8/ where
the temperature, density and plasma potential fluctuations are obtained without the use of
sweeping the probe voltage.
In the firs» technique , the temperature fluctuations are determined from the fitting of
the characteristic curve obtainec from a probe model to the I x V probe data / 2 / \ A similar
procedure is done with the double-probe technique where a Í3 x V curve is used.
The triple-probe technique does not need a voltage sweep generator to obtain the temperature fluctuation. In this technique, first described in Ref. 8, a floating double-pr-1*. biased
to a constant voltage (P 2 and P3 in Fig. la), collects the ion saturation current /„ and an
independent single-probe (Pi in Fig. la) measures the floating potential ,?/• If the bias
voltage of the double-probe is sufficiently large (V^, > 4/ftTc/e) to ensure the collection of
the ion saturation current, the electron temperature is given by /8/:
Tt

~ ln(2) ~

ln(2)

'

{0)

where <p+ is the potential of the positively biased tip.
However, there are at least two difficulties in probe measurements using the triple-probe
technique. One is the shadowing of the probe tips; a probe tip can project a shadow along
the field lines that can reach the other tip. This can be minimized by positioning the probe
tips on separated magnetic field lines. The other significant difficulty is the phase delay
differences as the turbulent waves pass by the probe tips at different locations. One way to
reduce this effect is to change the standard triple-probe arrangement introducing one or two
extra probe tips. In the arrangement of the triple-probe with four probe tips (Fig. 1b), a
new probe tip (P4) is introduced to measure the floating potential, in the same way of the
probe tip Pi. This extra tip is located symmetrically with respect to the positively biased
probe tip (Pj). If the floating potential in the probe tip P2 is ?2, the average of ^1 = yj ttM
(floating potential in the probe Pi position) and <f* = <ft e~'M (floating potential in the
probe P 4 position) is (yi + V>4)/2 = <ft cos(W) * ^ 0 - ^~)> where k is the wave number
of the floating potential wave and d is the probe separation. This symmetric arrangement
reduces the phase delay error of the floating potential wave to the second orther in kd (that
is less than unity). With this scheme, the electron temperature is given by:

T

(6)

"

where T^ = (V;
The arrangement of the triple-probe with two extra probe tips is shown in Fig. lc. In this
scheme, there are two probe tips (Pi and P5) that measure the floating potential also in a
symmetric configuration with respect to the positively biased probe tip (P3). The difference
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of this scheme ts the last cac is that t&sre are two probe tips (Pa aad ? 4 ) to measure the
ion saturation current abo in a symmetric configuration in relation to P3. In this scheme
the electric temperature is given by / 3 / :

Taking into account the relations 6 and 7 and the arrangements shown in the figures lb
and lc, we conclude that to measure the temperature fluctuations it is necessary the use of
electronic circuits with Urge bandwidth and high input impedance.
Both modified triple-probe schemes described above will be used to measure the temperature fluctuations in the edge plasma of the TBR-1 tokamak. The probes are already
constructed as well as the electronic circuit (Fig. 2); for the scheme shown in the figures lb
and lc the circuit has a frequency response up to 350 kHz. The experimental data that will
be obtained with those arrangements will improve the previous results / 9 / where density
fluctuations and particle flux in the edge of the TBR-1 tokamak were measured neglecting
the temperature fluctuations.
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1

Introduction

In a previous work we have studied inhomogeneity effects on the absorption of ordinary mode waves
propagating perpendicularly to the magnetic field, for the case of an electron distribution featuring two electron beams streaming in opposite directions along the magnetic field lines, added to a
background Maxwellian plasma [ Cavalcanti et ai, 1991]. For this study, we have used a dispersion
relation which is formally the same as that for homogeneous plasma, with an effective dielectric
tensor which included inhomogeneity effects up to order I " 1 , where L is the scalelength of spatial
variations [Beskin et at.. 1987; Caldela Filho et ai, 1989; Caldela Filho et ai, 1990]. The symmetrical two electron beam distribution was chosen for the sake of simplicity, because for perpendicular
propagation of waves, and for distributions which are even c \ the momentum coordinate along the
magnetic field, ordinary and extraordinary mode are uncoupled in the dispersion relation.
In the present paper we resume the subject, now considering a current carrying electron distribution, and investigate inhomogeneity effects on both ordinary and extraordinary mode waves
propagating perpendicularly to the magnetic field. This investigation is initially carried out as a
parametric study, in order to understand general features of the dependence of the inhomogeneity
effects on the plasma parameters. We also consider spatial profiles typical of small and average
tokamaks, described in the plasma slab approximation, in order to assess the magnitude of the
inhomogeneity effects in the absorption under modelled laboratory conditions.
The plan of the paper is the following: In Sec. 2 we describe the obtention and solution of
the dispersion relation, and introduce the model distribution function which describes the currentcarrying plasma. In Sec. 3 we conduct a parametric study of the dispersion relation, for both
the ordinary and extraordinary modes. In Sec. 4 we introduce spatial profiles describing a model
tokamak. and investigate the effect of the spatial inhomogeneity of the plasma current on the
absorption of electron cyclotron waves. Sec. 5 is reserved for the conclusions.

2 The Dispersion Relation and the Model Distribution Function
The dispersion relation for electromagnetic waves may be written as
det \kikj - kH,} + ^ t , J = 0.

(1)

where the k, are the wave vector components. *• is the wave angular frequency, c is the velocity
of light, and the etJ are the components of an effective dielectric tensor. Explicit expressions for
the c,j components are very lenghty and may be found in the literature, valid for any azimuthally
symmetric distribution [Caldela Filho et o/., 1989; Caldela Filho et ai. 1990: Ziebell et ai. 1993].
The quantities of interest for the description of the inhomogeneities appearing in these expressions
are denoted in what follows as d\a = J-*. dUa ~ j|». djLa = f^. dr|(o = 7 ^ . where the prime
indicates the nondimensional space derivative ^dx, and where na, Tio, Tj| o , ua are respectively
the density, the perpendicular and parallel temperatures, and the normalized drift momentum
(«o = Val(mQc)] of the species denoted by a. Inhomogeneities in the magnetic field are neglected
in the present formulation.
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In order to describe the current-carrying plasma, we utilize the following distribution function
for the electron population:
i

/ = ».£>»/*

{2)

where /o is the background distribution and / , is the drifting distribution. For each species, the
distribution is given by

where MJ.O = mec2/TLa.fi^o
= m e c-/7-| O , n, = rto+R| is the total electron density, and />o = n a / n e .
With the use of this distribution function, the momentum integrals appearing in the expressions for
th* components of the dielectric tensor may be transformed into one dimensional integrals. Explicit
expressions will not be given here because of their extension and complexity [Cavalcanti et ai, 1991:
Cavalcanti, 1993]. For the case of a Maxwellian distribution («a = 0), these expressions reduce
to those found in [Caldela Filho et ai, 1990]. For the isotropic case (TL = Ty), more compact
expressions can be derived with the use of a drifting relativistic Maxwellian [Ziebell et al.. 1993].

3 Parametric Study of the Dispersion Relation
We now consider a plasma with A'e = 0.5, T i 0 = 7 ^ = 2 keV, T X i = Ty, = 4 keV, v t = 0.4. and
pl = 0.05, where Xe is defined as u^/u/ 2 . where ~>« is the electron plasma angular frequency and
w is the wave angular frequency.
In the lower panels of Fig. 1 we show the imaginary part of the refraction index for both
ordinary and extraordinary mode waves, as function of Xt and Y = fle/u/, where fie is the absolute
value of the electron cyclotron frequency. The waves are assumed to be propagating perpendicularly
to the magnetic field and to the direction of the inhomogeneities. and the gradients are such that
d\a = 0.05. djia = dria = - 0 . 0 5 , for both electronic populations, with </., = 0.05 and </«, = 0.
We show as well in Fig. 1 the percentual difference between the inhomogeneous and homogeneous
absorption coefficients, defined by

In Fig. 2 we depict the quantity 6 as a function of Y and c\ the angle between the direction of
propagation and the direction of the inhomogeneities. It is seen that for both modes the effect of
the inhomogeneity tends to be maximum for «• = 90° and vanishes for v = 0°.

4 Inhomogeneity effects in a simplified tokamak geometry
We consider a slab model to describe a tokamak plasma, with parabolic profiles for the background
electrons and a linear profile for the magnetic field.

no(x) = no(0) [l - U/a) 2 ]. TuvAx) = rit||O(0) [l - \x/a)*\*. B0{x) = Bo{0) [1 - x/E[. (5)
where a is the plasma radius and R is the large torus radius. As stated before, the inhomogeneity
in the magnetic field is taken into account only locally and is not incorporated in the dielectric
tensor obtention.
For the beam population, we will assume gaussian spatial profiles centered around x = -ax. as
follows
ÍÜ2J.V

9(x) = 9i-ax)e~l

-i '

(6)

where g(x) stands for any of the quantities n\, Txi, Tyj, v\, with t>t being the ^rift velocity of
the distribution. The normalized drift momentum u\ is obtained from the drift velocity, since
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EXTRAORDINARY MODE

ORDINARY MODE

Fig. 1: 3-d graphic* of N?h x X, x Y and 6 x X, x Y for extraordinary and ordinary mode wave*.

ORDINARY MODE

EXTRAORDINARY MODE

*

Fig. 2: 3-d graphic» of 6 x v x Y for extraordinary and ordinary mode wave*.
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*

ti, = -fti/c. where -• is the relativistic *. We nov. use parameters from the literature, assuming
n e (0) = 5 x 10 13 cm" 3 . T X o(0) = Tll0(Q) = 2 keV. T u l l » = r,,,(ü» = 4 k e \ . Bo[0\ = SO kf;'.
and fo(O) = õ x 10 9 cm" 3 [Fidone et aL, 1980]. We also assume />ii0l = 0.1. and show in Fig.
3 the integrated absorption //. the imaginary part of the wave vector, frj1". and tne quantity Í.
for the ordinary and the extraordinary modes, as a function of position in the plasma slab, for
several values of the half-width of the current chanell. ax. The integrated absorption which appears
in Fig. 3 is the fraction of wave power absorbed up to position x. and is defined by 17(1) =
1 - e x p ( - 2 / f a k?h(x')dx'). The angle v is assumed to be v = 30°. and the frequency of the wave
'is equal to the electron cyclotron frequency at x = 0 cm. It is seen that the inhomogeneity effects
are negligible for the extraordinary mode, for these profiles, and very small for the ordinary mode,
in the region where the absorption is meaningful.
In Fig. 4 we show the same quantities 17. k"h. 6. as a function of position, for a] = 10 cm.
and several values of ax. The region where significant absorption takes place is moved inside the
plasma slab, but the inhomogeneity effects on the absorption are still very small for both modes of
propagation. Similar results are found if different wave frequencies are considered. We have also
repeated the calculation using parabolical profiles for the current parameters, with qualitatively
similar results.

5

Conclusions

We have investigated inhomogeneity effects for electron cyclotron absorption of perpendicularly
propagating waves. The study has been conducted by using an effective dielectric tensor in the dispersion relation, incorporating density and temperature inhomogeneities, and also inhomogeneities
in the drift velocity of the current distribution, up to order Z.~\ where L is the scalelength of the
inhomogeneities. The inhomogeneity in the ambient magnetic field was not included in the dielectric tensor obtention, and it was taken into account only locally. We have presented a parametric
study of the absorption, and then applied our expression to a simplified tokamak geometry. Our
results have shown very small inhomogeneity effects for both modes of propagation, in the model
tokamak geometry.
»
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Abstract
We have obtained an increase in energy transfer efficiency of the capacitor bank to the plasma,
when the electrical system of a theta-pinch was changed so that the ratio of total inductance to
coil inductance was switched of 1/6 to 1/2. A further increase about 20% was obtained for 16/1
ratio. The measurements were made through the current discharge decay, and the spectral analisys
of the emitted light from theta-pinch shows a correspondent efficiency increase.

1

Introduction

A Theta-Pinch is a device for producing a high temperature and high 3 plasma (3 is defined
as the ratio of pl?rrna kinetic pressure to external magnetic pressure). It consists basically
of a capacitor bank and a glass wich is surrounded by a discharge coil. The capacitor is
dischaiged through the coil producing a magnetic Held, wich is excluded from the plasma
due to the plasma conductivity. Thus a "magnetic piston" is formed wich drives the plasma
toward the axis of the coil, the plasma being heated and compressed in the process.
The magnetic field increasing rate (B) must be chosen large enough to cause the electron
multiplication in the gas, wich is the most important factor to obtain an apropriated conductivity and to produce a plasma of a high temperature by driving the strong shock waves.
We have changed the electrical system of Theta-Pinch. and increase the rate of the magnetic
field, through the decrease of the inductance of the transmission line and with a new magnetic coil with four turns. The energy transfer efficiency measurements reveal an increase
about four times.

2

Breakdown Condition and Eficiency Transfer-Energy

Sato [1] has calculated the marginal B for electron multiplication at the radius r is given
by
B = 2x 10*6p/(rlog(apr)j

(1)

where B is in G/s, p in mmHg, r in (cm) a=12 and b=342 for argon [2j. And in his analisys
of energy gain in the non-adiabatic regimes reveals that de energy gain is proportional to
the product Ba\, where o o is the tube radius. Since the adiabatic condition in expressed as
u//u>2 C 1, where u; = eB/mc is the cyclotron frequency and most magnetic compression
experiments a B about 1O10 to 1012 G/s are used, the efective acceleration from the induced
electric field take places only in a short time interval at beginning of discharge.
Using a single-turn circuit to describe the discharge circuit which the plasma is represented
as a linear resistance reflected from gaseous secondary [3]. the governing equation of the
discharge is

)

Jidt = O,
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(2)

OLD CONFIGURATION

Ot

«ACKCT1C COIL
PARALLEL PLATES

-CAPACITOR BATIK
•PRESSURED SPARKGAP
.PARALLEL PLATES

Ot

NEM CONFIGURATION

Figure 1: Old and new configuration of TPllI-Unicamp.
where the subscripts 0 are related to the circuit parameters in a plasma absence. L and C
represent the inductance and capacitance respectively. This well-known equation has the
solution

=

ioexp[-i3t/2]scn{ilt).

(3)

and V

- t h e Cãl>acitor b a n k v o l t a g e '
The efficency (TJ) of energy transfer from capacitor to the resistance R? defincH by the ratio
the energy stored in the capacitor bank to the energy R, J i2dt may be written as

Ro+R,

=

_

(4)

where /] , h are two successive extreme values of the current discharge and T is the associated
time interval.

3

Modifications in Electrical System and Results

The theta-pinch TPIII-Unicamp consists basically of a capacitor bank (7.89//F X 60kV), a
high voltage switch and transmission line to drive the energv to the magnetic coil.
The following modifications were made : replacement of a high voltage three electrodes
sparkgap switch, built at Los Alamos Scientific Lab., by a pressured sparkgap ; b) exchange of
coaxial transmission line by a parallel plate transmission line and : c (replacement of the single
turn coil by a four turn coil. Figure(l) shows schematically the theta-pinch after (lower)
and before (upper) modifications. The efficiency measurements were made through the
measured current discharge decay and employing the equation(-l). Figure(2) shows typical
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Figure 2: typical currrent decay in TPIH-Unicamp

parameters
Inductance I o
coil inductance
efficiency (?/)
tube radius

B

before
176 nil
32.2 nil

after
31,2 nil
32.2 nil

5%

22%

100 mm
1,4 x 10 9 G/s

100 mm
6.9 x 109 G/s

;

after 4-turns
31.2 nil
532 nH
28%
100 mm
1.2 x 10'° G/s

Table 1: Some TPlIl-Unicamp parameters

signal developed by the current discharge, where the biggest signal was obtained in the
plasma absence. Table( 1) shows some parameters of the theta-pinch svstem after and before
the modifications. To record the spectra, a 2-m normal incidence V'UV spectrograph was
aligned to view the plasma axiaily. The spectrograph is equipped with a 1180 grooves/mm
crating, with an inverse dispersion of 4.62 A /mm blazed at 1100Â in a 300-2000A range.
The spectrograms were recorded in SVVR- KODAK emulsion plate. The obtained spectra For
argon, using 24kV in capacitor bank, arc reproduced in a new electrical configuration using
only lOkV in capacitor bank.The similar results were obtained in the Xenon spectra

4

Conclusions

The energy transfer efficiency was increased for a lower inductance transmission line compared with coil inductance. \Vhen we made the replacement of single-turn coil to a multipleturns coil, there was an additional efficiency increase. However by this way, the increase in
the circuit resitance must be taken account wich may to cause an efficiency degradation. In
any case it is found that a multiple-turn coil showed a higher transfer efficiency that a single
•turn coil.
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Abstract
We have used a 14 kJonle theta-pinch as a light source for spectroscopy studies of highly ionized
ions of inert gases. In the obtained spectrogram it is difficult to ascribe a certain line to a given
ion. We have achieved the association line-ion through the variation in the intensity of the spectral
line, when was used a crowbar switch in the discharge circuit. Our initial results show a selective
damping for each ion specimen.

1

Introduction
*

The energy levels and transitions of excited atoms and ions can be obtained experimentally
through the analysis of their emission or absortion spectra. In our case we use a hot plasma
generated by a theta-pinch discharge as light source to obtain emission spectrograms of
inert gases In this situation a superposition of the spectra of different ions of the same
element can occur and the first task is then to assign the lines obtained to a particular
ion. After the spectrogram was obtained the next step was to generate a table with a
precise determination of the wavelengths (better than 0.03A ) of each spectral line, with the
corresponding intensity and , when it was possible, to assign this line to a particular ion
or atom. The final determination of new energy levels pertaining to a given ion can then
be made through numerical computation in a semi-emphirical manner. In our rase we use
Cowan's program[lj, which is based on a Hartree-Fock Multi-configurational model.
We are using an extra electrical switching (the so-called crowbar switch) in the circuit
of the theta pinch to control the lime duration of the hot generated plasma. We verify that
when the crowbar is activated the response in intensity of spectral line set for each ion is
different, introducing an extra factor which provides very helpful when ascribing a particular
line to a particular ion.
It is well known that when the gas filling pressure decreases and. or the capacitor bank
energy increase, the final temperature achieved in a theta-pinch increases. This is traditionally used in spectroscopic ionic assignments [2] . However the large variation used in gas
filling pressures changes strongly plasma dynamics, what may cause some mistakes in ionic
classification task. Generally, lower ionization degrees persist even when high energies are
involved. This may be explained as due to the superposition of decreasing energy processes
in the later plasma stages.

2

Experimental set-up

The experiment was performed on the 14kJ theta-pinch at UNICAMP. This machine consists
of a low indutance (<5nH) capacitor bank with 7.89 n? x 60 kV. a low indutance transmission
line with three aluminium plates, a pressured sparkgap switch and a cylindrical pyrex glass
tube of 9 cm internal diameter sorrounded by a four-turn solenoid 20 cm long. "First the
capacitor bank is charged by a 60kV- 150mA power supply. Then the sparkgap is activated
starting the current discharge through the magnetic coif. At situable moment, the ignitrons
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for crowbar switch are activated, driving current to the ground without passing through the
magnetic coil.
Tor the crowbar switch two GE ignitrons lOOkA x 25kV model GL-7703 with 20 nH
individual indutance connected in parallel were used. A three stage pulse amplifier with a
adjust delay time was used to cut de RLC oscillation after the first two half-cycles. The
signal of magnetic field was recorded on Tektronics 11201A Digitizing Oscilloscope shot
to shot using a simple magnetic coil to ensure us a good performance of crowbar switch.
To record the spectra, a 2-m normal incidence VUV spectrograph was aligned to view the
plasma axially. The spectrograph is equipped with a 1180 grooves/mm grating, with an
inverse dispersion of 4.62 A/mm blazed at 1100Â in a 300-2000Ã range. With a resolution
of 0.02 A for 15jzm wide slits. The spectrograms were recorded in SWR-KODAK emulsion
plate.
The emulsion plate was read in 2^m steps by a micro photometer NGD 20x20 (MITAKA
KOHKI CO, LTD), equipped with 0.5 ^ m precision X-Y coordinate readout system. This
equipment was connected with an IBM model 302S6 personal computer in the same manner
as with RS232C. which recorded the positions and intensities on emulsion plate in a binary
formatted data in a 3 n l/2 disquette. A Turbo Pascal program [3] would then determine
the line positions (peak find procedure) and wavelength of all lines using a polynomial least
square fit of standard lines.

3

Results

Initially
the spectrograph was evacuated to 1.3 x 10~6mbar while the glass tube to 5.0 x
5
l0~ mbar. after this the gas was admitted and the flux controlled by a needle-valve inlet.
For the present experiment the capacitor bank was charged to 10k\' with lOjxbar Xe gas
füling pressure. To verify the action of the crowbar switch on the resultant spectrogram we
have made 300 shots with and without crowbar switch. Figurei 3} shows typical developed
magnetic field signals. The upper one when the crowbar switch is off while the lower wnen
the crowbar switch is on after the second half-cycle. We have made use of Xe ion lines
classified in the current literatury [4], that were present in our experiment to compare both
spectrogram intensities. The ratio oi intensities with and without crowbar respectively were
analysed in a 500-1200À range. The obtained ratio reveals that the intensity attenuation
is nearly constant for lines pertaining to given ionization degree lines and is increasing for
decreasing ionization degree. For example we obtained the ratio 0.96=0.02 for XeVIII Tines
and 0.85±0.03 for XeVTI lines. This implies that it is possible some calibration rule for
making a ionic classification of unknown lines. Nevertheless we must to point here that
these results depend somehow on experimental conditions like pressure, energy, type of gas
and current rise time. Therefore it is necessary for each working gas a proper "calibration".
Figures(3) show the results furnished by the micro photometer measurement on six pieces.
3mm long, of the obtained spectrograms. The differences in the line intensity when the
crowbar switch is used can be clearly observed. Figure 5(a) shows little attenuation in two
XeVIl classified lines. 566.043 A and 571.304 A, when the crowbar switch was used. A region
on espectrogram where low ionization stages occur, and consequently strong attenuation in
intensity is present is shown in figure 5(b) . In figure 5ic). two unclassified lines . 1091.655
A and 1092.799 A, probably pertain to XeVIII spectra due to a little attenuation are shown.
A further verification of the assignments obtained through the use of crowbar switch, will
be make in a new analysis of Xe VII ion [5], supported by isoeletronic analysis.

4

Summary and Conclusions

We have made use of crowbar switch for ionic classification purpose. Our results reveal
that this technique is very interesting. When the crowbar switch was on. the line intensities
of low ionization ion are drastically damped. Combined with the traditional way for ionic
clasification in theta-pinch light source we get a powerful procedure for ionic classification.
We conclude that the best way to obtain the classification purpose is to make traditional
increase in energy and to make the records on spectral variation. When the maximun en-
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Figure 1: Typical integrated signals of magnetic coil. Tbe upper shows tbe signal produced
by theta-pnch discharge without crowbar system, while the lower one with crowbar system.

1*1

Figure 2: Some results of micro photometer measurements in three different regions of the
emulsion plates a- little attenuation in classified Xe VII lines when crowbar switch is actived.
b- Strong damping on intensities of lines pertaining to low ionization stages of Xe. c- very
little attenuation on two unclassified Xe lines.
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ergy is achieved one more experiment must be recorded with crowbar swicth in the same
maximun energy condition.
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Abstract
Preliminary study on internal tilting stability of an anisotropic model for Reid-reversed
configuration (FRC) is presented. I'siug a trial function approach together in with the
corresponding anisotropic Energy Principle a stabilizing influence of anisotropy is shown.
PACSnumbers: 5235-g, 32.55.Hc
After the prediction of Rosenbluth and Bussac [1]. that field-reversed configurations (FRC) should be
unstabfe to internal tilting when the elongation of their separatrix (ratio of half length to maximum radius)
it greater than one, the mode was confirmed within ideal MHD theory, first numerically [2], and shortly
after that analytically [3]. Predicted e-folding times for typical experimental data (for a general review
of FRC experiments see Ref.[4]) are of the order of one to a few microseconds. However, a paradoxical
situation, which puzzled researchers over a decade, arose, since practically all FRC experiments showed a
robust stability to such mode. As the exception that confirms the rule. Tuszewski et ai. reported evidence
of the presence of the tilting instability and its destructive consequences on FRX-C/LSM machine, when
operating at low filling pressures and with relatively low separatrix elongations (% 3.4) [5].
Several mechanisms have been proposed in order to explain this discrepancy between theory and
experiments: gyroscopic effects due to plasma rotation [6]. kinetic effects (via Vlasov-fluid numerical
codes) [7]. finite Larmor radius effects and Hall terms in Ohm's law in two-fluid models [8. 10]. However,
none of these mechanisms has been completely successful in explaining all the evidence of stability to
tilting and the general consensus was that rhe ideal .MHD model is inadequate for this kind of problem.
Here, we want to draw attention to a possible new interpretation of experimental results in terms of an
anisotropic plasma pressure within an ideal fluid model. Looking, at typical experimental data it can be
seen that predicted tilting e-folding tunes are of the same order of. or smaller than, typical classical FRC
ion-ion collision times. In such conditions, it is hard to assume that the plasma obeys a simple adiabatic
law and it should be better to assume, at least, double ailiabaiic equations, allowing tor anisotropicity.
Starting with an anisotropic equilibrium state, double adiabaticity allow» tor stabilizing mechanisms in
the special case of tilting modes.
For internal modes and anisotropic equilibrium state», the Energy Principle gives the following expression for the potential energy associated to the modes [11. 12]

6W =

1 f , í ..
- _ - ".>
,_
^J d3xl\Q\-~j
( ? x í + (V •{)({• r p i K - p i t r •{)- +
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B-Tií-ã)
^|
i

where

For axisymmetric FRC B can be written in terms of a stream function as B = Vi- x êo/r and <x_
can be assumed to vanish at the separai rix and at the O-point. In such case the fourth and last terms
in expression (1) suggest that a background i>± at the separalrix should always allow to stabilize (i.e.,
f\V > 0). However, when V • { = 0 and B V(£ §) = 0 the background is uneffective and this suggest
that the most dangerous displacement*.- should be divergence free (as is the case in all previous tilting
studies) and satisfying also B • V(£ • B) = 0 . This l;t*t condition correspond* to tilting mode like rigid
axial shift of the magnetic surfaces plu» an .uinuuh.i! componente that makes V J = 0 . Modes of this
kind can be represented by [13]
(2)
In order to do a trial funciion study of the tilting mode in anisotropic FRC we consider an anisotropic
equilibrium which is a rratural extension of the Hill'* vortex model [14]:
i
tit

1

(3)

IT,,

where
! • « )

a..1,:'

•iff,)

being «r_ = <To^-. w'itJi \OQ\ constant smaller than uim \ and t ;f tti' maxiiiiuin value of i inside the FRC.
a and b are the seniiaxes of the elliptical separatrix Ibr £.
As trial functions we have considere».
(5)
(6)
For crn = U. isotropic case £ i makes i l l ' < 0 when b/2 > 2.357 and S,:? when 6/a > 3.85. When ffo ^ 0
the tilting elongation for ílt' > Ü is a function of <?„. inf fig. 1 we plot the critical b/a as a function
of «To for the trial function S,:\. For £..-.. a different curve is obtained, as in fig. '-'. f;; represents a
mode concentrated away from the O-point. and shows a stabilizing inllueuce of p± > />i| in the FRC. &i
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represents a mode concentrated neat the O-poim: in this case both Px > i*| and f>x < PR have stabilizing
influence. This suggest» that px > /ij siiouid iiave a stabilizing iiiriWnce far from the O-poini while
Px < P| should stabilize near the O-point
In fig. 3. 4 and 5 we present the integrand of expression 11) corresponding to Í. > for bin = .'.(>. <r0 = 0.
and (To = ±0.25 in order to show the transition from instability (ostability. A positive contribution appear
neat the separatrix
These are preliminary results and a more detailed examination of the function approach is needed.
The fact that B - V{$ B) = 0 and ^" £ = Ü ensure that since at equilibrium p A ~ pg near the O-point. the
PH and px evolution equation converge continuously to the isotropic model in that region (as it should
be desirable). What kind of anisotropy (<r0 > 0 or ffo < 0) could exist in the bulk of an FRC still remain
o ... question but we think that tin- observed tilting stability in experiments should be an evidence of its
existence.
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FEASIBILITY OF FARADAY ROTATION AS DENSITY
DIAGNOSTIC IN THE TBR-1 TOKAMAK
Juan I. Elizondo and Jose H. Vuolo
Instituto de Fisica da USP
Abstract: The feasibility of using Faraday rotation in a
microwave beam as plasma density diagnostic in a tokamak is
analised. Numerical simulations show that the method can be used
in the TBR-1 tokamak. The experimental apparatus that will be
used in preliminary experiments is also described.
1. INTRODUCTION
The polarization state of a microwave beam changes as it
traverses a magnetized plasma. This change can be described as a
superposition of linear birefringence and optical activity
effects (Ref. 1). In a tokamak, if the propagation direction is
in the mid plane and tangential to a toroidal field line (Fig.
1), it can be demonstrated (Ref. 2) that the linear birefringence effect is negligible and the change in the polarization state
is due only to the optical activity. If the incident wave is
linearly polarized, this effect is a simple Faraday rotation.
2. FARADAY ROTATION
A linearly polarized wave, before entering the plasma, can
be understood as a superposition of two circularly polarized
waves R and L. These waves are the characteristic states of
propagation when the only effect is the optical activity. Inside
the plasma the corresponding refractive indexes (u and u )
depend on the plasma density and on the longitudinal magnetic
field. The difference between u and u (Fig. 2) results in a
K

L*

phase shift between the two waves. Thus, the output beam will be
linearly polarized, but the plane of polarization will be
rotated by an angle o given by:

"zo
a = J2- (M,L - *O dz
F

(1)

2C

where u and u depend on the density n ( z ) , the magnetic field
and the beam path. If u2 « u2 we have:
P

c

ap(rad) * 26,3 BQ(T) A2(mm) RQ(m) no(1014cm"3) Kx(zQ)
where K (z ) is approximately 1 and
parameter i of the density profile:
n = n Q [l - r2/a2j

depends

weakly

(2)
on

the

(3)

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
Equation (1) can be easily integrated if the density
profile is known. For the calculations we used the parabolic
profile given by Eq. (3). Thus, we can see the influence of the
parameter I and the validity of Eq. (2). The other fixed parameters are given in Table 1:
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Table 1

a * 0 .08 m
b * 0 .11 m
0.30 m
R
o =

n

o

B

T

-

I

1,0 x 10
) -

cm*

0. 5

X = 4.6 ma
1 (eq. 3)

10,000 A
P

The results, shown in Pig. 3, highlight the influence of n
o
and the small effect of the parameter I: ap depends essentially
only on the central density and on the toroidal magnetic field.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The beam
splitter, which is a grating of parallel copper wires (Ref. 3)
has a high transmissivity for the perpendicular component of the
electric field vector (relative to the wires direction), E , and
a high reflectivity for the parallel component, E B .
The voltage in the detector diodes is proportional to E 2 :
V, - c , E 2 ;

V2 = c 2 E 2

(4)

•>•-!

V /c
a p « arc tg

1

1

(5)

Thus, a can be calculated from the measured values v and
V ; c and c can be determined by interchanging the detectors 1
and 2 (Fig. 1 ) . After this we can obtain the electron density
comparing the op value with the ones obtained integrating Eq. 1
for several values of nQ.
5. CONCLUSION
A numerical simulation of the Faraday rotation in the TBR-1
tokam?k was made. The results indicate that this can be a useful
diagnostic for density measurements. An experimental test will
be briefly done in the TBR-1 tokamak.
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'tab.l' was calculated with the parameters of table 1,
The other' curves are labelled with the parameter
changed (only one parameter changed at a time); the
unit» of the density are cm"3* 1013.
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MAGNETIC FIELD INHOMOGENEITY EFFECTS
IN WEAKLY RELATIVISTIC PLASMAS
R. Gaelzer, R. S. Schneider, and L. F. Ziebell
Instituto de Física - UFRGS, Caixa Postal 15051
91501-970 Porto Alegre - RS, Brasil
Abstract
We have obtained expressions tor an effective dielectric tensor tot weakly rclauvostic magnetoactive plasmas with magnetic field inhomogeneity in the perpendicular direction. The effective
dielectric tnisor (?*f) satisfies the required symmetry conditions and describes correctly the energ}- exchange between wave and particles in a stationary, non-homogeneous plasma, when
utilized in a dispersion relation which is formally equal to the homogeneous one. We illustrate
with some numerical examples for electron-cyclotron absorption,

1. Introduction
In order to discuss the dielectric properties of magnetized inhomogeneous media, we consider the
case of a stationary, weakly inhoniogeneous magnetoactive plasma, with perpendicular magnetic
field gradients. It is known that in such a weakly inhoniogeneous medium, the wave amplitude can
be modified not only due to wave-particle interaction, but also due to changes in the group velocity
and, less important, due to mode conversion and partial reflections.
Assuming that the inhomogeneity is sufficiently small for the last two phenomena to be neglected. Beskin et al., 1987 have devised a procedure which separates the relevant wave-particle
interaction from the change in the group velocity, when discussing the changes in wave amplitude
along wave propagation. It has been shown that the correct dielectric tensor is an effective tensor.
obtained by the addition of corrections due to the inhomogeneity to a tensor obtained with the use
of a plane-wave approximation (if,). In the case of inhomogeneities in density, temperature, and
drift velocity, explicit expressions tor the dielectric tensor have been obtained, by ttie addition of
first order corrections in the plasma gradients (Caldela P et al.. 19*9: Caldela P . 1990: Cavalcanti
et ai, i99l, 1993; Ziebellet al.. 199J). In the case of in homogeneous magnetic Held, infinite series
of corrections has to be added, and the effective dielectric tensor can be obtained train f?; according
to the following (Beakin et ai.. I987)

Jj

ill

where k is the wave vector, */ is the angular frequency and r is the position.
The tensor ^ is constructed in order to describe correctly the energy exchange between particles and fields, and satisfies the relevant simmetry conditions like the Onsager relation.

ef(r,-fc.-;.-Bo:F(pi.-p||)) = *y(r.fc.*r,Bo:F(pi.p|,)).

(2)

where Bo is the ambient magnetic field, and F(p^-P\\) is the distribution function of the plasma
particles. These symmetry relations are general relations, derived by the linear response theory of
non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. The effective tensor satisfies a dispersion relation which is
formally the same as that for a homogeneous plasma.

det( kfr, - k%j + Jetf/c2)

=0.

(3)

With the evaluation of sf} and the evaluation of the integral appearing in Eq. (1), explicit
expressions for e'f can be obtained. We have considered the case of plasmas with inhomogeneities
perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. General expressions have been obtained and shall
appear in a forthcoming publication (Gaelzer et al., 1993). In the present paper we make no
attempt to any particular application, although the geometry considered is relevant for many
actual cases, both in laboratory experiments and in space plasmas. We consider as an example
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to illustrate the use of the effective dielectric tensor the case of ordinary mode waves propagating
parallel to the direction of the inhomogeneity. Since this direction is perpendicular to the direction
of the magnetic field, in the case of distributions which are symmetric along the parallel component
of the velocity the dispersion relation factorizes and for the ordinary mode only one component of
the dielectric tensor is required.
In section 2 some det?*!s of the evaluation of the dielectric tensor an* briefly described, and in
section 3 some numerical analysis for the ordinary mode are presented.

2.

The effective dielectric tensor

The mediuu' ha» an ambient magnetic field in the ; direction and a constant gradient in the x
direction.

Bu = Bo(l+kBr)z
Bo dx

,4)
x=0

After linearization of the Viasov equation, the equation for the perturbed distribution function can
be solved by the method of characteristics, which implies lime integration along the unperturbed
trajectories given by the single particle equations of motion in the ambient magnetic field. It is
assumed that at /'
oc all perturbations vanish and at r' — t the particle has momentum and
position p and r. respectively.
To integrate the non-linear set of motion equations, we have used a perturbative method,
expanding in powers of kg all momenta and coordinates, and retaining only terms up to order
kg. It is shown that, in order to avoid non-physical secular terms, tiie cyclotron frequency has
to be corrected, resulting equations which satisfy the initial condition» and are perfectly coherent
among themselves [Gatlzer et al., 199S). However, the most important corrections due to the
inhomogeneity are the macroscopical drift and the nonlinear correction to the frequency, which
is essential to avoid secularities. These corrections are retained, and ail the other terms of order
O{kg) are neglected. The orbit equations are therefore giver, by:
x'o(r) - j- = —77-i s ' n r ~ sin( f - ~t,r)\
—-ICOS( r' ~ ~o,T)

P'CAT)

Pa^

=

-

r

= «I-

PÜ )

fTT-

PiZas\T--a~)

T

>

~ COS r"j +

(5.a)

/'J.

smi

i^.d)

r" - - . . ~ I

I 5.eI

15.0

where r = f'-f. ila = qaBo/ nioc is the cyclotron frequency of the o-th species. *a = \ / l pi and p|| are the perpendicular and parallel momenta, j is the phase angle and
ÍÍ.,,

(5.b)

,

i

p-/m-,c2.

P- »' n r

The maintenance of the ternii proportional to kg in ~a is essential for the correct description of
the wave-particle interaction [Antonse/i ('•' Manheimer. 1918: Cairn» e/ al.. 1991). The additional
term in (5-b) describes the macroscopic VB^xBo drift of the particles and must be retained in
the integration.
After Fourier transforming the electromagnetic fields and the current density we arrive at a
tensor i°tJ which does not describe the energy exchange between pattides and fields. The correct
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description will be achieved after the transformations 11). giving the -?f tensor, which we show
here for waves that propagate in the x - : plane:
j—

- -v
-

x

-

-fry;

2->

^

i-x

f ,3 "ii / "ii 0
/ «ru —

—--

where /?„,> = *•«* - k^u^c- nííf»( 1 + fcflx). u = p/m^c.
defined by:

d
—

\

2

/QQ«1.UI|I.

and the operator C and the vector J7~ o are

c = f i •v»<1"^ ^ i
V
with 6 a = tjL«x<*/íía. o n = kgnu^c. .V|| = fc||c/-; and Jn{:) is the Bessel function of order n. The
general expression is given in Guelztr et al.. 1993.
We immediatly see that when itg = 0. the tensor (6) reduces to the well-known dielectric tensor
for homogeneous magnetoplasma. It satisfies also the Onsager reciprocity relations, eq. (2) and
conserves, by construction, the whole energy of the wave-particle system (Beskin et al. I9S7).

3.

Ordinary mode absorption near cyclotron frequency

In the case of electron cyclotron waves, the effect of ions can be neglected in the dispersion relation.
Assuming a Maxwellian distribution function for the electrons.

where n e is the electron density and n = mfc2/Te. where Tt is the electron temperature: considering
a weakly relativistic regime. -. ~ 1 + i r / 2 . and waves in perpendicular propagation, we arrive from
eq. (6). to the following £33 component:
45

%n

'

Gn(z)

=

1 + /IA'WOO + Ji-Y f;

= ie
=

Jo
Jo

j ; Hns .

dt

iTT^

(7

4/

l~rr7r

e-Mn(a).

where A" = 4^n e g e 2 /m e u; 2 . 2e n = SB**11'1.
in» = /*[1 - « « I ' d + kBx)\. 3 - .V^/V// 1 ' 2 . .V e =
kBc/u, Y = 0 e /ú/ and I n {;) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. Again for Ar# = 0.
Tin* reduces to the generalized relativistic plasma dispersion function (Robinson. 1986). We have
then the dispersion function for ordinary mode waves.

.và = f§5(.vá).

-

(8)

As a numerical example, we suppose ordinary mode waves propagating perpendicular to B o in
a tokamak with a magnetic field profile given by eq. |4). Choosing the position at the center of
the torus (x = 0). we examine as both the absorption and refraction change as a function of the
parameter r.v = A's/l-^oj, where |A'o| is the modulus of the refractive index for a frequency equal
to u> = 0.9fi ? . Figure 1 shows the real and imaginary parts of SQ for several values of r\.
It is seen that, unlike the case of density and temperature iniiomogeneities. magnetic field
inhomogeneity is effective near the cyclotron frequency (Caldela et al.. 1990). and can substantially
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Figure 1: (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of XQ as a function of ~'/ttt for r\ = 0. 2 x 10~3.
3 x 10"34. x 10~3 and 5 x 10~3. for a tnaxwellian plasma with Te - l.iõkeV.
modify electron cyclotron wave absorption. This fact may be relevant for plasma heating and
current generation in tokamaks.
There are many other situations where interesting plasma phenomena occur in inhomogeneous
magnetic field. Such is the case of the drift instabilities. However, the study of these instabilities
requires examination of waves propagating perpendicular to the inhoriipgrnoity. a situation which
was not considered here. It is our intention to pursue our studies on the subject.
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EIGENMODES OF A TOROIDAL CAVITY
»
D.C.Giraldez. I.C.Nascimento. R.M.O.Galvão.
A.C.A.Ferrcira! M.Brusatifand J.K.C.Pinto*
Instituto de Física. Universidade de São Paulo
Caixa Postal 20516 - CEP 01498-970 São Paulo. SP - Brasil

1

Abstract

This work presents a approach to solve the wave equation in a toroidal cavity for resonant
modes. Subsequently these modes will be measured in a torus.

2

Introduction

The electromagnetic eigenmodes of a toroidal cavity are of interest not only in Controlled
Thermonuclear Fusion Research, for radio-frequency heating and current-drive, but also
in Fiber Optics. Microwave Circuit Theory, and Storage Rings. Although the problem
of determining the eigenmodes of a toroidal cavity can be straighfowardly formulated, its
solution is rather involved and has not yet been obtained in a closed analytical form. This
is essentially due to th? wave equation being inseparable in toroidal coordinates. Many
different approximate solutions to the problem have been proposed [1] - [10], most of them
based upon expansions in the inverse aspect ratio of the toroidal cavity. The drawback
of these solutions is that the domain of validity is not easily determined and an uniform
connection between the two limiting solutions, viz., for the periodic cylindrical and spherical
cavities, is not available.
We are currently setting up a program to experimently determine the eigenfrequencies of
a toroidal cavity and design slow structures that can efficiently excite the most convenient
modes. In the process we have studied the relevant literature and found out that it is
possible to improve on the previous theoretical treatment of the problem [10]. In this paper
we discuss our effort in this direction and the experimental method to be used.

3

Theoretical Formulation

The determination of the eigenmodes of a toroidal cavity can be quite conveniently formulated by representing the electromagnetic fields in terms of the Hertz vector fl [5j - [10J. The
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are then given by solutions of the wave equation
'Escola Federal de Engenharia de Itajubá
f
Jet Joint Undertaking -Abingdon • England
* Escola Politécnica - Universidade de São Paulo - Departamento de Engenharia Elétrica
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o

(D

subjected to the proper boundary conditions. Site Janaki and Dasgupta [10] have proposed to solve the resulting scalar Helmholtz equation for any cartesian component of II in
toroidal coordinates (r, «,%<?), given by the transformation laws
x=

asinhr
r
-cosv,
coshr - cosv

asinhr
y = —7

(2a)
.„,,.
26)

rsinè,

COStlT — COSV

and

r *

.-=

..

(2c)

cosnr — cosy
where "a" is a parameter. Each r = const surface generates the surface of a torus of major
radius R and minor radius r such that a2 = R7 — r2 and the aspect ratio R/r is given by
R/r = coshr = s. Introducing the variable P} = 11^/(5 — costpp and decomposing P} in
Fourier components in the separable <t> coordinate, it can be shown that Eq.(l) reduces to
4

s2— 1

(s —

)2

,3,

Sita Janaki and Dasgupta have solved Eq.(3) by first expanding the singular denominator
(5 — cosii))2 in a power series. In this case the equation can be solved order by order and
the lowest order equation becomes separable leading to solutions in terms of hypergaometric
functions. However, although for practical applications s > \. this method hides the effect of
the singularity in the non convergence of the series solution, making it difficult to estimate
its range of validity and not allowing an uniform connection with the solution for s = 1.
Naturally, to obtain a more convenient series solution, it is important to somewhat keep
the singular behavior at s = 1. Let us first consider the function
:|a|>l

(4)

s — cosv

After a series of simple algebraic manipulations, it can be shown that f(s.v)
represented as
1
°°

can be

Then, using the relationship df/ds = — l/(s - cosv)7. we finally obtain

(s - cosil>)2 (s2 - 1 fl2 \S + 2 £ i (i + s/T^T)»
We propose to use this expansion to search for a solution of Eq.(3). Actually, substituting
Eq.(6) into Eq.(3), we get

fa\*

t ^ ^ ) =0
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(7)

with the operator L corresponds to the three first terms in Eq.(3) and
qn(5) =

s+ n/s1^!

(8)

If we now attempt a power series solution for P}, i.e. P} = Po +1 1 Pi -f •••, where « -~ s~l.
the zero order solution becomes separable, as in the case of the Sita Janaki and Dasgupta
method, but keeps a contribution of the singularity at s = 1 associated with the propagation
factor k2a2. We are currently addressing the problem of solving Eq.(7).

4 Experimental Development
The solutions of Eq.(7) will be compared with experimental measurements. For this we plan
to use a method originally proposed by J.C.Slater and others [11.12. 13], for the measurement
of relative field intensities in accelerator cavities.
The method is based on a fundamental result of the general theory of cavities, which
relates the shift in the resonance frequencies with perturbations in cavity boundary. Its
mathematical expression is given by [14, 15]:
Au; /.[£, fl. - E9Dt + HOBX - H,Bo)dV
}
w»
fv[EoDo - Bjlo\dY
n
where the subscripts "0" and "l indicate the unperturbed and perturbed field quantities,
respectively, "V is the volume of the perturbative body, *V is the volume of the cavity:
"u;,," is the resonance frequency and "A^" is the frequency shift caused by the perturbative
body.
The frequency range for measurements will be from 3 to 4 GHz. close to the lowerhybrid frequency for a great number of tokamak plasmas. A small toroidal cavity will be
constructed in stainless steel or brass. The equipment R.F basic is being imported and
includes: RF generator from 10 MHz, to 8.4 GHz, frequencimeter up to 20 GHz. power
meter with interval reference of 1 mW, 50 MHz and a power detector with range frequency
from 10MHz to 18 GHz and range power from -30 to +20 dBm.
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ALTERATIONS OF PLASMA EDGE TURBULENCE CAUSED
BY HELICAL CURRENTS
Maria Vittoria A.P. Heller. Raul M. Castro. Iberè L. Caldas.
Zoezer A. Brasilio. Ruy P. da Suva
Institute of Physics. University of São Paulo
C.P. 20516. 0149S-970 São Paulo. SP. Brazil

Abstract: Experiments, using external helical current were performed to study edge
turbulence and plasma edge properties in TBR-1 Tokamak.

1. Introduction
Experimental investigations of the edge turbulence in Ohmic discharges perturbed by
external currents in resonant helical windings, (rhw) / I / were performed in the Tokamak
TBR-1.
Here we report alterations on equilibrium profiles and turbulent fluctuations induced by
fixed m = 4/n = 1. helical currents IK •
2. Experimental Arrangements
The Tokamak TBR-1 / 2 / . is a small device in which plasma is croated inside a stainless
stce! vessel. Its main parameters are: major radius R = 0.30 m. poloidai plasma limiter
radius a = 0.0S m. the gas used is hydrogen with a pressure of 8.7 x 10~'mbar. lor
this experiment / 3 / we have central electron temperature 7^(0) = 2. x lO^eV. central
electron density n(0) = 6 • 1018rn~J. plasma current lp = S.5kA. toroidal field li = 0.-1 T
(corresponding to a safety factor q\a) = 5). The probe diagnostic system was designed
to measure simultaneously, and within a short distance (few millimeters), electrostatic
and magnetic fluctuations, besides relevant plasma parameters as density, potential, and
temperature /3.-1.5/. The data presented here were taken for ohmically heated discharges
with high MUD activity. Data were recorded at 1 MHz sampling rate and spectral analyses
were calculated from ensemble averaging over b2 blocks oí 12S us. The magnetic field at the
plasma edge was ergodized by the applied resonant helical magnetic tioid. which reduced
the MUD activity. This perturbation was created by win = 4/1 helical windings, the
current was adjusted to />, = ISO A. and it was switched on tor time intervals greater than
two milliseconds after the plasma current has reached steady values.
3. Results and Conclusions
The fluctuation power is confined basically below 150kHz. Potential and density fluctuations show turbulent spectra with and without the application of rhw. Density. n/(n).
and potential. ($/kTe). fluctuation levels have not shown significative change with the
application of rhw.
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The plasma fluctuating potential with the rhw shows a small reduction for positions
inside the plasma.
The relative dispersion <7*#/fcs for potential fluctuations changes significantly, inside
the plasma, with the application of rhw. However, this effect is not clearly verified for
density fluctuations.
The correlation times for the potential and density fluctuations as well as the edge
electron temperature did not change with the field perturbations. The phase velocity is
practically unaffected by the rhw: only a small decrease in the value of the phase velocity
was verified inside the plasma.
Fig. 1 shows the spectra of potential fluctuations inside the plasma with and without
the effect of the rhw. We observed a small decrease of low frequency components of the
spectrum when the rhw was applied. For density fluctuations an accentuated increase of
low frequency components was detected inside the plasma; this effect almost disappear in
the limiter shadow. For the magnetic poloidal fluctuations, as reported in another paper / 6 /
there is a decrease in amplitude in the part of the spectrum that corresponds to the Mirnov
oscillations.
To try to obtain more information that the available from ordinary linear spectral
technique, we calculated the bispectrum /"/ of the fluctuations, to measure the degree
of phase coherence between waves introduced by nonlinearities. So Figs. 2(a-b) show the
contour of auto-bicoherence. for magnetic poloidal fluctuations with and without rhw.
With rhw the low value of auto-bicoherence seems to be due to the lack of phase coherence
between the observed modes. The effect of the magnetic field perturbations is to decouple
modes to increase the degree of turbulence. The same effect is observed for potential and
density fluctuations.
Fig. 3 shows the average ^-profile for potential fluctuations. With the rhw the k value
decreases for all positions investigated.
The radial particle flux due to electrostatic fluctuations was computed from simultaneous
measurements of density and potential fluctuations and from measurements of the wavenumber of potential fluctuations /4/. Fig. 4 shows a clear alteration of the transport
spectrum with the rhw. The total particle flux profile is plotted in Fig. 5. where the
enhancement of transport by the application of external helical perturbation is observed
inside the plasma.
We have investigated the effects of the rhw on the plasma edge parameters and plasma
transport in the TBR-1 Tokamak. The stochastic magnetic field enhances the transport at
the plasma edge. This enhancement of the plasma transport can be used to cool the edge
plasma and consequently to reduce and control the impurity generation.
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Introduction From the very beginning of the thermonuclear problem the confinement of heat
&• particles and the transport processes, in particular, are considered to be one of the most
important items in tokamaks. In many cases no adequate comprehension of these complex and
multilateral phenomena may be reached without introducing some nonstationary phase into the
discharge. Often the researcher uses some artificial processes like switching additional plasma
heatings on. pellet injection or magnetic compression. Sometimes spontaneous phenomena like
sawteeth or L «-+ H mode transitions can yield an useful information. In these nonstationary
processes the most part of co-existing transport mechanisms may be neglected, while only one
of them dominating. This allows to study it in the most distinct way.
Thus, as an example, one may quote the magnetic plasma compression when the inward drift
velocity c[E. x Bt\/Bf (y is poloidal augiei dominates in particle dux over that of diffusion, and
the thermal conductivity turns out to be the main heat loss process. In another nonstationary
situation, in sawteeth, the particle diffusion is eliminated due to flattening plasma density profile,
and only the inward pinch is responsible for reconstruction oí the radial particle distribution
peaked at the center.
Together with detailed plasma parameter measurements, the tactics described provide* an experimental basis to deduce radial profiles of local transport coefficients, to obtain their temporal
evolution in the transient phase of the discharge.
The proper instrument to calculate them is equations of heat \: particle balance. In the
majority of the experiments discussed below we dealt with heat transport processes in the
electron component of plasma. The problem to get ohmic heat deposit radial distribution ariscd
with use of the equation of the electron population heat balance. To resolve it. numerical
simulation of the plasma column loop voltage, based on the supposition of the poloidal magnetic
field classical diffusion, was used. It yielded plasma current density radial distribution. This
information, of course, was rather useful not only in the heat balance calculation.

Description of the computational part of the method The term "classical" implied that
the Ohm's law has been taken in form
fri = 0Pi(E + [V xB]/c)
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(1)

with rrpi being plasma classical conductivity deduced from Coulomb collisions. The tokamak
experimental data base shows the tokamak plasma conductivity to reveal no anomaly.
Due to small toroidicity in all the experiments described below. .4 = RQ/U > 4. the plasma
column was considered as an symmetrical cylinder of 2 " ^ long. Except the neoclassical a^.
other neoclassical effects have not been taken into account in this consideration. The boot-strap
current was estimated not to exceed several percent of 7^.
Then ID equation of poioidai magnetic Keid transport in moving medium is written as
p

v

<2f

p

Here Vr(r.t) is radial plasma velocity, and Dm = <rj\z<rri is magnetic field diffusion coefficient.
Experimental data on electron temperature and density. Tt\r.t) and n,[r.t). and on plasma
geometry and magnetic field were used when calculating <r^(r. t).
Having resolved the eq. 12) numerically at standard boundary conditions Bpii)) = 0 and
Bp[a.t) — '2Ipi{u.t)/ca. the plasma current density was deduced as
j p i \ r. n - c\ rotBp\ r. t))/ Iv

13)

Then the data on Bp and jpi were used to calculate the loop voltage applied to the plasma
column. l'pi{t). The first integral of the eq. (2) with the externai electric field as the integration
constant (Kirchhoff law)
I pi/2s-/?o = jpi/fffi + t t1Qp/dt - \rBp)/c

I i)

has been used to perform it. Here 2T/?O$ P = Í Bv x izRodR is the piasnia column poioidai tlux.
In theeq. (4) right hand part depends on the radius r. whereas the left hand one is the constant.
Accordingly to this, calculations o» l'pi for different radii were used to make sure of validity of
eq. (2) finite difference representation.
Modelled I pi{t) was compared with the experimental one. In the case of coincidence we
obtained the realiable data on jPiir.t).
Analysing the cases of discrepancy yielded, as a rule,
some interest ing informal ion about peculiarities in plasma behaviour.
The mhd equation of electron component heat balance, used in the works quoted below,
corresponded, in general, to thai described in [lj:

Wl.ón.T,)/cHi- n.lrdiv\r

+rf#r(leJ, + l'ejk)

Here the second term of the left hand part describes the plasma flux work. Tr,K — — K. y Tt and
Te,f, — l.5neTe\r are heat fluxes due to heat conductivity and convection, respectively, p, are
volume heat sources. £ , p, = pOn + PECH ~ />-< - Pm- which mean» ohmic heating, additional
electron cyclotron heating, electron-ion heat exchange and radiation energy losses, POH = jjiiVph
Pi, ~ ntnM\ - T,)/'T?'2. In different experiments some terms of the eq. (5) might be absent or
neglected. Virtually, to calculate lhe electron heat conductivity coefficient Kt[r. t). integral form
of the eq. (5) has been used:

nf = { I I.Tp,

- n,Ttdir\r)

* 'Itrdr - dQ./dt

- 2vr * ['m,TAr)/\-2vr

y r/Tt)

(7)

where Qt{r,t) = /J l.óueTt x 2irrdr is heat storage in electrons in the cylinder of the radius r.
Some experimental applications of the described method are considered below.
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Magnetic compression The method had been proposed and applied for the first time when
experimenting with the magnetic compression of plasma in a tokamak TIWIAN-2A [2. 'i\. The
machine parameters were: Ro = 40cm. a = »cm. »kG< Bt <16kG. 10kA< Ipi <15kA. the discharge duration was 10ms. The plasma with n,(0)=(2-4)xl0 I3 cm"- i and JV=( 130-2b0)eV was
produced in the discharges. Typically the ohmic heating \OH) was performed at Bt=SkG and
in the quasi-stationary period of the discharge a twofold increase in Bt was induced for a time
rc=0.5ms resulting in the plasma magnetic compression. Then the reached value of Bt was kept
approximately constant for =s2ms. This post compression period was followed by a slow magnetic
decompression, when Bt returned down to its initial value for =«2ms. A wide spectrum of diagnostic tools supported the experiment including microwave interferometer. Thomson scattering,
bolometers, absolutely calibrated Yl'Y-monochromator. magnetic and electrostatic probes, etc..
In spite of the compression might not be considered as adiabatic one. rr£.a/, =0.35ms< rc,
the temperature rise was greater than by 2 i / 3 times having implied the improvement of the
confinement. The observed supression of mhd oscillations pointed to the possible cause.
The plasma voltage peak produced in the fast compression phase due to the current channel
shrinking coincided excellently with the l\i simulated at Zejj = const = Zejjx>H- But later,
in the postcompression period the modelling repealed an increase in Zejj from 1.3 up to 2.6 .
This has been proved with use of soft A'-ray diagnostics and has been explained to be due to
the impurity accumulation in this quiescent part of the discharge.
In the compression experiments l'r = Vrx + Yr.diff- l'r.c = ~(f/'2){Bt/ Bt). The drift plasma
velocity produced by the compression. l~r.c. was written in eqs. (2.4.7) in the explicit form.
Vrjiff in the eqs. (2.4) has been neglected, but terms of the eq. (7). containing \'r.diff- have
been included in the Tejt, thus the heat transport due to the heat conductivity and the particle
diffusion was described by means of some « c //.
In the OH the heat transport coefficient radial profile we//('*) exhibited a hump born by
m = 2 and m = 3 magnetic islands. In the postcompression phase it flattened, wuh \, ; 7 =i-)
8) x 10 ir cm" 1 s" 1 overall the cross section of the plasma column, what corresponded to i he Alcator
scaling. But surprisingly, in the decompression period Ke/j went down approaching values cioso to
neoclassical ones. Ke// < 1 x 1Ü1' cm"'s"'. in central part ot the plasma, r < 4cm. Experimentally
it manifested itself in keeping Te(0) constant when decreasing Bt. No clear explanation had been
done to the phenomenon that time.
Electron cyclotron heating These ECH experiments have been carried out in the FT- i tokamak (/fo=62cm. a=l5cm. Bt <12kG. /p/=30-60kA) [4j. Two gyrotrons operating at /=ÍÜ.(iGHz
produced the total power P3yr <250k\V during 1.8ms.
The modelled L pi was in a good agreement with the measured one during the whole additional
heating period at the Z e // = coutt - Z,/f.oH providing reliable data on the jpi( r. t) distribution.
In the eq. (5) all transport terms as well as POH- Pa and I W depend on plasma parameters, nkT, and their gradients, with ()[ l.õneTe)/ât and PECH being equal to zero in the quasistationary OH part. Therefore, total ECH power absorbed in the plasma. PECH- and its radial
distribution. pECH{r). may be calculated for the first moment after switching ECH on. when
plasma parameters having not yet changed as compared with the OH. as PECH - à(i.hnnTe)ldi.
The obtains! PBcn\r) agreed, in general, with ray tracing calculation results, but the PECH
was only 60-70% of the Pgyr. This result was confirmed with diamagnetic measurements, and
meant that either the significant part of the gyrotron power did not enter into the plasma body
covered with plasma parameter measurements or entered to there it- form of a nonthermal pnergy.
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This fact has pushed forward some further studies.
K c //(r) revealed no noticeable changes at the first 0.5ms after the ECH start but later heat
conductivity increased by 2-3 times in the outer area of the plasma column. Perhaps, it was a
/.-mode manifestation induced by nkT gradient» distortion.
Pellet injection When analysing experimental data base of the T-10 tokamak |/?o=150cm.
a=27cm. B t =30kG. /^=200kA). an increase in the i'p caused by the pellet injection attracts an
attention [5]. It exceeds the OH level by some 2 times and then goes down slowly lasting for
several tens milliseconds. It cannot be explained neither with the weak and transient electron
temperature decrease nor with a Ztjj rise supposed and needs a non-trivial hypothesis.
On the contrast with the temperature, the plasma density reveals strong variations. Initially
the ionized pellet material is concentrated at the middle third of the minor radius and then the
particles are redistributed to the center of the cross section. Such an evolution allows an idea on
a plasma influx arising, at least, in an inner part of the discharge, due to. probably, a disbalance
between specific fcr the tokamak diffusion and pinch, with the pinch dominating. Transport of
poloidal magnetic field [Bp) with this flux is proposed here as a possible mechanism to explain
the Up rise.
The similar phenomenon brightly manifested itself in the plasma magnetic compression where
the current channel was clenched by the drift plasma influx (see above). But here we suppose
the Bp transport produced by the anomalous transport particle flux.
In the loop voltage modelling. Bp transport velocities, needed to fit the calculated Cpi to the
experimental one. were directed inwards and , I", ;<:30cm/s in inner area of the plasma column.
r/a <2/3.
The heat balance showed no sufficient change» in nt during the pre- —<• post-pellet transition.
Conclusion In all the experiments listed, applying the described phyiosopby yielded much
interesting information on rather fundamental plasma properties. It could be used. also, in experiments on additional heatings k current drive and //-mode studies in the TCA-l'SP tokamak.
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TOROIDAL TRANSPORT INVESTIGATION
OF THE INJECTED IMPURITIES IN HOT PLASMA
S. Kálvin. J. S. Bakos. G- Burger. P. N. Ignácz. B. Kardon.
G. Kocsis. J. Szigeti. G. Veres, S. Zoletnik,
KFKI Research Institute for Panicle and Nuclear Physics,
P.O.B. 49. H-1525 Budapest, Hungary
Introduction. Key technique for the investigation of transport processes in a tokamak plasma is the tracing of injected impurities. High speed micro-pellet injection was
used in order to reduce the pulse length of the injected impurity beam. Soft X-ray
camera based on microchannei-plate (MCP) was developed[l] to detect the radiation of
injected impurities. These techniques make possible the investigation of the fast toroidal
transport processes.
Detection technique The radiation of the injected impurities after being ionized was
detected by two MCP cameras and by monochromator equipped with photomultiplier.
Each MCP camera measured the radiation along 16 different chords in a poloidal crosssection of the tokamak. The two cameras were mounted either in one cross-section of
the tokamak or in two different cross-sections. Different filters were used in front of the
cameras to select the desired detected energy interval. A list of filters applied in the
experiments along with their energy range is sown in Table 1.
fitter
Quartz
CaFj crystal
0.2íim C foil

| energy range
| 5-6eV
| 6-10eV
! SO-300eV

wavelength range
2000-2500A
1200-2000A
40-150À

Table 1. The filters applied m the MCP camera with their corresponding
energy and wavelength intervals.
Injection techniques. Blow-off technique[2j was used to inject Al and Na atomic
beam into the plasma. In such cases the deposition of the injected impurities is in the
periphery of the plasma. The pulse length of the injection is in the order of a few
hundred microseconds.
Laser acceleration was used to inject high speed (up to 1 km/s) ímall size i * 1micro-pellets. In this way Al and mylar (composition^,C.H) pellets were
injected deep into the plasma. The velocity distribution of these pellets can be seen in
Fig.l.
5.6 micron Al toil •
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Fig.l. Typical pellet velocity distribution at a fixed laser energy, (a) in the
case of Al. (b) in the cast of mylar pellets.
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Results of the experiments. The experiments were performed on MT-1M tokamak
(R = 40cm, a = 12.5cm). Typical plasma parameters during the experiments were:
limiter radius rj, m = 9cm. plasma current Ip = 2QkA. toroidal induction Bt = IT, line
averaged electron density nt = 1 — 3 • 10 19 m~ 3 .
In a series of experiments the toroidal distribution of the blow-off injected Al
impurity was investigated around the place of the injection. The Al I, Al II. Al III line
radiations at different toroidal positions were measured shot by shot. The distribution
detected by MCP camera twith CaFj filter) was measured in one shot. These results
can be seen in Fig. 2a. The time delay as the function of the toroidal position measured
by MCP camera is shown in Fig. 2b.
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Fig.2. (a) Toroidal intensity distribution of Al I. Al II. Al III lines and MCP
signal in the 6-10 eV energy interval, (b) Time delay of the MCP camera
signals at the vicinity of the beam injection at different toroidal positions.
Filter: CaF2.

In other experiments it was observed that the spatial and temporal distribution
of the radiation measured by the MCP camera with CaF2 filter coincided with the
distribution of Al III line radiation. The radiation measured by MCP with CaF2 filter.
originates from Al III ions was concluded from these facts. Therefore, from Fig. 2,(b)
the characteristic toroidal velocity of the Al III ions around the injection lies in the
order of 0.1 • 10 4 m/ a .
Using carbon filter the radiation caused by the injection can be observed in the
whole plasma, while using CaF2 filter it can be observed only in the vicinity of the
injection (see Fig.2a). Since the energy of the line radiation of the Al ions in the
ionization stage above Al'1** falls into the sensitivity range of the camera with carbon
filter, and the ionization time of these ions is high enough to move far from the injection,
therefore it can be concluded that the signal measured with C filter is the radiation of
the highly ionised Al (above Al 2+ ). Fig.3. shows the time evolution of the Al I line
radiation and the signals measured by carbon filter during the blow-off injection. The
injection was done from the bottom of the tokamak. The radiation observed at the top
of the cross-section originates from ions which travelled around the torus. From the
time delay between the MCP signals ac the top and bottom of the plasma cross-section
a long range toroidal velocity of order of l04m/s was deduced.
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Fig.S. Al I line radiation and the MCP camera signals at the place of the
injection. FMCT: carbon. The dashed lines illustrate the results of the model
calculation: the density of the Al atoms, the density of high ionization stage
ions at the place of injection and 2.5 m far from the injection (one toroidal
turn around the torus).

The transport of the ions evaporated from Al micro-pellets injected from the bottom of the plasma was also investigated. Fig.4. shows the result of a measurement with
two horizontal MCP cameras mounted in two adjacent cross-sections. One camera measured the radiation of low ionization stage ions (CaF2 filter; at the place of injection,
while the other measured the radiation of high ionization stage ions at a distance 0.4m
from the injection. The high ionization stage ions do not appear at the edge of the
plasma. The toroidal time delay in the appearance of the radiation at the same radial
position is not more than 10us, therefore the deduced toroidal speed of the ions is at
least 4 • 10* m/s.
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Fig.4- Radiation distribution measured simultaneously in two cross-sextionf
during Al pellet injection.
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The results of the experiment in which two MCP cameras with carbon filter measured the radiation in one cross-section vertically and horizontally are shown in Fig.5.
In the case of high speed myiar pellet injection the radiation appears at the place where
the pellet enters the plasma. While the maximum of the radiation moves towards the
centre of the plasma, it gradually shifts towards the high-neld-side. Somewhat later
a second radiating spot appears at another part of the piasma. This second spot is
probably caused by the ions which have travelled around the torus. From these experiments one can deduce a pellet cioud expansion velocity of 5 • 10*m/s along the magnetic
field line. A toroidal or poioidal shift of the pellet cloud with a velocity lower than the
velocity of the toroidal expansion is assumed in order to understand the poioidal shift
of the radiating spot.

5231: Verltcai camera
HFS

52311 Horizontal camera

•BOTTOM
44

45
time |ns)

46

Fig.5. Radiation distribution measured simultaneously by two cameras in
one cross-section during mylar pellet injection The straight line indicates the.
•pellet path.

Theory. In the case of blow-off injection the observed long range toroidal velocity
of the ions is in the order of the velocity the ions gain in the Coulomb collisions with the
bulk plasma ions. The mean free path is m tin.- order of a meter. These facts suggest
that the substantial physical process winch ;>i.iys important role in the toroidal motion
of the ions is the Coulomb collision of thr impurity ions with the bulk plasma ions. A
one dimensional model baseii on the kinetic tinorv including the small angle coulomb
collision, the effect oi a self-consistent eieari'- nVici aini the electron impact ionization
was developed to simulate the toroiüai transpor: of the blow-off injected impurities.
The derived equations were solved numerically. A result of the simulation is compared
with the experimental data on Fig. 3.
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Abstract
»
It is assumed that the plasma relaxes to a quasi-steady state that is characterized
by a minimum entropy production rate, compatible with a number of prescribed
conditions and pressure balance. A poloidal current arises naturally because of the
anisotropic resistivity.

/. Introduction. In tokamaks, the plasma is not in thermodynamic equilibrium because of
externally applied toroidal electric field. Taylor[l) suggested that slightly resistive plasma
relaxes to a state of minimum energy subject to the conservation of magnetic helicity. As in
tokamaks the relaxed state is a driven quasi-steady state, there is no evident reason for the
plasma to evolve in this direction[2,3]. Also, his theory cannot produce the correct current
distribution in tokamaks. Hameiri and Bhattacharjee[3] suggested the applicability of
minimum entropy production theory (see e.g.[4]) with constraints represented by some
invariants in the evolutionary sense.

In this work, minimum entropy production theory is applied, assuming the pressure
equilibrium as a fundamental constraint on the fina! state.

//. Entropy Production Rate. For the sake of simplicity the kinematic viscosity, the centrifugal force and the ion and electron temperature gradients are neglected in this paper.
The friction is described by P = r^Jy +T)L3L
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where rj\\ and V\ are the resistivity parallel

and perpendicular to the magnetic field B , respectively, J is the current density and the
entropy production rate becomes R = P • J. In terms of J and B we have

Results are derived for large aspect ratio, axially symmetric tokamaks, using local polar
coordinates (r, 9 and <p). The minimization of R subject to appropriate constraints should
yield the steady state.

///. Constraints.

In tokamaks, the values of B» and Bv at the plasma boundary are

prescribed as the plasma current and all currents in external coils are kept as constant as
possible.

It is assumed that the pressure balance (Vp — J x B) is established in the quasi-steady
state, whichever is this. This equation can be written in terms of Maxwell stress tensor
as

(p+ — J3 = 0 ,

V-

(2)

where 3 is the unit tensor.

• Using the virial theorem as derived by Chandrasekhar[5] we have

J {"*
where the integrals are taken over the plasma volume and surface, respectively. As
the surface quantities are constant, the volume integral must be kept constant in
minimization procedure.
• By multiplying the pressure balance equation
dp _B9 d .
dr
r dr

.

d 2
dr *

a

2

by r and integrating it, it is possible to show that
dr
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(4)

must have a prescribed value. By eliminating the pressure between the equations
(3) and (4) we may conclude that the integral
(5)
is prescribed by the boundary conditions.

IV. Minimum Entropy Production.

The Euler-Lagrange equations are derived from
!r = 0

(6)

where A is a Lagrange multiplier. Solving these equations with the condition J = 0 at
surface we obtain

B$ = CJi{x) and J v = CJ0(x),
where C is a constant and Jo and J\ are Bessel functions of zero and first order, respectively, x is a dimensionless variable representing the radial coordinate. These are shown
in fig 1.

A local poloidal beta function is defined here by

Pressure balance requires
Be
Bv
For large aspect ratio tokamaks with nearly circular cross section, if P* were constant,
it would exactly be the standard poloidal beta (/?x). Normalized functions F$ and J$, and
0* are plotted in figures 2 and 3 for B$(a)/B¥(0)

= .1 and T}± = 2%.

V. Comments. The results match perfectly the typical observations. Because of anisotropic
resistivity the resistive force is not parallel to the current and an external toroidal electric
field can produce a poloidal current without any special dynamo mechanism. Most typical
value is found for (3p (a .65).
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Figure 1. - Toroidal current {J^)

Figure 2. - Poloidal components of

and the corresponding poloidal field
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Figure 3. - Poloidal beta function.
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